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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Many children have difficulty in spelling. As a subject of instruc-
tion it is in need of reexamination. Positive help would be acceptable to 
every school. 
1 
The Murphy study shmvs that training in auditory and visual discrim-
ination eliminates many reading difficulties and suggests that that and 
similar further training might contribute to the improvement of spelling. 
Other studies suggest this, but no extensive planned program has been de-
veloped. No manuals give specific training in translating sounds into 
written symbols. 
It is impossible to teach all the words which children need in their 
, vrriting, much less all words needed by adults. A method which i."!lproved 
ability to perceive words in reading and listening in a way beneficial to 
later spelling would be highly advantageous. 
This study is an attempt to analyze the effect of teaching materials 
in word analysis applied to spelling on spelling ability. It is an evalua-
tion as to its affects in middle grades on: 
1. Spelling achievement 3. Visual perception 
2. Auditory perception 4. Learning rate 
5. Word pronunciation 
1 Helen A. Murphy, "An Evaluation of the Effect of Specific Training 
in Auditory and Visual Discrimination in Beginning Reading" (unpublished 
Doctor's dissertation, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1943). 
\ 
II 
II 
,, 
I 
2 JL_-_ 
CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
In spite of many experiments in methods of teaching spelling and in 
spite of extensive research into the nature of the problem, the answers 
needed to improve spelling ability still have not been found. Poor spell-
ing is a decided handicap in that it is a hindrance to communication and 
a source of embarrassment to the individual. Each child's needs must be 
1 met in order that he may grow in spelling ability. 
This review of previous research pertaining to the effect of word 
I analysis on spelling is summarized in the following order: the interrela-
li tionship of spelling and reading, the characteristics of good and poor 
I 
I ! spellers, the effect of word analysis on spelling, generalization and 
transfer in spelling, and the use ·of the dictionary. 
Interrelationship of Spelling and Reading 
1 
Thorndike once stated, 
• • • there is evidence that much of the learning and relearning 
or prevention of forgetting in spelling comes as a by-product of 
reading. A method of teaching spelling which improved ability to 
perceive words during reading in a way beneficial to later spelling 
would be highly advantageous. Its influence in this direction 
might far outweigh its influence in the day by day learning o:f the 
:four to six hllndred words assigned for study each year. 
1 Edward L. Thorndike, "The Need of Fundamental Analysis o:f Methods 
of Teaching," Elementary School Journal, 18:191, November, 1929. 
I 
I 
,I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
1- - - --
3 I 
2 
Durrell has stated, "The fundamental psychological skills underly-
ing reading and spelling are similar. In general, reading ability corre-
lates closely with spelling ability, since skill in word perception is es-
sential if a child is to recall words vividly enough to write them. Poor 
reading is almost always accompanied by poor spelling." 
A major cause of reading defects is the fact that teaching large 
classes makes adjustment to individual needs difficult. Reading comprises 
3 I 
highly complex abilities that are not easily detected and observed. Gates 
states that most reading difficulties are due primarily to failures of the 
pupil to acquire techniques that might have been acquired had the right 
guidance and instruction been given at the right time. 
About twenty-five years ago, a new method of reading commonly known 
\ as the "l ook and saY'' method came in. 
I 
Children learned to read by memoriz-
ing the form of a word or an entire phrase. Those with good visual memories! 
II 
I 
had little difficulty in expanding this learning sufficiently to cover the 
correct spelling of the word. Reading was speeded up. Word-by-word read-
ing and painful syllable-by-syllable reading, as well as phonetic spelling, 11 
which obviously caused countless errors due to the unphonetic qualities 
of many English words, were eliminated. It was a great step forward. 
4 
Horn, although he was convinced that the English language is dif-
ficult to manage phonetically, was fair and restrained in his attitude 
2 Donald D. Durrell, ImJrovement of Basic Reading Abilities (New 
York: World Book Company, 1941 , P• 273.--
l1 3 Arthur I. Gates, The Improvement of Reading (New York: The 
' millan Company, 1949), P• 14. Mac-
J 
4 Ernest Horn, "The Child's Early Experience with the Letter 
Journal of Educational Psychology, 20:161-168, March, 1929. 
=-=--=----= ~ ===-- ~--- -= -=--- -- -- - ~= ~~ ~ - -- - ---== 
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I 
II 
II 
'I 
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• 
toward the worth of teaching phonics. In 1929 he stated a belief that if 
experiments were scientifically controlled and the results adequately 
analyzed, a superiority for phonics might be shown. 
After a few years, as often happens when the pendulum swings too 
far, strange doubts began to be felt in the educational world. 
I: 
To be sure, 11 
many children were reading faster and better than ever before, and many 
were excellent spellers. Nevertheless, there were children who could 
neither read nor spell, and the number was growing to assume alarming 
proportions. The advocates of the "look-and-say" method of teaching read-
ing had never intended that all training in the sounds of the letters of 
the alphabet should be eliminated, but in many school systems that was the 
result. Many youngsters were able to make the transfer independently 
from the sound of entire words to the sounds of the individual letters. 
Others had strong enough powers of visual perception to make them naturally I 
good spellers. But what of the others? Obviously, they needed sanething ! 
from the school that they were not getting. Was it word analysis? What 
was the effect of the decline of oral reading on spelling? 
5 
In 1943 Murphy proved that power to distinguish similarities and 
differences in the sounds of words and power to distinguish similarities 
and differences in the visual form of words affect beginning reading. 
Five hundred forty children in the beginning of the first grade were used 
in her experiment. They came from thirteen different classrooms. The 
children were divided in four groups of approximately one hundred thirty 
,, 
,, 
5 Helen A. Murphy, "An Evaluation of the Effect of Specific Training lj 
in Auditory and Visual Discrimination in Beginning Reading" (unpublished 
Doctor's dissertation, Boston University School of Education, Boston, I 
1943). 
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The groups were equated on the basis of chronological age, mental 
I 
each. 
age, ability in visual and auditory discrimination, and rate of learning 
I 
1 new words. 
I The teachers of the first group were provided with a mimeographed 
II 
I! 
manual containing thirty lessons in auditory discrimination which required ~~ 
ten minutes each day. The teachers of the second group were provided 
with mimeographed sets of lessons in visual discrimination which also 
required ten minutes a day. The teachers of the third group were given 
the manual and materials for both the auditory and the visual lessons. 
The fourth group followed the regular classroom procedure. In the first 
three groups the exercises were used in place of part of the regular read- , 
ing instruction. 
In November, February and in June, all experimental groups were 
superior to the control group in reading achievement. All experimental 
groups showed significant increases, as compared to the control group, 
in rate-of-learning test scores. 
6 
In 1945 Building Word Power was published. This is a book of the 
exercises designed to provide fundamental instruction in visual and audi-
tory perception of word elements. It has lain the foundation for effective 
word analysis for many children. 
7 
In the schools in Tulsa, Oklahoma, Hudson and Toler found that 
6 Donald D. Durrell, Helen B. Sullivan, and Helen A. Murphy, 
Building Word Power (New York: World Book Company, 1945). 
I 
7 Jess Hudson and Lola Toler, 
Discrimination as Means of Improving 
11 49:466-469, April, 1949. 
"Instruction in Auditory and Visual 
Spelling," Elementary School Journal, 
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I children in the upper fourth grade made relatively few misspellings that 
I could not be justified as reasonably phonetic. A large percentage of words 
misspelled by the lower fourth grade were not recognizable. It seemed evi-
dent that these poorest spellers were deficient in both auditory discrimina-
tion and visual analysis. In a four month study of 259 pupils of poor 
spelling ability, it was found that remedial instruction following the plan 
of Building \<lord Power in auditory and visual discrimination paid big di vi-
II dends in the improvement of spelling. They suggest that an increased 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
'I 
II 
emphasis be placed on the association of auditory and visual patterns 
which make up words, in order that the pupils may generalize in trying to 
spell words for which they do not have clear specific images. 
8 
In 1931 Zyve reported on spelling data collected in 1928-1929 on 
grades three through seven in the Fox Meadow School of Scarsdale, New York. 
She found that the use of a lantern for the presentation of words gave 
better results than the use of the blackboard when a method which was the 
same in other respects was used. Whenever the word being studied was made 
up of more than one syllable, two slides were made, one for the entire 
w-ord, the other for the word divided into syllables. She also concluded 
that teacher-directed study proved more efficient than individual study. 
9 
Crossley, in 1948, tested the effect of lantern slides in the teach- 1 
ing of auditory and visual discrimination of word elements. Crossley I 
I 
1 8 Claire T. Zyve, An Experimental Study of S~elling Methods 
1 (Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. 4 6. New York: Teachers 
I 
College, Columbia University, 1931). 
. 9 B. Alice Crossley, "An Evaluation of the Effects of Lantern Slides 
I 
on Auditory and Visual Discrimination of Word Elements" (unpublished Doc-
tor's dissertation, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1948). 
I 
-I 
i 
II 
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children in Ma;y; !I analyzed her data to determine the reading scores of the 
the change in their learning rate; the change in auditory discrimination, 
and the change in visual discrimination. · She found the experimental group 
superior to the control group in all analyses of auditory discrimination. 
There were statistically significant differences in learning-rate at the 
end of the teaching periods. The differences in reading scores were all 
in favor of the experimental group. 
10 
Hill attempted to determine whether weaknesses and strengths in 
visual and auditory perception and motor coordination, indicated at the 
kindergarten level, persist when those same children have reached grade 
five and the relationship of the above functions to reading and spelling 
achievement and mental age. The results of the Monroe Reading Aptitude 
II 
Tests Primary Form, and the Pintner-Cunningham Primary Mental Test adminis- 11 
tered in kindergarten were used. In the fifth grade, the Durrell-Sullivan 
auditory and motor functions at fifth grade level, and the extent and 
position of visual and auditory errors of the 82 children studied. She 
found that weaknesses and strengths in visual and auditory perception and 
10 Barbara Hill, "Persistence of Perceptual Functions Related to 
1< Reading and Spelling" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University 
., School of Education, Boston, l~~ ). 
,, 
,, 
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I 
1! motor coordination observed at the kindergarten level do not appear to 
II 
1j persist in the same children at the fifth grade level. There is a definite , 
relationship between auditory perception and spelling achievement. 
ll I· 
!-lack made an investigation of the importance of certain word I 
11 analysis abilities in reading and spelling achievement of 453 fifth grad-
li ers. The effect of auditory discrimination, visual discrimination, 
phonetic ability, and mental age on reading and spelling achievement were 
studied from the results of standardized and informal tests. :I Test results 1 
were analyzed by paired comparison, partial correlation with 5 per cent 
II for the level of confidence, and zero order correlation. . She found high 
II 
li positive relationships between spelling and phonetic ability, visual dis-
·Ji crimination, and mental age, but insignificant relationship between audi-
t! 
II 
tory discrimination and spelling ability. 
12 
In 194S Keyser 
presentation in reading. 
used a rotation technic to study the amount of 
Eighty carefully selected words which had not 
been taught were embedded in eight well-written stories which were read 
by half o;f a group of 332 children in grades four and five; eo carefully 
selected synonyms of these words were substituted for the original words 
q 
II 
.I 
r q 
I 
in these stories and presented similarly to the other half of the children. II 
Tests on the 160 words indicated that incidental spelling learnings of 
ll Esther Mack, 11An Investigation of the Importance of Various Word 
Analysis Abilities in Reading and Spelling Achievement" (unpublished Doc-
tor's dissertation, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1953). 
12 Margaret Lee Keyser, "Incidental Learning of Spelling through 
I Four Types of Word Presentation in Reading" (unpublished Doctor's disserta-
tion, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 194S). 
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words presented in reading were highly significant statistically when the 
. teaching was done through word analysis or oral presentation with meanings 
explained, but were not significant when the words were presented in con-
text only or when a glossary presentation was made. 
13 
In 1953, Sister Mary James Harrington studied the relationship 
of certain word analysis abilities to the reading achievement of five 
hundred second grade children. She concluded that: there is a slight, 
positive relationship b~tween mental age and reading achievement; there 
is a positive relationship between auditory discrimination and reading 
achievement; there is a high positive relationship between skill in visual 1 
discrimination and reading achievement; and there is a high positive rela-
tionship between knowledge of phonetics and reading achievement. 
A partial correlation analysis of the data from the entire popula-
tion confirmed the foregoing findings. The children were matched by the 
pairing technique in three of four variables, while their ability in the 
fourth variable was being compared with reading achievement. The rela-
tionships with each factor with reading (holding other factors constant) 
are as follows: mental age versus reading achievement, .000; auditory 
1 discrimination versus reading achievement, .257; phonics versus reading 
1 achievement, .322; visual discrimination versus reading achievement, .451. 
It is interesting to compare these results with research findings on cor-
relation of sp lling achievement with mental age, and with auditory and 
visual discrimination. 
13 Sister Mary James Harrington, S.C.L., •ryhe Relationship of Cer-
tain Word Analysis Abilities to the Reading Achievement of Second Grade 
Children" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Boston University School of 
Education, Boston, 1953). 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The writer has for some time questioned the value of much of the 
14 
10 ~­
.1 
use of word analysis work now found in spellers. A study regarding the 
use of spelling textbooks was conducted in Staunton, Illinois. For three 
and a half years the pupils in these schools used a standard series of 
' workbook spellers which were made by specialists in the field and which 
are widely known and used. The day-by-day directions of these spellers 
Were carefully followed. Worried about the results, the superintendent 
devised a testing program on the words taught each grade from two to 
seven. Results showed that most of the learning of spelling in the 
Staunton Schools was done either before the year in which the words were 
taught or after the year in which they were taught. There was a very 
small gain from the daily grind of spelling lessons. This investigation 
, infers that it is not satisfactory merely to buy a good spelling book and 
carefully to follow its directions. It also may infer some relationship 
I 
1 between spelling and word analysis from reading class. 
i 
15 
Regarding the relationship of reading and spelling, Hanna has 
made a connnent which is very pertinent to the present study: 
Furthermore, the reading process is actually the direct reverse 
of the spelling process. In reading we move from the written form 
of a word, to its spoken form, to its meaning. In spelling we start 
with the meaning and move to the word in our oral language which 
will express meaning, and thence to the written symbol representing 
it. 
! ________________ _ 
I 14 H. A. Curtis and E. W. Dolch, "Do Spelling Books Teach Spelling, n 
I The Elementary School Journal, 39:5S4-592, April, 1939. 
li 15 Paul R. Hanna and James T. Moore, Jr., "Spelling from Spoken 
I
Word to Written Symbol," The Elementary School Journal, 53:335-336, 
February, 1953. 
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Undoubtedly, the experience with the printed forms of words which 
children get in their reading contributes to the ease with which they 
learn to spell those particular words. But we should not retard the 
reading development of the child by having him stop, for the sake of 
spelling mastery, to dissect each word in the reading lesson; nor, 
on the other hand, dare we allow the child to develop careless habits 
of spelling because he is acquiring speed and understanding in the 
reading lesson. 
Proficiency in spelling is basic to success in all subjects where 
ideas must be expressed through writing. If we are to stress the 
development of genuine spelling power we must set aside a definite 
period of the day devoted entirely to the business of translating 
sounds into written symbols. 
Characteristics of Good and Poor Spellers 
Children who do not acquire skill in spelling are often suspected 
of mental dullness. Undoubtedly lack of intelligence accounts for some 
16 
poor spellers. Hollingworth carried on a twenty week experiment at 
Teachers College, Columbia University, with a group of fifteen children 
of a normal general capacity but failing in spelling. The children 
selected were fifth graders in Public School 192. They were matched with 
a like group of fifteen selected for special disability in arithmetic but 
not selected for disability in spelling. 
The children were given an hour of instruction each day. Many 
games and devices were used to make spelling interesting. The following 
conclusions were reached: 
1. Among poor spellers disability is not necessarily a function 
1 
I 
I 
I 
of the quality of general intelligence. The correlation between 'I 
I, 
measures of general intelligence and measures of spelling ability I 
II 
16 Leta Hollingworth, The Psychology of Special Disability in Spell-
! ing (Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. 88. New York: 
j Teachers College, Columbia University, 1918), PP• 7-10. 
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are extremely small in all groups which are composed of chil-
dren selected for inability to spell. 
2. Children of the same mental level, of the same intelligence 
quotient, and of the same school training differ among them-
selves very markedly in spelling ability. In rare cases chil-
dren of superior general intelligence may be unable to master 
spelling. 
17 
Russell carried on an experiment with 69 pairs of children matched 
as to school, sex, grade, chronological age, intelligence quotient, and 
terms in school. One of each group was normal or better in spelling, 
the other was one year or more retarded. Each group was given eighteen 
1 tests of constitutional and academic status. 
II 
Constitutional factors in-
II 
II 
I 
elude intelligence, hearing and temperament. The results showed that the 
correlation of spelling with intelligence is positive and low, but is 
probably as high as correlation with any single factor. The evidence 
il 
I 
definitely established that superior spelling is associated with a group 
of verbal skills. The good spellers had mastered a group of techniques 
( 
such as knowledge of letters and sounds, ability to combine these into 
1 syllables and words, a large recognition vocabulary, and ability to note 
details in words and paragraphs. In examining the results closely he 
found that speed and accuracy when reading was done for general understand-
1 
11 
ing was not so closely related to spelling ability as was speed and accuracy 
when the reading was done to note details. This led him to draw the 
11 17 David H. Russell, Characteristics of Good and Poor Spellers, ! 
II 
Diagnostic Study (Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. 727. 
New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1937), p. 58. 
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following conclusion: "Ability to read for details which includes specific 1 
word recognition and further word analysis is more closely related to 
spelling ability than reading which gets only the main facts." 
18 
Acomb wanted to determine what relationship exists between visual 
memory of word pattern, auditory recognition, speed of handwriting from 
copy, written recall from silent reading, reading and spelling grade 
levels, chronological age, mental age and intelligence. Reading and 
spelling levels, mental age and intelligence were determined by standardized 
tests, and the other factors were tested on informal tests written by Dr. 
Donald D. Durrell of the Boston University School of Education faculty. 
Acomb tested 380 children in grades tht'ee, four, five, and six. The anal-
, ysis of data shows visual and auditory factors are significantly related 
to spelling ability, as is mental age. 
Poor handwriting is frequently cited among the factors that cause 
19 
difficulty in spelling. Carter constructed and evaluated tests to be 
used in diagnosing inadequate performance on spelling. She came to the I 
conclusion that speed of handwriting is ~~t significant as a determining :1 
factor in spelling achievement. Nichols found that the correlation 
18 Allan Acanb, "A Study of the Psychological Factors in Reading 
' and Spelling" (unpublished Naster's thesis, Boston University School of 
Education, Boston, 1936). 
19 Bernadette R. Carter, "The Construction of Tests of Visual Per-
ception, Auditory Perception, and Kinesthetic Factors to be Used in 
Diagnosing Inadequate Performance in Spelling" (unpublished Master's 
, thesis, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1941). 
20 Augusta M. Nichols, "Construction and Use of a Group Test for 
the Analysis of Spelling Difficulties" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, 
Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1940). 
between handwriting and spelling achievement is positive but low, so low 
that it has doubtful value as a means of diagnosing spelling difficulties. 
The present writer wants to find out if practice in translating sounds 
into written symbols is the important factor. 
A compilation, tabulation and analysis of sixty sixth-graders in 
relation to auditory and visual discrimination to ascertain how these 
21 
skills affect spelling was made by Sawyer'. Visual and auditory tests 
were compared with spelling ability and the twenty highest spellers were 
compared with the twenty lowest scorers in each of the perception tests. 
There was a significant difference in spelling achievement favoring those 
with high auditory and visual scores. 
Conway and others22 attempted to determine the relationship between 
Jl the chronological age, mental age, auditory discrimination and written 
I 
II 
reproduction, visual perception and written reproduction of words, phonetic 'I 
ability, speed of handwriting and the interrelationship between the above 
They also made a comparison of the factors as they affected good factors. 
and poor spellers. The tests for auditory and visual perception and 
phonetic acuity were constructed by the group, but the others were stan-
dardized tests. The correlations between visual and auditory tests were 
1 greatest in both grades, while the other correlations were insignificant. 
Tests on visual identification of words flashed, visual analysis of 
I 
21 Bernice P. Sawyer, '~he Nature of Perceptual Differences in 
Relation to Spelling" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, Boston, 1947). 
1 22 Virginia Conway and others, "A Study of Factors Related to 
Primary Grade Spelling and Correlations of Factors Studied" (unpublished 
J, Master's thesis, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1951). 
~~ ~ ~ 
I 
word elements, writing from visual memory, and auditory word identification 
23 
in the master's thesis by Priscilla Barrett and others proved to dif-
ferentiate most reliably between good and poor spellers. 
The Effect of Word Analysis on Spelligg 
24 
Derry constructed six units of study including review of initial 
and final consonants, blends and phonograms, and the teaching of prefixes, 
suffixes and word roots in order to evaluate the effect of special training 
in auditory discrimination in relation to spelling scores. In analyzing 
the results from 152 sixth graders, she found that such exercises have 
enough value to warrant their use. 
25 
Fleischman attempted to evaluate the effect of a planned phonetic 
program on the formal introduction to spelling in grade two. She con-
structed twenty lessons to cover an intensive ,f'our month program of visual 
and auditory discrimination plus ' word analysis and meaning. By using 
standardized achievement tests before and after the lessons, she found a 
notable decrease in the comparison of percentage of error on phonetic 
elements before and after the use of the lessons. 
23 Patricia Barrett and others, "The Relation of Perceptual Factors 
and Speed of Handwriting to Spelling Abilit~• (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1951). 
24 Mae Ellen Derry, "A Study of the Effect of Training in Auditory 
Discrimination on the Structural Analysis of Words on Achievement in 
Spelling in Grade VI" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University School ! 
of Education, Boston, 1952). 
25 Jean G. Fleischman, "The Evaluation of a Planned Phonetic Program 
on the Formal Introduction to Spelling in Grade VI" (unpublished Master's 
thesis, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1951). 
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Smith compared achievement in spelling in a group of seventh grade 
cases of spelling disability, who had twenty weekly periods of specific 
drill in auditory perception, w.i.th the achievement in spelling in a group 
· of seventh grade cases of spelling disability who had no sue~ drill. 
\; Twenty-three seventh graders were matched for reading ability, I.Q., and 
spelling ability to an equal-sized seventh grade of the previous year in 
the same school and having the same teacher. Special lessons were developed 
to be used with the words of the text. A comparison of the spelling grades 
obtained for each group at the end of their sixth and seventh school years 
' shows a greater gain for the experimental group to which was given specific 
drill in auditory perception. 
27 
In 1919, Horn stated that stress on the syllabification of words 
is an important element in learning to spell. He stated the belief that 
this is particularly true when the syllables are pronounced. 
28 
The investigation of Wolfe and Breed was conducted for the purpose 
of testing words gained through use of syllabication as against undivided 
words. Their study was made in the elementary school of the University of 
Chicago, where 52 poor spellers at or below class median from grades 4A, 
26 Doris Gardner Smith, "The Effect of Specific Training in Auditory I 
Perception on the Spelling of Twenty-Three Seventh Grade Cases of Spelling I 
Disability" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University School of Edu- 1 
cation, Boston, 1949). 11 
27 Ernest Horn, "Principles of Method in Teaching Spelling, Derived 
from Scientific Investigations," Eighteenth Yearbook of the National Society 
for the Study of Education, Part II (Bloomington, Illinois: Public School 'I 
Publishing Company, 1919), PP• 52-77. 1 
·I 28 H. A. Wolfe and F. s. Breed, "Experimental Study of Syllabication," 
School and Society, 15:616-622, June, 1922. 
I 
5B, 5A, 6B, ?B, and ?A were selected. Two lists of 60 words from the 
Ayres Scale were taught to the two groups. Lists of words were dictated 
in sentences over a period of fifteen days, with twenty minutes per day 
_, 
devoted to the work. Five steps were included in the method: pronunciation 
and development of meaning; oral and written spelling by the pupils; study; 
review of previous day's lessons; and test. The words were printed and 
l! presented on tag board, syllabified or undivided, according to the group, 
and exposed for two minutes. Five new words were taught each day. These 
were included in the sentences dictated. 
In the results of the test termed the final test, administered im-
mediately after all words had been taught, there was evidence of superiority 
,, 
of syllabication. This superiority was more noticeable with the younger 
than with the older pupils. In another test, given twenty-three days after 
the final test, there were indications though less marked, that syllabica-
tion was attended with a slightly better result. In this case, also, the 
superiority of syllabication was more marked with the younger than with the 1 
older pupils, although, on the whole, in the classes tested, syllabication 
seemed to produce a slightly better result than non-division of words. 
29 
Otterman investigated the value of teaching prefixes and word-
roots to seventh grade pupils. Two roughly matched groups of 220 students 
each were used. The high mental age experimental group made significant 
gains over its respective control group in interpretation of new words. 
29 Lois M. Otterman, "An Experimental Study of the Value of Teaching 
11 Certain Word Roots" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Boston University 
School of Education, Boston, 1952). 
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The statistical comparison yielded a critical ratio of 3.10. The low 
I' 
I! mental age group did not make significant gains over its control group. 
II Much of the evidence needed to make a confident judgment regarding 
the contribution of word analysis to spelling has yet to be produced. This 11 
writer believes that there is a need for more emphasis on teacher-directed , 
methods of teaching groups of like words. Research in this direction might 11 
be far more significant than the extensive research on relative difficulty 
of words and frequency of usage. The former combined with adequate study 
of children's dictionaries and much free writing, should extend the vocabu- , 
laries of children and the horizons of research workers in spelling; the 
II 
1 latter may not change the present circle into a spiral of progress for both. ll 
I 
Generalization and Transfer in Spelling 
Rules aren't magic in themselves. Their usefulness depends on the 
way they are taught. Research indicates that since chil,.dren hav~ a natural 
tendency to generalize, it may be wise to give them rules that will help 
I 
them generalize correctly. These should be taught inductively. II 
30 II 
Dolch urges that teachers think of, and speak of, spelling general- : 
izations rather than spelling rules, pointing out that examples should come 1 
first, generalizations follow. He maintains that with inductive teaching, 1 
new words remind the child of old words and these bring to mind the general- ! 
ization covering the group. The inductive method makes sure that the gen-
eralization has meaning. The reason for a rule, he asserts, should always 
30 Edward W. Dolch, Better Spelling (Champaign, Illinois: Garrard 
Press, 1942), PP• 203-206. 
II 
II 
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be emphasized. 
31 
A study made by Sartorius shows what types of generalizations and 
transfers seem theoretically to afford promise of value. This study gives 
such data as these: In the case of the rule, •~ords of one syllable having 
the long sound of the vowel usually end in siient 'e'," there are 248 words I 
which follow the rule, 260 one-syllable words with the long sound of the 
vowel that do not end in "e," and 79 words which end in final "e" but do 
not have the long sound of the vowel; that is, there are 248 applications 
of the rule and 339 exceptions. On the other hand, for the rule, "'Q' is 
always followed by 'u'," there are 54 applications and no exceptions. In 
her analysis of 4065 words appearing in widely used spelling textbooks, 
Sartorius found the "q" followed by "u" words distributed as follows: 
I 
Grade 2, none; Grade 3, none; Grades 4, 8; Grades 5, 6; Grades 6, 7; Grades II 
7, 12; and Grades 8, 21. Such data shows that the former rule is of doubt-
ful practical value because of the many exceptions, whereas the latter of-
II fers at least theoretical possibilities although it T<Ould be foolish to II 
II I introduce it before grade four at the earliest. 32 
Gates reports a study of the results of two comparisons of teachingll 
spelling by a method designed to foster generalizing and by the method of 
specific study of words treated as isolated items. The experimental term 
, 31 Ina Craig Sartorius, Generalization in Spelling (Teachers College 
Contributions to Education, No. 472. New York: Teachers College, Columbia 
' University, 1931). 
32 Arthur I. Gates, Generalization and Transfer in Spelling (New 
York: Bureau of Publications, Columbia University, 19351: pp. 76-80. 
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comprised a full school term in each investigation. Grades two to eight 
were included. 
For the generalization group, the weel(ly lists consisted of words 
according to the same common element, such as those comprising derived 
forms with the suffix "s" and "es" or "d" and "ed" or "ing" or those fall-
ing under the "ei" and "ie" rule or those containing some common visual or II 
phonetic element, such as "in," "eep," "able," "ly,tt "tion," and so forth. 
The method of teaching comprised activities desi gned to lead to the observa-
tion of the common factors, the search for such factors in new words, to 
the association of words according to the common characteristics, and, in 
some cases, to the rationalization of the characteristics or procedures. 
As an aid in the process of rationalizing or generalizing, the familiar · 
rules for adding the suffixes "s" and "es," "d" or "ed," and "ing," for 
deciding between "ei 11 and "ie," and for the use of the final silent "e" in 
certain cases, were introduced. Each rule or set of rules for a given 
suffix was introduced, rather than taught long or rigorously, during a 
single week early in the term, and formally reviewed but once. The gen-
eralization method consisted of a variety of devices in which learning 
rules was but one, and a minor feature. 
33 
In comparing the main results of the two. methods, Gates gives 
these results: 
1. The two methods produced practically the same ability to spell 
the words studied during the term. The mean gains were in favor 
33 Ibid. 
21 
of the generalization method. 
2. The generalization method produced greater ability than the 
specific learning method to spell representative "new" words, 
that is, words not previously studied in the spelling class, 
'I 
from the same and higher grade levels. The superiority of the 
generalization group in this test was estimated as 6 or 8 per 
cent. 
3. The generalization method produced greater ability to convert 
unstudied base forms into derived words by adding the suffixes 
"s," "es," "d," "ed," or "ing," and to write words containing 
"ei" and "ie" and other common elements like "in" or "tion." 
The superiority in the test of applying the specific generaliza-
tions which were introduced to the generalization group was 
estimated to be about 9 per cent. 
He concludes that a broad and varied program of generalization tends to 
1 increase the power to spell new words. In writing words by analogy with 
'I 
~ 
some of the type words introduced in "families'' to the generalization 
group, such as writing words spelled with "sion" as in mansion, the gen-
eralization method showed an advantage over the specific learning method 
of approximately 15.7 per cent. 
Use of the Dictiopary 
34 
Dolch endorses the use of the dictionary as a check against mis-
spelling, soundly raps the lack of a sufficient number of dictionaries for 1 
34 Dolch, 2E• cit., P• 102. 
pupil use in the average schoolroom, maintaining that the poor spellers, 
doubtful about so many words, simply will not walk to the big dictionary, 
to look up every one of them. He advocates providing each child with his 
own inexpensive, easily handled copy, and training him to use it with 
skill. A fifth grader according to this authority ought to locate a word 
in 20 seconds or less. Any plan to use the dictionary should be based on 
knowledge that the children can use it quickly and easily. 
Summarizing Connn.ent 
35 
In 1894 Dr. J. M. Rice, the real inventor of the comparative test, 
administered a list of spelling words in many school systems and analyzed 
II 
the results. He confounded the educators at the 1897 session of the Depart-
I I ment of Superintendence of the National Education Association with the 
li 
II 
I 
II 
declaration that pupils who had studied spelling thirty minutes a day for 
eight years were not better spellers than children who had studied the sub-
ject fifteen minutes a day for eight years. Rice was attacked for his 
11 "heresy" and some educators even attacked the use of a measure of how well 
11 pupils could spell for evaluating the efficiency of spelling instruction. 
I 
I 
They contended that spelling was taught to develop the pupils' minds and 
not to teach them to spell. 
Subsequent research seems to be approaching answers for helping 
those who ask, What is effective spelling instruction? Believing that how 
the time is spent is the key to the problem, the present writer has 
I 
35 Leonard P. Ayres, "History and Present Status of Educational 
Measurement-s-," The Measurement of Educational Products, Seventeenth Year-
~ of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part II (Blooming-
ton, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1919), Chapter 1, p. ll. 
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developed methods and materials which she believes to be in close harmony 1 
I 
I 
with the nature of spelling ability. 
=~-= II 
II 
I 
-~-=----=- =-==-=o.._j 
II 
'I 
CHAPTER III 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE TEACHING MATERIALS 
This study evaluates the effectiveness of a planned program in word 
analysis on spelling ability in the middle grades. Table 1 gives a com~ 
prehensive picture of the content and order of presentation of the program. 
TABLE I 
DAILY LESSON ASSIGNMENTS 
Lesson Presentation Remarks 
Aud~tory v~sual 
1 Initial consonants Initial consonants Applied to 
f,b,h,g,c f,b,h,g,c writing 
2 Initial consonants Initial consonants Applied to 
l,m,d,j,k,:h l,m,d,j,k,n writing 
3 Initial consonants Initial consonants Applied to 
p,q,r,s,t,v,w, p,q,r,s,t,v,w writing 
4 Check on auditory Check on visual Applied to 
identification of identification of writing 
all initial conso- all initial conso-
nants presented. nants presented 
5 Final consonants Final consonants Applied to 
n,f,s,r,m,d,l, n,f,s,r,m,d,l, writing 
t,b t,b 
6 Initial blends Initial blends Applied to 
cr,dr,fl,gl,gr, cr,dr,fl,gl,gr, writing 
pl,pr,st,th pl,pr,st,th 
7 Initial bler:ds Initial blends Applied to 
tr, sh, sp,fr, sw, tr, sh, sp,fr, sw, writing 
br,ch br,ch 
J 
25 I 
Lesson Presentation Remarks 
Auditory VJ.sual 
8 Final blends Final blends Writing from 
I 
st,ch,th,nt,rd, st,ch,th,nt,rd, visual memory 
nd,rt,rn,sh nd,rt,rn,sh and sound of 
whole word. 
9 Final blends Writing whole Applied to I '· ld,lf,lt,ft,rm, word from visual writing 
ct,pt,mp,rl,lp memory. 
10 Short vowels Listened to 
whole word, 
wrote the vowel. 
Immediate check. 
11 Long vowels Long vowels Generalization I 
fostered. 
12 Compounds Compounds Writing from I 
visual memory 
and from hearing !! 
13 Compounds Compounds whole word. 
14 Syllables Syllables Generalization I 
fostered. 
1.5 Suffixes Generalization I 
fostered. 
16 Suffixes Generalization 
fostered. 
17 Suffixes Generalization I fostered. 
18 Suffixes Generalization I 
fostered. I I 
19 Suffixes Review lesson 
20 Prefixes Emphasis on II 
re,im,in,dis,un, meaning 
re,a,sub 
II 
II 
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Lesson Presentation Remarks 
Auditory and Visual 
21 Review of beginnings Identifying sounds I and endings heard at beginning 
or ending of words. 
I Identifying word 
seen from many simi-
lar ones. 
22 Hearing and seeing let- Check and discuss 
'ii ters in the middle of a after every five word words. 
23 Word analysis Followed by spelling 
test on words 
I a nalyzed. 
24 Word Roots Children are pre-
sented sheets con- I 
I 25 Word Roots taining groups of II I similar 170rds, i.e.; 
I 26 Word Roots like liked 
I likely I likes 
I Spelling test on groups presented. 
II 
27 Syllables Generalizations 
I 28 Syllables I 
I 
29 Promoting skill in Generalization II' I determining accent. possible. 
30 Using a dictionary Introductory lesson 
1. 
suggestive of many 
I 
which may follow. 
The complete manual of lessons entitled I "Building Spelling Power" may 
1 
be round in the appendix, page 11:.15 ... The regular classroom teacher con-
I 
ducted the lessons. For experimental purposes the materials were presented 
27 
·c.o e ver;:- :_;upil in the ro01;1. 
l'ollo-rrln:_: s2qu.cnca : i nitial coHsonan-::.s ; f i nal conson.::u-r'-Js ; i11i 0i:-.l -::: l sn-:'.s ; 
f:_n :ll b l ends; sho_ t vo·:rels ; l on:, vo':.-als ; COll_)OUrlds ; s.: · 1labl es; ,.,, .... S li...t.t .. ~\:68 ; 
) re ~· i..:;:c;s ; hea:b ing and seei·1~· sounds in b e c;innin._: , middl e am. <;.t .:;m: of 
vro:tds ; Y1o:.~c1 root;.; ; accent ; and llSin:·; a l~.ict .Lol tary . The 1Tf'iteT beli872S 
"'' . I ' 18 1 1a:Li1 
ob~ecti 8 .::;f 11 3~lild:.i..i1i Spell:Ln:; .c'OW3:i.' 11 i s iJo j_ . '-:::rove perceptual aoilit iea 
att.aim. e nt of t1. t ob jectiYe . The 1•:o:cds ;.,ay b e learnod as a by pro, ll ~ t . 
abil L: . .:' to parce i- e -.mrcls dur~A, r ead._i_n._·, :-od listenin:: ac:,i vities in a 
wa.: t::;ne J~ici ::' l to l '='ter spellir..._, . 
T• • d ~ l J- . n ' .!..l l b .!.. • d d "j , , J. . · ne ;;· .l e r or se ~ct.. :.o·1 or wor·Qs •:.·as t.. ... 1~ a p 1a ~ t..i.ze y;or _ls·c, , 
ritt ,-,rade l evels indicated , vn'itten for :;r ades t i'iO thr0u~;h ei)Yt Ly 
Lill:'.a.~ z. BillL·1:;ton. I.Li.ddl e 1 ,r<::.C.e -;cord:-: · . .-ere used. fol' i..he .. to3·c [.i:::.:ct i .t:1 
In J!ak i n£; •. :1is Est lii 3::. Billin.;ton c c·Esu~_ted 
t 1e . -reqtnnc, .- ol' t!.1e -;;ol~G.s i n ·;Tit i nc; ; the I. K. U. List ~ Y :~he 
t~B cl!i l_ ' s spc•ken vo cabular~" ; and l:,l1e Gc.:.i·,8s , Stone , and ~-.:.orndik9 Li E, t . i 
ach of the f :i.rs·t. f ourte_n lessons has tvo p o.rts , o~1e on au·.~itory 
and one 011 ~risual i clencifi cation . In orcler to i l l ustra i:.e che t 1!'io part s and 
t sl1o-;; that VGr y- specific; deta_i_led direc ..,ions :f'o_ t.each:'Ln:~ are inclc1c z cl in 
t~1e inan· a l , a sa~i~la l esson anc~ o.ccoT!lpanyin:.; v;o J·ks 1eet fo lo-.·i. 
- --·I. :Cllirari ·~ . Bi lli"t1~::ton, ~[or . Po•rzr ' '..:rou:;:;h Spe l1int; , Te acher' s 
Guide , Grade Si..x (rJm~· Yorlc : Silver-"Bu.rde tE''C'o;a1Jal1 , 1951) );) • lUU-109'. 
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THIRD LESSON 
SIMILAR SOUNDS AT THE BEGINNING OF WORDS 
Initial Consonants - p, q, r, s, t, v, w 
AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has paper and pencilo) 
Practice in Auditory Identification 
1~ "Listen to these words: palace·, pajamas, paino With what · 
letter does each word begin? Each one begins -with Po Listen 
carefully and write the first letter of each of the-following 
words that does not begin with Po 
---- ----· -
page; paid, pail, pain, safely, quarter, pair, pajamas, waist, 
palace 
lfuat letters did you write? s, q, w are righto Safely begins 
with s, quarter begins with q, and waist begins with w o Listen 
to the words againo -Raise your hand when you hear one that 
does not begin with Eo 
2~ "Listen to these words: quilt, quick, quiet~ With what let-
ter does each begin? Each one begins with qo Listen care-
fully and write the first letter "of each of-the following 
words that does not begin with qo 
---. -- · - . 
queefi, ·nearly, quick, queer, question, valley, quiet, quilto 
king, quito 
What letters did you write? · n, v, k are riglit ~ Nea:i-ly begins 
with n, valley begins with v, and king begins with ko Listen 
to the words againo "Raise your hand when you hear one that 
does not begin with ~o 
3o "Listen to these words: rail, raft, radioo With what letter 
does each begin? Each one begins with ro Listen carefully · 
and write the first letter of each of the following that does 
not begin with !o 
rail, wait, rainbow, race, radio, raft, mail , railroad, nail 
29 
What l~tters did you write? w, m~ n are right. Wait begins 
with w~ mail begins with m, ·and nail begins 'with no Listen 
to the words again. Raise your hand when you hear one that 
does not begin with !o 
4. "Listen to these words: same..,salt~ sailing. ·with what letter 
does each begin? Each one begins with So Listen carefully 
and write the first letter of each of the following words that 
does not begin with So 
~--M . ~ 
safety, sail, sailing, kiss, pan, salty, salt, rainy, same, 
valentines 
What letters did you write? k; p, r, v are -right. · Kiss be-
gins with k, pan begins with p, rainy begl,:D.s with "r, ana-val-
entines begins with Vo Listen to" the words agairio .. Raise 
your. hand when you hear one that does not _begin with s. 
5. Listen to these words: taken, tale, tame. ~ith what letter 
does each begin? Each one begins with to 
aiJ.dwrite the first letter of each of the 
does not begin with ~· 
. . 
Listen c arefully 
following words that 
taken, tale, village, tame, view, tan, tank, tap, sample, tar 
What letters did you write? v, · v, s are right. Village .. be-
gins with v, view begins with v, · arid sample begins with s. 
Listen to the words again. · Raise your hand when you hear one 
that does not begin with t. 
---- -- - -
6. "Listen to these words: visit, violin, ·violets: With what 
letter does each begin? Each one begins with Vo (Write v on 
board.) Listen carefully and write the first letter of each 
of the following words that does not begin with _!• 
vine, wall, violets, violin, visit, neat, visitor, wake, 
visited, visiting 
. -
What l~tters did you write? w, n, w are righto Wall begins 
with w, neat begins with n, and wake begins with w. Listen 
to the words again. Raise your hand when you hear one that 
does not begin with v. 
----. ~ -
7. "Listen to - these words: washing, wasn't, · waiting" With what 
letter does each begin? -Each· one begins with w J' (Teacher 
writes w on board.) "Listen c arefiilly and "Write the first 
l etter of each of the following words that does not begin with 
Wo 
walnut, vegetables, ·waited, wander, railroad, waiting, washing, 
questions, wandered, wasn't. 
30 
What letters did you write? v, · r, q are rignt~ Vegetables 
begins -with . v, railroad begins With r1 ana questi"ons begins 
with q. Listen to the words agairio - Raise your hand when 
you hear one that does not begin with !o 
II VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
"I am going to write a word on the board and erase it-o You are 
to circle that word in the row of words on yolfr papers~,,. ·· (Teacher · gives 
out Worksheet No~ 2) "Watch · earefully~ and circle the word you seeo" 
(Teacher does not say word as she writl:ls ito) 
Ao (Teacher writes quarrel on board... Erases it.) 
Row 1. keen nail pack quarrel race 
"Which word did you circle? The fourth word, quarrel, is 
righto With what letter does quarrel begin?" 
Bo (Teacher writes packageo Erases ito) 
Row 2. named kept quart radio package 
ftWhich word did you circle? ·· The fifth word, package 11 is 
righto With what letter does package begin?n 
C. (Teacher writes rafto Erases it..,) 
Ro-w 3o nap paddle quarter raft saddle 
''Which word did you circle? The fourth word, raft, is right.., 
With what letter does raft begin?tt 
D. (Teacher writes sack.., Erases ito) 
Row ho sack vacation tablet wade paid 
"Which word did you circle? The first word, sack, is righto 
With what letter does sack begin?" 
- .- . 
Eo (Teacher writes tacks on board.., Erases ito) 
Row So sad pail tacks valentine wagon 
"Which word did you circle? The third word, tacks, is righto 
With what letter does tacks begin?fl 
F. (Teacher writes valley on board. Erases it.) 
Row 6. valley wait tag naughty key 
"Which word did you circle? The first word, valley, is 
right. With what letter does valley begin?" 
Go (Teacher writes waiting on boardo Erases it.) 
Row 7o view rainy waiting safety tale 
11Which word did you circle? The third word, waiting, is 
right. With what letter does waiting begin?" 
" - " 
Ho (Teacher writes pain on board. Erases it.) 
Row 8. page pajamas paddle pail 
"Which word did you · circle? The third word, pain, is · 
right. Why was this a little harder? With wnar-letter 
do all these words begin?" 
Io (Teacher writes kept on board. Erases it.) 
Row 9o keen kettle key kick 
"Which word did you circle? 
right.'' 
The fourth word, kept, is 
-
J. (Teacher writes nearer on board. Erases ito) 
Row lOo nap nearly naughty nearer napkin 
''Which word did you circle? The fourth word, nearer, is 
right." 
31 
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Name School 
----------------------------- ----------------------------
PUPIL 1 S WORKSHEET - NO.. 2 
(To Accompany Third Lesson) 
Circle the word your teacher writes on the board. 
---
Row 1 keen nail pack quarrel race 
Row 2 named kept quart radio package 
Row 3 nap paddle quarter raft saddle 
Row 4 sack vacation tablet wade paid 
Row 5 sad pail · tacks valentine wagon 
Row 6 valley wait tag naughty key 
Row 7 view rainy waiting safety tale 
FUN FOR SHARP EYES 
Row 8 page pajamas pain paddle pail 
Row 9 keen kettle key kept kick 
Row 10 nap nearly naughty nearer napkin 
I n tl1e auditor,}! part of the t :tircl lesson vr~1ich :;,1recedes this p a::;e , note 
t~1e direct a9~1licati_on of the spol::en word to the wri-l:,te•:-! symbol. Tl.e c:.1il:,. 
a~:;,plic a ~ion oi' ·t.he spoten 'Nord t o the writ ten symbol is 2. stron;; J.eature of 
nztJ_ilclint: S~::Jellint; Po·v1er11 • No other reading or spelling manual stu.'.ie ... , has 
t :1is fea."-t ~·e vmich occurs i n varyinc; ways throuE;l-wut the se lessons . 
The lessons are const r ucted i n such a we.y that ·(,here are Etany na turc.l 
sto.:•~J il10 p l &ces , For e~v,:perimental p-..ITposes , t he teachers of ex)erimontal 
classrooms s i~opped after tYmnty rainutes . Te ache ~c·s , IYho ma~r use 11 Bu.ilding 
S~•elling ? ower" i n the ful:,ure , should gauge the t,iJtie to be spent on the 
topic of e ach lesson bJ the needs of l:.he c11 _: ldr.an bein:; taught . Some 
c}.1ildren vrill need additional l essons on certain topics . 
The:ce are i'om· teen sets of pu~Jil worl s:!.eets i n the manual . _ suffi cient 
quan-~~ it:,r of the se sheets on paper punched for notebooks was prssen·l:.ad each 
teacher when the project began . Note t he Sat!lp l e Tmrkshe2t o ~. l tl;.~ pa,: e 
p~·ececli nz_; t 1-liS one . Worksheets we1·e 6iven the chil dren on the d <:c:y· vrhen t he 
a.ccompanyin~; l e sson Has tan~;ht . ','Jhen the experiment ended, i:.he bo/S an:l 
e irls v ere veTy- l)r'Ol'.d of their coElpleted no sebooks . Such noteboo~cs could 
i nclude tl1e c ;.1ild 1 s mm list of v~ords l1e needs to s·cudy · e.s evidenced by 
errors i n free i·:rit:i.n;; . Ti1e use of these v1 od;:sheets is differ~:mt fro;n the 
Tvork i n the usual -;;-orkbook in i:.hat everyt hing the ch i l d does on t hem is 
teac , er- d i rected . They are not she Gts for pUfli l s to do i ndepe nde ntl y vvhile 
tl1e teacher is bus;,-- ·with other r:roups . 
Review l essons ocelli' at intervals in " Bui lding S)elli::l~ Po-~,era . The 
sa:np l e l esson W.1ich follo·w·s this pa. ;:..;e c ontains a revi e·w c11eck o;.' t!:le 
mClste :c~" of ea:rl ier l essons o_ be:;innint;s and endin:::;s . 
I 
TWEN'1'Y-FIRST LESSON 
Review Beginnings and Endings 
Auditory 
(Pronounce very distinctly) 
1. zero 
2. unwritten 
3. upstairs 
4. telegram 
5. swung 
6. wrecked 
7. stretch 
8. umbrella 
9. tunnel 
10. wrapped 
11. smoothly 
12. sharing 
13. print 
14. stranger 
15. wolf 
... .. 
-
16. seventy 
17. toast 
18. ugly 
19. winter 
20. sleepy 
21. tumbling 
22. scold 
23. wealth 
24. roast 
25. smiling 
26. unpleasant 
27. visitor 
28. sincerely 
29. report 
30. ninth 
(Give children Pupil 1 s Worksheet No. 10.) 
.Circle the sounds you hear either at the 
begilming, or at the end, of each word"I 
say. Remember:You-iay-Eave one sound or 
two sounds to eircle. -
1. q p ® a @ y th 1 
2. on im ~ m th ® 
3. f b @) sh @) 
4. (l) p b n @) 
5. sh ch @> b €j} Check and 
-Discuss 
6. cr $ dr b p@ 
7. th s fr sh@ 
B.@ o ~ ~ i 
9. k ® h 1 p 
10. dr ® br t ® Check and 
-Discuss 
11.@ BU Sp ' 12. sw ~ ch im 
13. gr dr d 
14. sp s @ ~ est 
15. m G> p b Check and 
-Discuss 
16. n ® z ® rt 
17. d 1 @ nt ~ 
18. a o @ t 
19. w n m o e 
20. st @ cl e (j) ·Check and 
-Discuss 
21. p @ b ~ess 
22. cl (@> nd d 
23. h g ~@ st . 
24. n m r nt rt @ 
25.@ sw ~ Check and 
..:Discuss 
26. in im @ rt @ 
27. b ~ er (@ 
28. z s @ ty 
29. im in ~ @ 
30. m @ ch @ Check and 
-Discuss 
t'·-e tea.c~19 l' 1 s lesso 1 plans in tl:B>~ i l_ in,_; s:)ell •.n::: Po;·,ra:ctl i nclude anCo1 .3l' 
t' 18 ri :_;h::.- han i cle of the sheet contalnin:; the twenty- .:i rst Lsson . Ar,.other 
factor COY!1LKm t o these l essons is illust_ a ted by the suc;s es Lion to check 
and discuss after every five words . T.r:.is .i.s a ~ood t ec!mique for c ~lild:;:en 
1Ni t ' t s~:ort at tontion spans , a characteris t i c of s l o·Vi learners . -t is 
al so notivat ion by constant knovledge of ~)rO&;ress . 
T:1e inductive l~tetho is ,_,_sed to i iakc surs t~:tai:, generalizat.io:_s have 
neaT">in~ . T .. e follmTlnf; illl:str~.tion frou t~·!e Tent Lesson illu.st r 2 ces 
t'·1is procedure : 
"Someti.rnes a shor t V07, ~ l is in t.1e r,1 i · le of a word . I ar:1 
;o:i.n~: to say a ·;mrd , wri1~ it on LLe · c·ar , and t..r<::.s8 it . 
lou are t o say it after r,le and ·(,hen Y.-c i ·i~ .::; the l etcer l 'or 
t:1e vo .~Bl sound . Let ' s use our ver;1 best -,·.'l'lC.Elt; . 1teady . rr 
l. bus 6 . fros l. desk 
2 . _isn 7. bat 12 . nut 
3. top G. bell 13 . cat 
h. hand 9 • i_~ed 11.,. l an1p 
5. ClUJ 10 . l e;; 1.5 . hat 
c >,eck l)apers ) 
'reac~1er ~ets bhis f rom th8 c!·ti ld1·en : 
I there is one V01·Je l 18t ter i n \~he rniddl e o.f ~ v;ord or s:,rllahle, 
t hat VOWe l usually has itS "snort- S- 1,illd. II 
. f a ure of the l ast pa.rt of the manual is tha:.-. t.1e words m·e c·.i'ten 
groc1ped accordin:; to structure to a i d i generalization and anal: ..., is . .A 
part of th twenty- sixth lesson ma~r b8 i' _:md o. i~h e nexij ~ D;:_,e . T;·, is lesson 
is on l."ord rcots , t~ e aucli tory- and v is nc.l ::tr e combineJ., wore s a·.' e 2;r oul)ed 
accordin.::; to r oots , pr evious teac~1illf; oi.' syllables and ;y::·efi:x:es i s used , 
there is direct aj_)~')lica';ion ~,o i'il'itin2: , s.n a cener :=tlization pert:::iniq~: to 
.suffix:::s is f ostere • Th i s il.l.ustra·i:. s hov,r the l ssons c.:;:•e -evelo~)I!lent:.nl 
a:c.u. dependent on precedL1g ones . 
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TWENTY-SIXTH LESSON 
Word Roots 
Auditory and Visual 
Children have copies of Pupil's Worksheet No. 13, other paper and 
pencils. 
Teacher calls attention to words in yesterday's lesson that anyone 
misspelled on yesterday's test. Children underline them on Work-
sheet No. 13. 
Teacher says~ 
24. protect pro-tect a. Listen while I say the words in 
2$. 
26. 
27. 
protected pro-tect-ed Group 24. 
protection pro-tec-tion b. Spell them in syllables with me 
happy 
like 
unhappy 
unlike 
welcome unwelcome 
farm farmer 
build builder 
help helper 
sing singer 
bank banker 
race racer 
bake baker 
skate skater 
drive driver 
_ pausing after each syllable. Ready. 
c. ·What does the t~i~o~n say? 
d. Look at the long words car.efully. 
e. Spell the words in syllables to yourself. 
Pronounce each word first. 
f. Write the words on your papers. 
a. What prefix has been added to the root 
word in the second word of each pair? 
b. Tell me some sentences with the long . 
words. 
c. Write the words. 
a. Listen to the words in Group 26. 
b. We often make the name ()f a person who 
does something by adding the suffix er 
to the word that tells what he does. 
c. Write the words. 
a. Look at the words in Group 27. 
b. What suffix has been added? 
c. Teacher writes the following on the 
board: 
race - er 
bake - er 
skate - er 
What happened to the final e in the 
root word before the suffix er was 
added. Lead pupils to formulate the 
generalization that if they see a single 
vowel and a single consonant before a 
suffix~ the root word may end in e. 
~ 
1. like 
liked 
likely 
likes 
6. great 
greater 
greatest 
11. fire 
firecrackers 
fireman 
firemen 
fireplace 
13. live 
lives 
lived 
lively 
living 
18. enjoy 
enjoyed 
enjoying 
23. learn 
learning 
learned 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NOo 13 
(To Accompany Twenty-Fourth, Twenty-Fifth and 
Twenty-Sixth Lessons on Word Roots) 
2. kick 3. note 4. bench s. 
kicked notes benches 
notebook 
noted 
7. high 8. old 9. long 10. 
higher older longer 
highest oldest longest 
12. engine 
engineer 
14. lose 15. machine 16. move 
losing machines moving 
moved 
movement 
19. grow 20. float 21. laugh 
grows floating laughed 
grown laughing 
growing 
24. protect pro-tect 
protected pro-tect-ed 
protection pro-tec-tion 
25. happy 
like 
welcome 
unhappy 
unlike 
unwelcome 
37 
body 
bodies 
flash 
flashlight 
17. obey 
obeyed 
obeying 
22. lead 
leader 
leading 
26. farm farmer 27. race racer 28. carry carrier 
build builder bake baker plenty plentiful 
help helper -skate skater easy easily 
sing singer drive driver 
bank banker 
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The Y .c iter believes that t he dictional'.)- p l ays an ilJt_:)o:c~t .:.nt )a.Tt i 11 ·;-,~_·1':~ 
p:cocess of teachin:; the ch i ld hov; t,o s )el l , an6. advocates more l essens si·.nilar 
to the l a t one i n the manual vr ·ich is o ::he use of ti.1e dictionar~' . 
,, 
h 
I 
I 
II 
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I'HE PLAH 0.,., THE Z'::?c _ 
· sas12rill::; ··,hs vsrio,Ls l.::.c ·;~.or s wni ch , :ce iwro v~ in spelli.!l~ a1 .ilic; • 
Spelli nt:i achieve ent , , ent.:> l aLili · r, audiLor J.)C cei)t io_, vicL~al, ere:;-
tlo:1, m~- lt.ani n 1·ate are co s i ere i t · i s s cu 
3inc3 £;ra s our , five and six ..... -0r"l to 0 t;ive;., the sa1te OZ)E:rir.J. . :mt: l 
le.-,3c.r:.s , &'1 ac:1ieve!.le :l:, test. l:,hat c oul d bs :~ i-vE:n to all t lt'ec t;- a .les .ras 
desL ·e _. T.1e spe!.l in0 wore s an sentences fo:;.~ tl-:ce tanford .• ci1i e1T•Slf<SD 
Tests , For tS ar I nter1.1edia ~e ttery :L'or Gra es our , ve d Six , 
C0l!l8 0 •l separate istB wrlid· are i ncl m.t, •:'!. L : c: acl: packd.l,e of te: u2 . Cv_.ie . 
of thes.~ i" ts for . orms an vvhich r~e r·o use as i nitial an _ ida.l 
ac:,ieve,"J nC, -~-ests na,; be f ound i 1 the B)F:;n3 ix on Ja~~e s 23 - 23.) . 7acll sr.:,c:e 
took t1e l CO wo:.· s , .~ift to e. s i tt ' ns . The teac e :c ronouJ.1ce<1 uhe v·~cl , rea· 
_ . s entercce s :Jressin::; the ·word. to 'b- s 1Jelle:: , )aus -·~1 s lii-;:,tl-, t1 en 
pronou ce uhe vrorcl at;ai n . 
e•.re_ope' by 1 • .:Lss l ive Nil .s of Boston Universi_t 
nas ·.2sed . A co~\'l 1ay e foun i n the a:;Jpendi ' on a;e 223 . Iu (,es t,s audi-
t o:y ~ ercepcion of sounds at the l.Jegin.11iug , ac the end, and in the 1d l e 
of vm ds . Cons nants , b l ends , and vowel soun s are incl uded . The ~1ic;nes 
poss ible score is 116 . 
The Durrell Visual Test consis s o_ 5 items in ·che l ast 26 of vi·lich 
'rl 
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t he word f l ashed is a di fficult French word . A s ample i tern from t.11e pupil 1 s 
per spiration 
perver siby 
pertinE:rlCJ' pers~ icuit.y 
predatory 
perversely pers)irai:-ory 
The word, 9erversity, i s flashed . T~ne cl.ilcl circl es i:-he word 1e sa-v1. The 
writer had a L:J-cru·d set of flash carc.s for this test .. ade for eac· t e acher 
so that the te s tint; could be done on schedule . A sample flas h card and a 
copy· of the Durrell Visual Tes t ap~ ears in t~1e appen ix o 1 pa&e 232 . 
Because of the ease of administra ion and scoring and because it is 
one O..L. the preferred group tests of m.8ncal ability, the Otis Qui ck-Scorinb 
.. enta l A ility est , Beta B, for grades )..J.-9 was usr::Jc . .A copy may be found 
in t he a:.!pendix on page 236. 
In lviar ch it was decided to give 8. YfOl'd pronunciat i on test . ince the 
ceiling o the Gates Word Pronuncia tio~1 Test VII , For:n I , is n.3ar the end of 
gr ade s ix, ten difficult words vrere adcled. A copy of the tvst as used may 
be found i n the appendix on l;age 237. 
II As there vras no available te :;t of l ec;.rning rate i n spelling , t.he 1Nriter 
II 
const.r-.~.cted o e . Be cause most sixth grade spelling b ooks l i st t wen L;y ne·,·· 
'iYords eac'1 vreek , it '.Vas decided t.o have t·wo more than this daily average or 
l 
six words on thi s test of one day' s presenta' ion. The Buckingharn-Dolch 
l B. R. Buckin&hB..i:i and E. W. Dolch , A Combined -~iord List (Boston : 
Ginn and. Comparv, 19 36) • 
-- = 
Word List was used to select words graduating in difficulty but of low fre-
quency in reading material at middle grade level so that new learning would 
be measured. The words on each form of the test and the grade in which the 
word was found with frequency satisfactory to the author appear below: 
Form A Form B 
burglar 7 burnish 8 
admiral 6 corporal 6 
operetta 6 particular 7 
communication 8 confederation 8 
nutriment 15 enactment 14 
calendar 8 becoming 7 
In heavy manuscript the writer wrote each of these words on a mat to be 
duplicated. On the back of each sheet specific directions for the two-
minute presentation of the word is given. This standardized the presenta-
tion as the teacher can see the directions while holding the word for the 
children to see. Carefully written directions accompany each form of the 
test. One and one half hours after the presentation the six words are die-
tated to the group. The score is the number right. This test proved to be 
a good measure at fourth grade level. 
Selection of Control and Experimental Classrooms 
Thirty single-grade, middle grade classrooms in the writer's supervi-
sory area were placed in alphabetical order according to the place name. To 
get control and experimental groups the grades were alternated as follows: 
Control Experimental 
BIV BV 
B VI 
--~-.....::=-=- .~~~·- ---
A check showed that this method balanced socio-economic conditions and 
teacher education and experience between the two groups. Ten classrooms in 
which one teacher has several grades including all or one of the middle 
grades were alternated alphabetically according to the name of the town. 
Method of Conducting the Testing Program 
The teachers gave the tests during the week of September 21 according 
to the calendar. Since they were not asked to give the tests more than 
once and there were ten different test days, there was considerable loss of 
numbers through absence on any test day. Table 2 shows attendance factors 
on testing days in single grades. 
o==--===- - -
l.t 
-- - - -
TABLE 2 
ATTENDANCE ON TEST DAYS AND OTHER ABSENCES IN SINGLE GRADES 
E - Experimental 
C - Control 
School Grade No. who No. of Lost through 
took in- same there 5 days or more 
itial tests for finals of absence 
A 
c IV 15 12 1 
E v 21 18 2 
c VI 16 11 0 
B 
E IV 25 23 0 
c v 33 28 2 
E VI 25 24 0 
c 
c IV 30 30 0 
E v 24 24 0 
c VI 34 32 3 
D 
E IV 27 25 4 
c v 25 20 0 
E VI 18 17 1 
E 
c IV 23 23 0 
E v 22 16 0 
c VI 19 19 0 
F 
E IV 26 21 1 
c v 26 23 0 
E VI 27 22 0 
G 
c IV 32 24 1 
E v 23 23 0 
c VI 30 28 1 
H 
E IV 18 16 0 
c v 13 12 0 
, E VI 23 20 0 
I 
c IV 26 22 0 
E v 33 26 0 
c VI 20 18 0 
J 
E IV 26 20 3 
c v 26 26 1 
E VI 22 2l Q 
-~-=- --== -=---- ----='"[31 ____ - - - _ 6hlJ_ -=-=-==-= -20 
---= ---=~--
Matching Groups 
Using the results of the initial testing, twenty-four frequency dis-
tributions were made and the groups were matched in each of three grades 
' and for the total population on chronological age, mental age, spelling 
achievement, auditory perception, visual perception and learning rate. Dis-
tributions were sub-divided to match these factors for bqys and for girls. 
All classrooms had equal chances at representation in the final matched 
groups. One hundred sixty five children were lost through attendance fac-
tors. 
Table 3 gives the classroom representation in the final matched groups. 
School 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
1 
M 
N 
0 
p 
Q 
R 
s 
T 
TABLE 3 
CLASSROOM REPRESENTATION IN MATCHED GROUPS 
Single Grade Per Teacher 
IV 
8 
14 
29 
21 
20 
20 
20 
16 
19 
17 
v 
10 
19 
17 
11 
10 
12 
18 
8 
19 
13 
Grades IV, V, VI or more 
5 
4 
6 
5 
5 
3 
3 
2 
6 
11 
.;~ 
3 
7 
7 
10 
1 
VI 
9 
22 
22 
12 
15 
22 
19 
19 
17 
15 
Taught by One 
2 
3 
7 
5 
* 6 
3 
3 
10 
2 
Teacher 
* Lost as teacher didn't give all of one test. 
---- ---
------------- ------
- . Elxge:bt;~ f or the tablefl resulting from the Word Pronunciation Test for 
which not all schools could be reached in the one day's testing in March 
by eleven trained examiners, all the analysis of data is based on t hese 
matched groups. 
Teaching Procedure 
In initiating the study the writer had conferences with the teachers 
and superintendents concerned. The purpose and plan of the study was ex-
plained to them and their cooperation was readily secured. 
The control teachers continued with their regular program, with ~venty 
minutes a day devoted to spelling. Their weekly plan of procedure was as 
follows: 
First Day - Present new words through a story. 
Second Day - Word building exercises. 
Third Day - First test followed by study of words missed. 
Fourth Day - Study, enrichment and word meaning. 
Fifth Day - Final test. 
It is interesting at this point to note that in every single-grade per-
teacher building, there were both experimental and control rooms. 
The experimental teachers agreed to teach the regular spelling in 
sequences of three daily class periods instead of five. No regular spelling 
was taught on days when the experimental lessons were taught everyone in the 
room. The following calendar was used and shows that the experimental group 
had three-fifths of the spelling time duri ng the eleven weeks on "Building 
Spelling Power" and two-fifths of the time on regular spelling. 
Snn. 
CALENDAR FOR EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
Reg. = Regular Spelling Materials 
Lessons = Experimental Lessons 
September 
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. 
--- - - t . 
Learning 21 Visual 22 Niles 23 Stan~rd 
Rate Test Test Auditory Ach. Test A 
__ T.est Form D 
- ----
lst 28 2nd 29 3rd 30 Reg.Spell 
Lesson Lesson ,Lesson (Present) 
October 
Reg. 5 4th 6 5th 7 
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Frio Sat. 
24 25 
1 Reg. • 2 
(Study) 
8 9 
(Test) Lesson Lesson TEACHERS• CONVENTION 
Reg. 12 Reg. 13 Reg. 14 6th . 15 7th. 16 
.(.!?resent) (Study) (Test) Lesson; . Lesson 
8th 19 9th 20 lOth 21 Reg. 22 Reg. 23 
Lesson Lesson Lesson (Present) (Study) 
Reg. 26 11th 27 12th 28 13th 29 Reg. 30 
(Test) Lesson Lesson Lesson (Present) 
November 
1 Reg. 2 Reg. 3 14th 4 15th 5 16th 6 
: (Study) (Test) Lesson Lesson Lesson 
I 
Reg. 9 Reg. 10 11 17th 12 '18th 13 
, (Present) (Study) Lesson Lesson 
19th 16 Reg. 17 Reg. 15 Catch 19 20th 20 
Lesson Study (Test) Up Lesson 
21st 23 22nd 24 23rd 25 26 27 
Lesson Lesson Lesson THANKSGIVING 
24th 30 25th l 26th 2 Reg. 3 Reg. 4 
Lesson Lesson Lesson (Present) (Study) 
December 
Reg. 7 27th 8 28th 9 29th 10 30th 11 (Test) Lesson Lesson Lesson Lesson 
Learning 14 Visual 15 Niles l6 Sta.nfO~""c:l 17 18 
Rate Test B Test Auditory Ach. Test Test FormE 
-
- --=--
In grades four, five and six in the writer's supervisory area, the 
following spelling books are used: 
Breed, Frederick s. and Seale, Ellis c., frzy Word Books, New York: 
Lyons and Carnahan Company, 1~49. 
Billington, Lillian E., Word Power Through Spelling, New York: 
Silver Burdett Company, 19~ 
Gates, Arthur I.; Rinsland, Henry; Sartoeius, Ina; and Peardon, 
Celeste; The Pupil's Ovm Vocabulary Spellers, New York: 
MacMillan Company, 1949. · 
Lamboder, 1~y; Kottmeyer, William; and Wickey, Rose; Goals in 
Spelling, St. Louis: The Vvebster Publishing Company,-I'940. 
Yoakam, Gerald A., Daw, Seward E.; Ikr Spelling, New York: 
Ginn and Company, 1943. 
-----l!=-- - - -
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CHAPTER .V 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to discover the effect of the planned program 
in grades four, five and six on, 
1. spelling achievement. 
2. auditory perception. 
3. visual perception. 
4. learning rate. 
Additional studies were made of, 
1. later tests of regular spelling 
words taught. 
2. the effect of the planned program on 
the ability to pronounce words. 
3. the effect of the planned program on 
groups within each grade with differ-
ing levels of spelling achievement. 
The data were organized and arranged for four groups -- the total pop-
ulation and each of the three grades. The abaTe listing indicates the 
order in which the factors in spelling ability were analyzed for each group. 
l::: -!:;no J -,-;) ]. of &i ;_;ni.Li .. nc 
ooi G ovi .:l .DCO of fc.ct . 
' l.' .... 
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The Effect of Teaching Materials on 
Spellin~ Ability of the Total PoEulation 
Table 4 gives the matching data for the total population. 
TABLE 4 
MATCHING DATA - TOTAL POPULATION 
Control No. Experimen- No. 
Group 307 tal Group 313 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
M Diff. 
Chronolog- 10 yrs. 12.5 10 yrs. 13.40 2.29 1.03 2.22 
ical Age 9 mos. 11 mos. 
(128.90) (131.19) 
Mental Age 11 yrs. 23.25 11 yrs. 23.25 2.35 1.86 1.26 
4 mos. 6 mos. 
(135.85) (138.20) 
Spelling 42.70 17.20 42.60 15.20 .10 1.30 .076 
Achievement 
Auditory 73.75 13.00 72.06 13.10 1.69 1.04 1.62 
Perception 
Visual 28.16 7.44 26.72 7.83 1.44 .61 2.36 
Perception 
Learning 2.15 2.00 2.17 2.04 .02 .16 .13 
Rate 
Control and experimental groups are very well matched in spelling 
achievement. : EJI;:c ~pt :tor .. the mean difference of two months in mental age 
favoring the experimental group, mean differences favor the control group. 
Table 5 shows the effect of the teaching materials on the Stanford 
Achievement Tests on the total population. 
TABLE 5 
EFFECT OF THE TEACHING MATERIALS ON THE STANFORD 
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS ON THE TOTAL POPUlATION 
A. Initial Score Comparisons 
Group No. Mean S.D. s.E. Dti'f. S.E. C.R. 
m n;ff 
Entire Control 
Group 307 42.70 17.20 .98 .10 1.30 .076 
Entire Experi-
mental Group 313 42.60 15.20 .86 
B. Experimental Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. Dti'{. S.E. C.R. 
m Dti'f. 
IInitlal 313 42~6 15.20 .B59 
Finalf]. 313 51.57 15. 95 . 90 8.97 1.24 7.23 
c. Control Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. Dti'f. S.E. C.R. 
m Dti'f • 
Initial 307 42 .70 17.20 .95 
Final 307 44.60 16.35 .93 1.90 1.35 1.41 
D. Difference on Final Test 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Dti'f. S.E, C.R. 
m Dti'f .. 
Entire Control 
Group 307 44.60 16. 35 . 93 
Entire Exper i -
mental Group 313 51 • .57 1.5.95 .90 6.97 1.29 5.L 
E. Comparison of Gains 
Group Gain S.E. Dti'f • S.E. 
n-iff 
C.R. 
Control 1. 90 1.3? 
Exper imental 8. 97 1. 24 7.07 1.83 3.86 
II 
I 
I 
~-+ 
lj 
::1 
i Table SA shO?rs hOif groups from the total population compared at the be- :! 
ginning in spelling achievement. The mean difference of .10 favors the con-
trol group and the critical ratio of .076 is not significant. 
Table 5B gives a picture of the very significant gain made by the ex-
perimental group. The mean difference be~qeen the initial and final tests 
is 8.97. The critical ratio is 7.23. 
Table 5C shows that the control group did not make a significant gain 
in spelling achievement. The mean difference between the initial and final 
tests is 1.90. The critical ratio is 1.41. !I 
Table 5D shows that t here was a mean difference of 6.97 favoring the I 
I 
experimental group on the final test. The critical ratio of 5.L. is signifi- 1 
cant. 
Table 5E gives the comparison of gains for total experimental and con-
I. trol groups. Since there was an initial mean score difference in spelling 
achievement of .10 favoring the control group, the actual final mean score 
difference was 7.07. The critical ratio of 3.86 shows that the final dif-
ference favoring the experimental group is significant. 
In evaluating the lessons it is important to know how they aff ected 
! different skills that make up spelling power. What was the effect on audi-
1 
tory, visual and learning rate tests? 
Table 6 shows the effect of the teaching materials on the Niles Audito~ 
Test. II 
rnoston University 
·. 'School of Education 
L,, , .-:----. Library, 
TABLE 6 
EFFECT OF THE TEACHING MATERIALS ON THE NilES 
AUDITORY TEST ON THE TOTAL POPULATION 
A. Initial Score Comparisons 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E, C.R. 
m Diff. 
Entire Control 
Group 307 73.75 13.00 .74 1.69 1.04 1.62 
Entire Experi-
. mental Group 313 72.06 13.10 • 74 
B. Experimental Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. s.~trr. C.R. m 
Initial 313 72.06 13.10 • ~4 
Final 313 83.35 12.20 .69 11.29 1.01 11.17 
c. Control Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. s.E. Diff. s.E. C.R. 
m Diff. 
Init.J.al 307 73.75 13;00 .74 
Fi~l 307 76.55 13.70 • 78 2.80 1.07 2.61 
D. Difference on Final Test 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E, . C.R. 
m Dl.ff • 
j.t:;nt.~re vont.ro.L 
Group 307 76.55 13.70 • 78 
Entire Experi-
mental Group 313 83.35 12.20 .69 6.80 1.04 6.53 
E. Comparison of Gains 
Group Gain S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
Diff. 
tCont.rol 2.1:m 1.07 
Experimental 11.29 1.01 B.L.9 1.47 5.77 
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Table 6A gives the mean score comparison for the control and experimen-
tal groups in all three grades combined in auditory perception on the initial 
test. The mean score for the control group is 73.75 compared with 72.06 for 
the experimental group. The chances are 89 out of 100 that there is a true ·' 
difference in favor of the control group. 
For the experimental group, Table 6B shows that the mean score differ-
ence between initial and final testing in auditory perception is 11.29. 
This gain gives a critical ratio of 11.17 which is statistically significant 
and shows that there was much growth in auditory perception by the total ex-
perimental group. 
For the control group, Table 6C shorrs that the mean score difference 
1 be~feen initial and final testing in auditory perception is 2.80. The 
critical ratio is 2.61. The chances of a true difference are 99 out of 100. 
Table 6D shows how the control and experimental groups differed .on the 
f~nal test. The statistically significant critical ratio of 6.53 is in 
favor of the experimental group. 
Table 6E shows the comparison of gains for the control and experimental 
groups. The critical ratio of 5.77 in favor of the experimental group is 
statistically significant. The teaching materials affected the total exper-
imental population significantly in auditory growth. 
Table 7 shows the effect of the teaching materials on the Durrell 
Visual Test on the total population. 
TABLE 7 
EFFECT OF TEACHING MA.TERIALS ON DURRELL 
VISUAL TEST ON TOTAL POPULATION 
A. Initial Score Comparisons 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. 
m 
Entire Control 
Group 307 28.16 7 .~.4 .42 1.44 
~ntire Experi-
.44 mental Group 313 26.72 7.83 
B. Experimental Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. 
m 
In~t~al 313 26.72 i:~g ·~ !Final 313 30.41 .44 3.69 
c. Control Group Gain 
~est No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. 
m 
Initial 307 213.16 7.~~ .42 
l"inal 307 30.66 7.44 .42 2.50 
D. Difference on Final Test 
proup No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. 
m 
Ent~re Gontrol 
Group 307 30.66 7.44 .42 .25 
Entire Experi-
mental Group 313 30.41 7.86 .44 
E. Comparison of Gains 
Group Gain S.E. Diff. 
vontrol 2.50 .59 
Experimental 3.69 .62 1.19 
s.~iff. 
.61 
s.E, 
Diff. 
.62 
S.E, 
Diff. 
.59 
s.~i-rf' 
.61 
S.E.Lff Di • 
.85 
C.R. 
2.36 
C.R. 
5.95 
C.R. 
4.23 
C.R. 
.41 
C.R. 
1.40 
,...., 
:/ '1 I 
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1aule ~· _;.._ sh vrs ttat ,~1e control 'r qJ for t he to·t.al .flOP _ E:!.0 on ,:ras et.-
00'3£ t. c.n t!1e 3·_ erir:DH,.,al :ruu:J on t e initi l tes .... in.:.; . The ne~ score 
dif'i'13rance :Ls 1 . an t.e critical r atio is 2 .. 36. 
o 10 t .s.l:. · ~-~is is a true iffere~1C :) ir aver of th con tr 1 f,TOU • 
Ta le T' gives v:1e e er:'..rr.en al • o- ain. h maa score . ~ .-. .:. .1. e1· nc 
inal test:Lnr; -vms 3.'9. he critical rat io of 5. 5 i s 
i ific nt . 'rhe e:x'})er i ent.:::.l cr oup ad signi "icwt groTrt _ in visual per-
ception as a resul t o .w.vi ng b en tau~;h the exper il. ntal 1 ssons . 
able 7 shovm that t he con rol gro t r:tade a s i r·nificant gain. 1'lle 
critical ratio of ~ · 23 i s not as liE> as chat for t e experimental t;roup . 
able 7D s hovm that. the contr ol and e.x_9erimental gr:m s Yi r e very c l ose 
tog_ther on the final test vrhile t he con~rol gr ou· had been c nsi rabl y 
a.1ead on t: e initial t.est . 
Taole 7 gives t he comparison of gains i.n visual perception f or c nt.rol 
and experi.rn~mta1 gro )S . he critical ratio i s 1 . 40 . The chances are G"" 
out. of 100 t at there is a t rue difference i n f aYor of the experimental 
gro-::.p . 
·a 1e s' ows t he effect of the teachin~ mat erials on the or i 2; i :.al 
ear in~ ate Tes 0s o.n the total o ul a L.ion. 
TABLE 8 
EFFECT OF THE TEACHING :tiM.TERIALS ON THE ORIGINAL 
LEARNING RATE TESTS ON THE TOTAL POPULATION 
A. Initial Score Comparisons 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E;, Diff. 8
·1itrr C.R. 
Entire Control 
Group 307 2.15 2.00 .ll 
Entire Experimen•. 
tal Group 313 2.17 2.04 .12 .02 .16 .13 
B. Experimental Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
m Diff. 
!Initial 313 2.17 2.04 .1~ 
Final 313 4.51 1.49 .os 2.34 .14 16_.1_1 
c. Control Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E . Diff. s.~1ff C.R. m 
Initial 367 2.15 2.oo .11 
Final 307 4.08 .84 .05 1.93 .12 16.08 
D. Difference on Final Test 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. s.~-lfr C.R. m 
.l!.:nt~re control 
Group 307 4.08 .84 .05 
Entire Experi-
mental Group 313 4.51 1.49 .08 .43 .09 4. 78 
E. Comparison of Gains 
:Jroup Gain S.E. Diff. s.~irr C.R. 
vontrol 1.9~ .12 
Experirnenta 1 2.34 .14 .41 .18 2.28 
Table 8A shows how the control and experimental groups for the total 
population compared on the initial learning rate test. The critical ratio 
is .13. The chances are 60 out of 100 that there is a true difference in 
favor of the experimental group. 
Table 8B shows that thee xperimental group gain was very high. The 
critical ratio is 16.71. 
Table 8C shows that the control group gain was also very high, but not 
as high as that of the experimental group. Both groups learned a lot by 
taking the first test. The ceiling of the test should be raised for grade 
six. 
Table 8D shows that there is a significant difference between control 
and experimental groups on the final learning rate test. This favors the 
experimental group. The critical ratio of 4.78 is statistically significant. 
The teaching materials affected learning rate significantly. 
Table 8E gives the comparison of gains for the total control and exper-
imental groups. The critical ratio is 2.28. The chances are 97 out of 100 
of a true difference in favor of the e~~erimental group. 
The total experimental group .made greater gains than the total control 
group in spelling achievement, in auditory perception, in visual perception 
and in learning rate. The gains in spelling achievement and in auditory 
perception are most significant. 
The Effect of the Teaching Materials on 
Spelling Ability in Grade Four 
Table 9 gives the matching data for grade four. 
Chronolog-
ical Age 
Mental Age 
Spelling 
Achievement 
Auditory 
Perception 
Visual 
Perception 
Learning 
Rate 
TABLE 9 
1~TCHING DATA - GRADE FOUR 
Control No. 
Group 113 
Mean S.D. 
9 yrs. 6.C! 
10 mos. 
(117.45 ) 
10 yrs. 15.2 
1 mo. {121.05) 
32.265 12.75 
72.035 14.00 
25.25 6. 78 
1.26 1.61 
Experimen- No. 
tal 103 Group 
Mean S.D. 
9 yrs. 7.13 
11 mos. 
(118.53) 
10 yrs. 13.0 (120) 
32.095 12.85 
64.564 12.25 
23.97 6.39 
1.19 1.44 
Diff. S.E. C.R. M. Diff. 
l.OC! .99 1.09 
1.05 1.85 .56 
.17 1.2 .14 
7.47 1.79 4.17 
1.28 .81 1.58 
.07 .21 
.33 
Experimental and control fourth grade groups compare as follows on the 
initial spelling achievement tests. The mean score difference in spelling 
achievement was .17 and favored the control group. The critical ratio is 
.14. The chances are 60 out of 100 of a true difference in favor of the 
control group. 
In mental age, there was a difference of one month favoring the control 
1
1 group. The critical ratio is .56. The chances are 66 out of 100 of a true 
difference in favor of the control group. 
In learning rate, there was a mean score difference of .07 favoring the I 
!control group. The critical ratio is .33. The chances are 62 out of 100 of 
a true difference in favor of the control group. 
In visual perception, the critical ratio of 1.58 favors the control 
group. 
In auditory perception, the control fourth grade group was signifi-
cantly better than the experimental fourth grade group at the beginning. 
To save cases and since differences favored the control group, the groups 
were not matched further in auditory and visual perception. 
Table 10 shows the effect of the teaching materials on the Stanford 
1 Spelling Achievement Tests in grade four. 
TABLE 10 
EFFECT OF THE . TEACHING MATERIALS ON THE STANFORD 
SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS ON GRADE FOUR 
• 
A. Initial Score Comparisons 
proup No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E, C.R. 
m Diff-
!Control 113 32.265 12.75 1.2 .17 1.2 .14 
!Experimental 103 32.095 12.85 1.2 
I B. Experimental Group Gain 
rr'est No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E, C.R. 
m Diff 
Initial 103 32.095 12.85 1.20 
Final 103 45.980 13.50 1.33 13.885 1.79 7.75 
c. Control Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
m Diff. 
Initial 113 32.265 12.75 1.20 
Final 113 35.850 12.30 1.16 3.59 1.67 2.15 
D. Difference on Final Test 
Group No. Mean S.D. s.E. 
m 
Diff. S.E, 
Diff. 
C.R. 
control 113 G~:~~ 12.30 1.16 !Experimental 103 13.50 1.33 10.13 1.73 5.85 
E. Comparison of Gains 
proup Gain S.E. Diff. s.~trf C.R. 
Control 3.59 1.67 
!Experimental 13.885 1.79 10.30 1.73 5.95 
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Table lOA shows how fourth grade control and experimental groups com-
pared in spelling achievement on the initial achievement test. The mean 
score difference of .17 is in favor of the control group. The critical. 
ratio of .14 is not statistically significant. 
Table lOB shows that the experimental fourth grade group made a signif-
icant gain in spelling achievement. The mean score difference is 13.89 and 
the critical ratio of 7.75 is very significant statistically. 
Table lOC shows that the control fourth grade group made a mean score 
gain of 3.59 between the initial and final tests. The critical ratio is 
2.15. The chances are 96 out of 100 that this is a true difference. 
Table lOD shows how control and experi-mental fourth grade groups dif-
fered on the final test. The critical ratio is 5.85. This is statistically 
significant and is in favor of the experimental group. 
Table lOE gives a comparison of the gains of the fourth grade experi-
mental and control groups. The critical ratio of 5.95 is statistically 
significant and is in favor of the experimental group. 
Table 10 shows that the teaching materials affected the experimental 
fourth grade group so that they gained significantly more in spelling 
achievement than did the control fourth grade group. 
Table 11 shows the effect of the teaching materials on the Niles 
Auditory Test on grade four. 
I' 
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TABLE 11 
EFFECT OF THE TEACHING MATERLli.LS ON THE NILES 
AUDITORY TEST I N GRADE FOUR 
A. Initial Score Comparisons 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. s.~trr. C.R. m 
Control 103 72.03? 14.00 1.32 7.471 1.79 4.11 
Experimental 103 64.564 12.25 1.208 
B. Experimental Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. SE C.R. 
m •Dtrr. 
Initial 103 64.565 12.25 1.208 
Final 103 81.55 10.55 1.040 16.98 1.59 10.68 
c. Control Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
m Diff. 
Initial 103 72.035 14.00 1.32 
Final 103 73.32 13.30 1.25 1.28 1.82 .71 
D. Difference on Final Test 
Group No. Mean S.D. s.E. Diff. 
m s.Bifr. C.R. 
Control 113 73.32 13.30 1.25 
Experimental 103 81.55 10.55 1.04 8.23 1.62 5.u 
E. Comparison of Gains 
Group Gain S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
Diff. 
Control 1.28 L82 
!Experimental 16.98 1.59 15.70 2.4 6.54 
,.., 
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Table llA shows that the control fourth grade group was significantly 
better than the experimental fourth grade group on the initial auditory 
test. The critical ratio is 4.17. 
Table llB shows that the mean score gain between initial and final 
tests for the experimental fourth grade group was 16.98. The critical 
ratio of 10.68 is statistically significant. 
Table llC shows that the control fourth grade group did not make a 
significant gain between the initial and final auditory tests. 
Table liD shows the difference on the final auditory test between con- ' 
trol and experimental fourth grade groups. The critical ratio of 5.14 is 
statistically significant and is in favor of the experimental group. 
Table llE gives the comparison of gains between control and experimen-
tal fourth grade groups on the auditory test. The critical ratio of 6.54 
is statistically significant and is in favor of the experimental group. 
Table 11 shows that the teaching materials caused the experimental 
fourth grade group to make significant gains in the auditory test. On the 
final test the experimental group was significantly better than the control 
group which had been significantly ahead on the initial test. 
Table 12 shows the effect of the teaching materials on the Durrell 
Visual Test on grade four. 
---- --·- -- ---- -~ -
· TABLE 12 
EFFECT OF TEACHING MATERIALS ON DURRELL 
VISUAL TEST IN GRADE FOUR 
A. Initial Score Comparisons 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. 
m 
Control 113 25.25 6.78 . 64 1.28 
Experimental 113 23.97 6.39 .63 
B. Experimental Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D . s.E. Diff. 
m 
Initial 103 23.97 6.39 .63 
Final 103 30.71 7.50 .71 6.74 
c. Control Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D . S.E. Diff. 
m 
Initial 113 25.25 6.78 .64 
Final 113 28.76 6.84 .64 3.51 
' D. Difference on Final Test 
Group No. Mean S.D . S.E. Diff. 
m 
Control 113 28.76 6.84 .64 
Experimental 103 30.71 7.50 .71 1.95 
E. Comparison of Gains 
Group Gain S.E . Diff. 
Control 3.51 .91 
Experimental 6.74 .95 3.23 
I 
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s.E. C.R. Diff. 
.81 1.58 
S.E, Diff. C.R. 
.95 7.09 
s.E. C.R. 
Diff. 
.91 3.85 
S.E . C.R. 
Diff. 
. 96 2.03 
s.E . C.R. Diff. 
1.32 2.45 
Table 12A compares the fourth grade experimental and control groups on 
the initial visual test. The difference favors the control group. The 
critical ratio is 1.58. The chances are 85 out of 100 that this is a true 
difference in favor of the control group. 
Table 12B shows that the xperimental group made a mean score gain of 
6.74 on the final test as compared with the initial test. The critical 
I ratio of 7.09 is statistically significant. 
Table 12C shm¥s that the control group also made a significant gain. 
I The mean score gain between initial and final tests is 3.51 and the criti- 1\ 
cal ratio is 3.85. 
Table 12D compares the mean scores of control and experimental fourth 
grade groups on the final test. The critical ratio is 2.03. The chances 
are 95 out of 100 that this is a true difference in favor of the experimen-
tal group. 
Table 12E gives a comparison of the gains of control and experimental 
fourth grade groups on the Durrell Visual Test. 1~en the advantage the 
control group had in September is eliminated, the chances are 98 out of 100 
that there is a true difference in favor of the experimental group. 
Table 13 shows the effect of the teaching materials on the original 
learning rate test on grade four. 
-I 
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TABLE 13 
EFFECT OF TEACHI NG I·iiA TERIALS ON ORI GI NAL LEARNING 
RATE TEST IN GRADE FOUR 
A. Initial Score Comparisons 
Group No. Mean S.D. S. E. 
m 
Diff. s.~trr. C.R. 
Control 113 l.~b l.b.l • .Lb .u·r .~.1 .33 
Experimental 103 1.19 1.44 .14 
B. ~xperimental Group Gai n 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. s .~trr. C.R. m 
Init~a1 lUJ 1.19 1.44 .14 
Fi,n;Ll 103 4.29 1.51 .15 3.10 .20 15.50 
c. Control Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. s .E. Diff. s .~ifr. C.R. m 
I nitial 113 1.26 1.61 .16 
Final 113 3.53 1.86 .17 1.27 .23 5.52 
D. Difference on Final Test 
Group No. Mean S.D. S. E. Diff. S.E, C.R. 
m Diff. 
Control 113 3.53 l.tlb .Hl 
Experimental 103 4.29 1.57 .15 .76 .23 3.30 
E. Comparison of Gains 
Group Gain S.E. Diff. s .E. 
Diff. C.R. 
Control 1.27 .23 
Experimental 3.10 .20 1.83 .30 6.00 
I' 
Table 1.3A shows how the fourth grade control and experimental groups 
compared on the initial learning rate test. The critical ratio is .33. 
The chances were 62 out of 100 of a true difference in favor of the control 
group. 
Table 13B shows that the experimental fourth grade group made a statis-
tically significant gain between the initial and final learning rate tests. 
The critical ratio is 15.50. 
Table 13C shows that the control fourth grade group made a statisti-
cally significant gain between initial and final learning rate tests. The 
critical ratio is 5.52. 
Table 13D shows that the experimental fourth grade scored significantly 
better than the control fourth grade on the final learning rate test. The 
critical ratio is 3.30. 
Table 13E gives a comparison of gains in learning rate of control and 
experimental fourth grade groups. When the advantage the control group had 
in September is eliminated, the critical ratio is 6.00 in favor of the exper-
imental group. 
The Effect of the Teaching Materials on 
Spelling Ability in Grade Five 
Table 14 gives the matching data for grade five. 
--~ 
Chronolog-
ical Age 
Mental Age 
Spelling 
Achievement 
Auditory 
Perception 
Visual 
Perception 
Learning 
Rate 
TABLE 14 
MATCHI NG DATA - GRADE FIVE 
Control No. 
Group 90 
Mean S.D. 
10 yrs. 7.64 
10 mos. 
(129.70) 
11 yrs. 18.40 
1 mo. 
(133.39) 
39.80 14.65 
70.45 11.50 
25.95 7.11 
1.98 1.77 
Experimen- No. 
tal Group 90 
Mean S.D. 
10 yrs. 10.13 
10 mos. 
(129.95) 
11 y.rs. 18.35 
1 mo. 
(132.72) 
38.55 14.45 
71.95 12.35 
25.01 7.08 
1.59 2.06 
Diff. 
M. 
.25 
.67 
1.25 
1.50 
.94 
.39 
S.E. 
Diff. 
1.33 
2.6 
2.16 
1.77 
1.04 
.29 
(..f' 
·JU 
C.R. 
.18 
.2L 
1.72 
.84 
.90 
1.34 
On the initial tests the control fifth grade population was so superior 
on several variables to the experimental fifth grade population t~t it was 
necessary to lose many cases in matching the groups. In order not to lose 
more cases, the groups were left with a critical ratio in spelling achieve-
ment of 1.72 favoring the control group. 
Table 15 shows the eff ect of the teaching materials on the Stanford 
Spelling Acnevement Tests on Grade five. 
TABLE 15 
EFFECT OF TEACHING MATERIALS ON STANFORD SPELLING 
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS IN GRADE FIVE 
A. Initial Score Comparisons 
Group No. Mean S.D. s.E. Diff. S.E. 
m Diff. 
Control 90 39.80 it:~~ 1.~4 1.25 2.16 Experimental 90 38.55 1.52 
B. Experimental Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E, 
m Diff. 
Initial 90 38.55 14.45 1.52 
Final 90. 45.55 14.50 1.53 7.00 2.15 
c. Control Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. s .E. Diff. s.E. 
m Diff. 
Initial 90 39.80 J.4.65 1.54 
Final 90 40i73 15.35 1.60 .93 2.22 
D. Difference on Final Test 
Group No. Mean S.D. s.E. 
m 
Diff. s.~iff. 
Control 90 40.73 15.35 1.60 
Experimental 90 45.55 14.50 1.53 4.83 2.21 
E. Comparison of Gains 
Group Gain S.E. Diff. s.~:trr. m 
Control .93 2.22 
Experimental 7.00 2.15 6.07 2.92 
C.R. 
1.72 
C.R. 
3.25 
C.R. 
.42 
C.R. 
2.18 
C.R. 
2.42 
I' U, 
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Table 15A gives the mean score comparison of control and experimental 
fifth grade groups on the initial spelling achievement tests. The chances 
were 91 out of 100 of a true difference in favor of the control group. 
Table 15B shows the experimental group gain. The mean score on the 
initial test is 38.55 compared with the mean score of 45.55 on the final 
test. The critical ratio of 3.25 is statistically significant. 
Table 15C shows the control group gain. The critical ratio is .42 and 
the chances of a true difference are 63 out of 100. 
Table 15D gives the mean score comparison of control and experimental · 
fifth grade groups on the final achievement test. The mean score for the 
control group is 40.73 compared with 45.55 for the experimental group. The 
chances are 96 out of 100 that there is a true difference in favor of the 
experimental group. 
Table l$E gives the comparison of ~ins of fifth grade control and ex-
perimental groups on the Stanford Spelling Achievement Tests. Wnen the ad-
vantage the control group had on the initial test is eliminated, the chances 
are 98 out of 100 that it is a true difference in gain in favor of the ex-
perimental group. 
Table 16 shows the effect of the teaching materials on the Niles Audi-
tory Test on Grade five. 
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TABLE 16 
EFFECT OF TEACHING MATERIALS ON NILES 
AUDITORY TEST IN GRADE FIVE 
A. Initial Score Comparisons 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
m Diff. 
Control 90 70.45 11.50 1.21 
Experimental 90 71.95 12.35 1.30 1.50 1.77 .84 
B. Experimental Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E, C.R. 
m Diff. 
11n~t~l 90 ~1.9~ 12.35 1.30 Final 90 1.0 12.90 1.25 9.10 1.80 5.05 
c. Control Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. 
m 
Diff. S.E, 
D~ff. 
C.R. 
Initial 90 70.45 11.?0 1.21 
Final 90 77.06 12.40 1.31 6.61 1. 78 3.71 
D. Difference on Final Test 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E, C.R. 
m Diff. 
Control 90 77.06 12.40 1.31 
Experimental 90 81.05 12.90 1.25 3.99 1.81 2.20 
E. Comparison of Gains 
Group Gain s.E. Dii'.f • s.~irr C.R. 
Control 6.61 1.78 
Experimental 9.10 1.80 2.49 2.53 .98 
'l t') 
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Table 16A gives the mean score comparison of control and experllnental 
fifth grade groups on the initial auditory test. The chances were 72 out 
of 100 of a true difference in favor of the experimental group. 
Table 16B shows the experimental group gain. The mean score on the 
initial test is 71.95 compared vvith 81.05 on the final test. The critical 
ratio of 5.05 is statistically significant. 
Table 16C shows the control group gain. The mean score on the initial 
test is 70.45 compared with 77.06 on the final test. The critical ratio of 
3.71 is statistically significant. 
Table 16D gives the mean score comparison of control and experimental 
fifth grade groups on the final auditory test. The mean score for the con-
trol group is 77.06 compared with 81.05 for the experimental group. The 
chances are 96 out of 100 that there is a true difference in favor of the 
experimental group. 
Table 16E gives the comparison of gains of fifth grade control and ex-
perimental groups on the Niles Auditory Test. When the advantage the exper-
imental group bad on the initial test is eli.l!li.nated, the chances are 75 out 
of 100 of a true difference in favor of the experimental group. 
Table 17 shows the effect of the teaching materials on the Durrell 
Visual Test on grade five. 
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TABLE 17 
EFFECT OF TEACHI NG MATERIALS ON DURRELL 
VISUAL TEST IN GRADE FIVE . 
A. Initial Score Comparisons 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E, C.R. 
m Diff. 
Control 90 25.95 7.11 • 74 .94 1.04 .90 
Experimental 90 25.01 7.08 .73 
B. Experimental Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S. E. Diff. S.E, C. R. 
m Diff .. 
Initial 90 25.01 7.08 .73 
Final 90 30.17 7.23 .76 5.16 1.05 4.91 
c. Contr ol Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E . Diff. S.E. C.R. 
m Diff. 
In~t~al 90 27.17 7.ll .74 
Final 90 30.56 7.78 .82 3.39 1.10 3.08 
D. Diff er ence on Final Test 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. 
s .Ei f r C. R. m 
Control 90 30.56 7.78 .82 .39 1.12 .35 
Experimental 90 30.17 7.23 .76 
E. Compari son of Gains 
Group Gain S.E. Diff. s .~Hf' C.R. 
Control 3.39 1.10 
Experimental 5.16 1.05 1.77 1.52 1.16 
Table 17A gives the mean score comparison of control and experimental 
fifth grade groups on the initial visual test. The chances were 73 out of 
100 of a true difference in favor of the control group. 
Table 17B shows the experimental group gain. The mean score on the 
initial test is 25.01 compared with 30.17 on the final test. The critical 
ratio of 4.91 is statistically significant. 
Table 17C shows the control group gain. The mean score on the initial 
test is 27.17 compared with 30.56 on the final test. The critical ratio of 
3.08 is statistically significant. 
Table 17D gives the mean score comparison of control and experimental 
fifth grade groups on the final visual test. The mean score for the control 
group is 30.56 compared with 30.17 for the experimental group. The chances 
are 62 out of 100 of a true difference in favor of the control group whose 
advantage was 73 chances out of 100 on the iritial visual test. 
Table 17E gives the comparison of gains of fifth grade control and ex-
perL~ental groups on the Durrell Visual Test. Vfhen the advantage the con-
trol group had on the initial test is eliminated, the chances are 80 out of 
100 of a true difference in favor of the experimental group. 
Table 18 shows the effect of the teaching materials on the original 
learning rate tests on grade five. 
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!FABLE 18 
EFFECT OF THE TEACHING MATERL4.LS ON THE ORIGINAL 
LEARNING RATE TESTS IN GRADE FIVE 
A. Initial Score Comparisons 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
m Diff. 
Control 90 1.98 1.77 .19 .39 .29 1.34 
Experimental 90 1.59 2.06 .22 
B. Experimental Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
m Diff. 
Initial 90 1.~9 2.06 .22 
Final • 90 4.46 1.54 .16 2.87 .27 10.63 
c. Control Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
m Diff. 
Initial 90 1.9t) 1. 77 .19 
Final 90 4.03 1.90 .20 2.05 .28 7.32 
D. Difference on Final Test 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff •... S.E. C.R. 
m Diff. 
Control 90 t:~~ 1.90 .20 Experimental 90 1.54 .16 .43 .26 1.65 
E. Comparison of Gains 
Group Gain S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
Diff. 
Control 2.65 .28 
Experimental 2.87 .27 .82 .39 2.10 . 
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Table 18A gives the mean score comparison of control and experimental 
fifth grade groups on the initial learning rate test. The chances were 84 
out of 100 of a true difference in favor of the control group. The critical 
ratio of 1.34 is not statistically significant. 
Table 18B shows the experimental group gain. The mean score on the 
• initial test is 1.59 compared with 4.46 on the final test. The critical 
ratio is 10.63. 
Table 18C shows the control group gain. The mean score on the initial 
test is 1.98 compared with 4.03 on the final test. The critical ratio is 
7.32. 
Table 18D shows how the control and experimental fifth grade groups 
compared on the final learning test. The chances are 90 out of 100 of a 
true difference in favor of the experimental group. 
Table 18E shows the comparison of gains of fifth grade control and ex-
perL~ental groups on the learning rate tests. Wben the advantage the con-
' trol group had on the initial test is eliminated, the chances are 96 out of 
100 of a true difference in favor of the experimental group. Had the ceil-
ing of the test been raised for this grade, this difference would have been 
greater. 
Effect of Teaching Materials on Spelling 
Ability in Grade siX 
Table 19 gives the matching data for grade six. 
-~ ----
Chronolog-
ical Age 
Mental Age 
Spelling 
Achievement 
Auditory 
Perception 
Visual 
Perception 
Learning 
Rate 
TABLE 19 
MATCHING DATA - GRlillE SIX 
Control No. 
Group 104 
Mean S.D. 
11 yrs. 10.20 
8 mos. 
(140.15) 
13 yrs. 20.5 
(155.95) 
55.15 14.25 
77.55 11.20 
32.06 6.51 
3.28 2.03 
Experimen- No. 
tal G 120 roup 
Mean S.D. 
11 yrs. 16.08 
11 mos. 
(143) 
13 yrs. 20.5 
(155.75) 
55.10 14.15 
78.63 10.85 
31.90 6.72 
3.07 1.92 
Diff 
M: 
2.-B,.-
.20 
.o5 
1.08 
.16 
.21 
I I 
S E 
"Di.rf. C.R. 
1.86 1.53 
2.08 .09 
1.90 .03 
1.47 • 73 
.88 .18 
.27 .74 
Control and experimental sixth grade groups were very well matched in 
spelling achievement on the initial test. The critical ratio of .03 is not 
statistically significant. 
The groups were also well matched in mental age. This critical ratio 
of .09 is not statistically significant. 
In visual perception, and learning rate the critical ratios of .18 and 
.74 favor the control group and are not statistically significant. In chron-
ological age and auditory perception the differences which are not statis-
tically significant favor the experimental group. 
Table 20 shows the effect of the teaching materials on the Stanford 
Spelling Achievement Tests on grade six. 
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TABLE 20 
EFFECT OF THE TEACHIT~G MATERIALS ON STANFORD 
SPELLING ACHIEVE.."AENT TESTS I N GRADE SIX 
A. Initial Score Comparisons 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E . Diff. S.Elf C.R. 
m D f. 
Control 104 55.15 14.25 1.39 .05 1.89 .026 
Experimental 120 55.10 14.15 1.29 
B. Experimental Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. 
m 
Diff. s.~ifr. C.R. 
Initial 120 ~5.1 14.15 1.29 
[Final 120 60.9 14.00 1.27 5.8 1.81 3.22 
c. Control Group Gain 
Test No . Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
m Diff. 
Initial 104 55.15 14.25 1.39 
Final 104 56.10 14.20 1.39 .85 1.96 .43 
D. Difference on Final Test 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
m Diff. 
Control 104 ~6.10 14.20 1.39 
Experimental 120 60.90 14.00 1.27 4.8 1.88 2.55 
E. Comparison of Gains 
Group Gain S.E. Diff. s.~:tf'r . C.R. 
Control .as 1.96 
Experimental 5.80 1.81 4.95 2.L~9 2.66 
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Table 20A gives the mean score comparisons of control and experimental 
sixth grade groups on the initial achievement test. The critical ratio of 
.026 is not significant and favors the control group. 
Table 20B shows the experimental group gain. The mean score on the 
initial test is 55.10 compa.~':. with 60.9 on the final test. The critical 
ratio of 3.22 is statistically significant. 
Table 20C shows the control group gain. The chances of a true differ-
ence are 64 out of 100. The critical ratio of .43 is not statistically sig-
nificant. 
Table 20D gives the mean score comparison of control and experimental 
sixth grade groups on the final spelling achievement test. The mean score 
for the control group is 56.10 compared with 60.90 for the experimental 
group. The chances are 98 out of 100 of a true difference in favor of the 
experimental group. 
Table 20E gives the comparison of gains of sixth grade control and ex-
perimental groups on the Stanford Spelling Achievement Tests. ~~en the ad-
vantage the control group had on the initial test is eliminated, the chances 
are 99 out of 100 of a true difference in favor of the experimental group. 
Table 21 shows the effect of the teaching materials on the Niles Audi-
tory Test on grade six. 
so 
TABU: 21 
EFFECT OF THE TEACHING MATERIALS ON THE 
NilES AUDITORY TEST IN GRADE SIX 
A. Initial Score Comparisons 
Group No. Mean S.D . S.E. Diff. s.Elf C.R. 
m D f .. 
Control 104 77.55 11.26 1.09 
Experimental 120 78.63 10.85 .99 1 .08 1.47 • 73 
B. Experimental Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E, C.R. 
m Diff. 
Initial 120 78.63 10.85 .99 
Final 120 89.49 11.50 1.05 10.86 1.46 7.43 
c. Control Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E . C.R. 
m Diff. 
In:i.t1a1 104 77.55 11.20 1.09 
Final 104 81.49 12.20 1.19 3.94 1.61 2.44 
D. Di fference on Final Test 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
m Diff .. 
Control 104 81.49 12.20 1.19 
Experimental 120 89.49 11.50 1.05 8.,00 1.58 5.06 
E. Comparison of Gains 
I Group Gain S.E. Diff. S.E,_:ff C.R. Di 
Control . 3·?4 l.6l 
Experimental 10.86 l.L.6 6.92 2.17 3.18 
Table 21A gives the mean score comparisons of control and experimental 
sixth grade groups on the initial Niles Auditory Test. The critical ratio 
of .73 is not significant and favors the experimental group. 
Table 21B shmrs the experimental group gain. The mean score on the 
1 initial auditory test is 78.63 compared with 89.49 on the final test. The 
mean score gain is 10.86 and the critical ratio of 7.43 is statistically 
significant. 
Table 21C shows the control group gain. The mean score on the initial 
1 auditory test is 77.55 compared with 81.49 on the final test. The mean 
score gain is 3.94 and the critical ratio of 2.44 is not statistically sig-
nificant. 
Table 21D gives the mean score comparison of control and experimental 
sixth grade groups on the final auditory test. The mean score for the con-
trol group is 81.49 compared with 89.49 for the experimental group. The 
critical ratio of 5.06 is statistically significant and is in favor of the 
experimental group. 
Table 21E gives the comparison of gains of sixth grade control and ex-
perimental groups on the Niles Auditory Test. When the advantage the exper-
imental group had on the initial test is eliminated, the critical ratio is 
3.18 in favor of the experimental group and is still statistically signifi-
cant. 
Table 22 shows the effect of the teaching materials on the Durrell 
Visual Test on grade six. 
TABLE 22 
EFFECT OF THE TEACHING W~TERIALS ON·THE 
DURRELL VISUAL TEST I N GRADE SIX 
A. Initial Score Comparisons 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
m Diff .. 
Control 104 32.06 6.51 .64 .16 .~~ .1"8" 
'Experimental 120 31.90 6.72 .61 
B. Experimental Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. s .E. Diff. s .E, C.R. 
m Diff .. 
Initial 120 31.90 6.72 .61 
Final 120 34.35 6.00 .55 2.45 . 82 2.98 
c. Contr ol Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E . Diff. S.E, C.R. 
m Diff. 
1 lmt.~al igt 32.06 6.51 .64 Final 32.80 6.57 .64 .74 .91 .81 
' D. Difference on Final Test 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C. R. 
m Diff. 
Control 104 32. tl0 6.57 .64 
Experimental 120 34.35 6.00 .55 1.55 .84 1.84 
E. Comparison of Gains 
Group Gain S.E. Diff. S.E, C.R. Dii'f. 
!Control 2:l~ .91 Experimental .82 1.71 1.22 1.40 
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Table 22A gives the mean score comparisons of control and experimental 
sixth grade groups on the initial Durrell Visual Test. The critical ratio 
of .18 is not significant and favors the control group. Control and experi-
mental groups are quite well matched on visual perception on the initial 
test. 
Table 22B shows the experimental group gain. The mean score on the in-
itial visual test is 31.90 compared with 34.35 on the final test. The mean 
score gain is 2.45. The chances of a true difference are greater than 99 
out of 100. 
Table 22C shows the control group gain. Chances of a true difference 
between initial and final testing are 71 out of 100. 
Table 22D gives the mean score comparison of control and experimental 
sixth grade groups on the final visual test. The mean score for the control i 
group is 32.80 compared with 34.35 for the experimental group. The chances 
are 93 out of 100 of a true difference in favor of the experimental group. 
Table 22E gives the comparison of gains of sixth grade control and ex-
perimental groups on the Burrell Visual Test. The chances are 85 out of 100 
of a true difference in favor of the experimental group. 
Table 23 shows the effect of the teaching materials on the original 
learning rate tests on grade six. 
--- ---'---==:=-- - -- - -:-==....- -
TABLE 23 
EFFECT OF THE TEACHING MATERIALS ON THE ORIGINAL 
LEARNING RATE TESTS I N GRADE SIX 
A,. Initial Score Comparisons 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
m Diff. 
Control 104 3.28 2.03 .20 .21 .27 .74 
Experimental 120 3.07 1.92 .18 
B. Experimental Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E. 
m 
Diff . S.E, 
Diff. C. R. 
ln~t~1 120 ).07 1.92 .1~ 
Final 120 4.73 1.37 .13 1.66 .22 7.5h 
' c. Control Group Gain 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E . Diff. s .~trr C. R. m 
Initi al 104 3.2tl 2.03 .19 
Final 104 4.76 1.13 .11 1.48 .22 6.73 
I D. Difference on Final Test 
Group 
II • 120 1.37 
I 
I E. Comparison of Gai ns 
Group Gain S.E. Diff. s.~irf C.R. 
Contf'o1 1 . 48 .22 
Experimental 1.66 .22 .18 .31 1.72 
Table 23A gives the mean score comparisons of control and experimental 
sixth grade groups on the initial learning rate test. At the beginning of 
the experiment, the chances were 70 out of 100 of a true difference in favor 
of the control group. 
Table 23B shmrs the experimental group gain. The mean score on the 
initial test is 3.07 compared with 4.73 on the final test. The critical 
ratio of 7.54 is statistically significant. Since one third of the experi-
mental sixth grade cases received the highest possible score, this was not 
an adequate testing instrument at sixth grade level. The writer would sug-
gest using the average of three testings. 
Table 23C shows the control group gain. The critical ratio of 6.73 is 
statistically significant but lower than that for the experimental group. 
Both control and experimental groups learned a lot by taking the first test. 
Table 23D shows how the control and experimental sixth grade groups 
compared on the final learning rate test. The chances are 61 out of 100 of 
a true difference favoring the experimental group. 
Table 23E shows the comparison of gains of sixth grade control and ex-
perimental groups on the learning rate tests. vVhen the advantage the con-
trol group had on the initial test is eliminated, the chances are 91 out of 
100 of a true difference in favor of the experimental group. 
I Effect of the Teaching Materials on Grade Norms 
of the Stanford Spelling Achievement Tests 
For purposes of comparison each grade took the complete one hundred 
word Stanford Achievement Tests, Form D in September and Form E in December. 
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Therefore, it was necessary to subtract 10, 20, and 30 from the median raw 
scores for grades four, five and six respect:J..ve:ry- as the equated scores are 
based on having these grades start with the eleventh, twenty-first and 
thirt,y-first words. 
The initial achievement test was given on September 24th. The mean 
grade norm for the initial test for control and experimental fourth grade 
groups was grade three, nine months. This means that fourth grade was not 
.· 
quite two months retarded according to the Stanford Spelling Achievement 
Test, Form D, at the beginning of the experiment. 
Table 24 shows the effect of the teaching materials on spelling achieve-
ment in grade four described in terms of grade norms from Stanford Achieve-
ment Tests, Forms D and E. 
Group 
Experimental 
Control 
TABLE 24 
EFFECT OF THE TEACHING MATERIALS ON SPELLING 
ACHIEVEMENT IN GRADE FOUR DESCRIBED IN TERMS 
OF GRADE NORMS FROM STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT 
TESTS, FORMS D AND E 
Initial Test 
Mean Grade Norm 
3rd grade, 9th mo. 
3rd grade, 9th mo. 
Final Test 
Mean Grade Norm 
4th grade, 8th mo. 
4th grade, 1st mo. 
Diff. 
9 mo. 
2 mo. 
The experiment did not last quite three months. In this time the exper-
imental group gained seven months more in spelling achievement than did the 
control group which did not quite make normal progress. Having made a gain 
of nine months in three, the exPerimental group made three times normal 
progress. 
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Table 25 shows the effect of the teaching materials on spelling achieve-
ment in grade five described in terms of grade norms from the Stanford 
Achievement Tests. According to the initial test on Form D, the fifth grade 
groups were nearly eight months retarded at the beginning of the experiment. 
Group 
Experimental 
Control 
TABLE 25 
EFFECT OF THE .TEACHING MATERIALS ON SPELLING 
ACHIEVEMENT IN GRADE FIVE DESCRIBED I N TERMS 
OF GRADE NORMS FROM STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT 
TESTS, FORMS D AND E 
Initial Test 
Mean Grade Norm 
4th grade, 3rd mo. 
4th grade, 3rd mo. 
Final Test 
Mean Grade Norm 
4th grade, 7th mo. 
4th grade, 4th mo. 
Diff. 
4 mo. 
1 mo. 
The experimental fifth grade group gained four months in spelling 
achievement in less than three. The control group made a little more than 
one-third normal progress. 
Table 26 shows the effect of the teaching materials on spelling achieve-
ment in grade six described in terms of grade nonns from the Stanford 
Achievement Tests. According to the in~tial test on Form D, the sixth grade 
. groups were nearly seven months retarded at the beginning of the experiment. 
Group 
Experimental 
Control 
TABLE 26 
EFFECT OF THE TEACHING :MATERIALS ON SPELLI NG 
ACHIEVEMENT I N GRADE SIX DESCRIBED IN TERMS 
OF GRADE NORlJIS FROM STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT 
TESTS, FORMS D AND E 
Initial Test 
Mean Grade Norm 
5th grade, 4th mo. 
5th grade, 4th mo. 
Final Test 
Mean Grade Norm 
6th grade, 0 mo. 
5th grade, 5th mo. 
Diff. 
6 mo. 
1 mo. 
The experimental sixth grade gained five months more in spelling 
achievement than did the control group. The experimental group made twice 
normal progress. The control group made one-third normal progress. 
Effect of Giving the Experimental Group 
Less Time on Regular Spelling 
As shown in the calendar on page 46 , the experimental classes had 
fewer days on the regular spelling than did the control group. No regular 
spelling was taught on the days the experimental lessons were taught. In 
March, it was decided to give tests on words from the regular spelling 
taught both groups during the experiment. Seventy-five word samples were 
used. The tests were given on March 23, twelve weeks after the experiment 
was over. The data on the matched groups were analyzed. 
Table 27 shows the comparison of later test results on the control and 
experimental fourth grade groups. 
TABLE 27 
LATER TEST RESULTS ON A 75-WORD SAMPLE OF WORDS TAUGHT TO FOURTH 
GRADE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS DURING THE EXPERIMENT 
Group Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. s.~iff. C. R. m 
Control 48.35 20.35 1.91 
Experimental 54.25 16.55 1.65 5.90 2.52 2.34 
---- ---- --
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~fuile they had less time on these words, the chances are 97 out of 100 
of a true difference favoring the experimental group. 
Table 28 shows the comparison of later test results on the control and 
experimental fifth grade groups. 
Group 
Control 
Experimental 
TABLE 28 
LATER TEST RESULTS ON A 75-~VORD SAMPLE OF WORDS 
TAUGHT TO FIFTH GRADE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL 
GROUPS DURING TriE EXPERIMENT 
Mean 
48.30 
52.25 
S.D. 
20.20 
17.65 
S.E. 
m 
2.19 
1.92 
Diff. S.E, 
Diff. 
2.91 
C.R. 
1.35 
Even though they had less time on the words, the chances are 84 out of 
100 that there is a true difference favoring the experimental group. 
Table 29 shows the comparison of later test results on the control and 
experimental sixth grade groups. 
Group 
1 Control 
Experimental 
TABLE 29 
LATER TEST RESULTS ON A 75-WORD SAMPLE OF WORDS 
TAUGHT TO SIXTH GRADE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL 
GROUPS DURING THE EXPERIMENT 
Mean S.D. S.E. 
m 
Diff. 
3.78 2.14 
C.R. 
1.91 
The chances are 94 out of 100 that this is a true difference favoring 
the experimental group. 
Tables 21 , 21f and zg :.' prove that no harm was done by asking the experi-
mental teachers to take fewer days on the regular weekly lessons. 
Effect of Teaching Materials 
on Word Pronunciation 
9C ,, 
Three months after the experiment, on March 29, eleven trained exami-
ners from the Boston University Educational Clinic tested in the larger 
Northeastern Vermont towns which had participated in the project. Middle 
grade children in control and experimental classrooms were tested individu-
ally on the Gates Word Pronunciation Test VII, Form I, to which had been 
added ten difficult words . Each record blank was scored for lack of or in-
correct response, for immediate recognition and for correct phonetic analy-
sis. The ability to analyze unknown words correctly is most pertinent to 
this study. 
As matching data, Table 30 shows the comparison of mean mental ages for 
1 control and experimental fourth grade children tested on March 29. 
'xperimental 
TABLE 30 
COf..IPARISON OF MEAN MENTAL AGES OF FOURTH GRADE 
CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS GIVEN GATES 
WORD PRONUNCIATION TEST IN MARCH 
No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. s.Eiff. m 
7 10 yrs. 7 mo. 13.30 1. 2 .10 2.37 (126.90) 
68 10 yrs. 7 mo. 14.35 1.74 
(126.80) 
C.R. 
.04 
There is a very slight difference in favor of the control group. The 
groups are closely matched as to mental age. 
Table 31 shows the comparison of mean scores in correct phonetic analy- ' 
sis of fourth grade control and experimental groups. II 
TABLE 31 
CmiiPARISON OF :MEAN SCORES IN CORRECT PH01TETIC ANALYSIS OF 
FOURTH GR.<lDE CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS GIVEN GATES 
WORD PRONUNCIATION TEST VII, FORM l, IN MARCH 
1 Proup No. 
Control 67 
Experimental 68 
Mean 
6.09 
12.25 
S .D. 
s.ss 
9.00 
S.E . Diff. 
m 
.68 
1.09 6.16 1.28 
C.R. 
4.81 
1 
The critical ratio of 4.81 in favor of the experimental group shows that 
I ~hree months after the experiment this experimental fourth grade group was 
significantly better than the control fourth grade group in phonetic analy-
j sis. The examiners remarked on the day of the testing that without being 
told they could distinguish experimental groups as these children tended to •· 
try phonetic analysis of unknown words while control groups tended to give 
I up easily or not to try difficult words at all . 
Table 32 shmvs a comparison of the mean scores of the total nlli~ber of 
I 
I items omitted or given incorrect responses for fourth grade control and ex-
perimental groups. 
I 
proup 
:j Control 
!Experimental 
'I 
TABLE 32 
CmiPARISON OF IVIEAN SCORES OF WORDS ON GATES WORD 
PRONUNCIATION TEST OMIT'l'ED OR GIVEN INCORRECT 
RESPONSES FOR CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL FOURTH 
GRADE GROUPS 
No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. 
m m 
67 34.40 16.8~ 2.o6 6.03 
68 28.37 16.95 2.06 
S.E, Diff C.R. 
2.91 2.07 
The critical ratio of 2.07 favors the control group and shows that they gave 
~ more incorrect answers and omitted more words than did the experimental group. 
Table 33 shows the comparison of mean scores in quick recognition of 
fourth grade control and experimental groups. 
TABlE 33 
COMPARISON OF :MEAN SCORES IN QUICK RECOGNITION OF WORDS 
ON GATES WORD PROf'.JlJNCIA TION TEST OF FOURTH GRADE 
CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. s.~l.ff. m m 
Control 67 69.55 16.24 1.98 
Experim~ntal 68 70.16 15.43 1.87 .61 2.72 
The critical ratio of .22 shows that the groups were well matched 
C.R. 
.22 
in 
numbers of words known and proves that the group had equal chances on phon-
etic analysis. This makes Table 31 more significant in showing that the 
planned program improved ability in phonetic analysis. 
As matching data, Table 34 shows the comparison of mean mental ages for 
control and experimental fifth grade children tested on March 29. 
• Group 
Control 
TABlE 34 
COMPARISON OF :MEAN MENTAL AGES OF FIFTH GRADE CONTROL AND 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS GIVEN GATES ·woRD PRONUNCIATION TEST 
No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E, 
m m Diff. 
102 ll yrs. tl mo. 24.40 2.42 .21 3.44 (139.60) 
Experimental 60 11 yrs. 7 mo. 19.15 2.45 (139.39) 
C.R. 
.06 
There is a very slight difference in favor of the control group. The 
groups are well matched as to mental age. 
II 
II 
II 
I 
Table 35 shows the comparison of mean scores on correct phonetic anal-
ysis of fifth grade control and experimental groups. 
TABLE 35 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES IN CORRECT PHONETIC ANALYSIS OF 
FIFTH GRADE CONTROL AND EXPERDAENTAL GROUPS GIVEN GATES 
WORD PRONUNCIATION TEST VII, FORM I, IN MARCH 
Group No. 
Control 102 
Experimental 60 
Mean 
3.97 
11.05 
S.D. 
3.15 
4.80 
S.E. Diff. 
m m 
.31 
.62 7.08 .93 
C.R. 
7.61 
The critical ratio of 7.61 in favor of the experimental group shows that 
th~ee months after the experiment this experimental fifth grade group was 
significantly better in phonetic analysis than the fifth grade control 
group. 
Table 36 shows a comparison of the mean score of the total number of 
,I 
words omitted or given incorrect responses for fifth grade control and ex- , 
perimental groups. 
TABLE 36 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES OF WORDS ON GATES WORD PROl\TUNCIATION TEST 
OMITTED OR GIVEN INCORRECT RESPONSES FOR CONTROL AND 
EXPERIMENTAL FIFTH GRADE GROUPS 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E . C.R. 
m m Diff 
Control 102 29.03 21.65 2.14 10.54 2.86 
60 3.65 1 I Experimental 18.49 14.75 1.91 
The difference is in favor of the control group and the significant criti- I 
cal ratio of 3.65 sh~fs that the control group gave more incorrect answers ~~ 
and omitted more words than did the experimental group. 
II 
---- II 
I 
I 
I Table 37 shows the comparison of mean scores in quick recognition of 
I fifth grade control and experimental groups. 
TABLE 37 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES IN QUICK RECOGNITION OF WORDS 
ON GATES WORD PROJ..TUNCIATION TEST OF FIFTH GRADE 
CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 
p.roup No. 
pontrol 102 
~xperimental 60 
Mean 
77.g0 
80.84 
S.D. 
21.00 
14.75 
s.E. 
m 
2.08 
1.90 
Diff. S.E. C.R. 
m Diff. 
3.44 2.81 1.22 
The critical ratio of 1.22 in favor of the experimental group is not signif- ~ 
icant. It makes Table 35 even more significant as it $haws that there were 
fewer unknown words for the experimental group to work out phonetically than ii 
was true for the control group. ' 
I Table 38 shows the comparison of mean mental ages for control and ex-
perimental sixth grade children given the Gates Word Pronunciation Test on 
M:l.rch 29. 
TABLE 38 
COMPARISON OF 11!EA.N :MENTAL AGES OF SIXTH GRADE CONTROL AND 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS GIVEN GATES WORD PRONUNCIATION TEST 
IJ-roup 
r--ontrol 
jExperimental 
No. 
73 
68 
Mean S.D. 
12 yrs. 10 mo. 22.25 (154.45) 
12 yrs. 10 mo. 21.15 (154.45) 
The groups were well matched as to mental age. 
S.E. 
m 
2.60 
2.47 
Diff. 
m 
0 
I 
I 
Table 39 shows the comparison of mean scores on correct phonetic 
of sixth grade control and experimental groups. 
l 
analy- . 
I 
I 
Group 
TABLE .39 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES IN CORRECT PHONETIC ANALYSIS OF 
SIXTH GR/I..DE CONTROL AJIID EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS GIVEN GATES 
WORD PRONUNCIATION TEST VII, FORM I, IN MARCH 
No. Mean S.D. S.E. 
m 
Diff. S.E. 
m Diff. 
C.R. 
Control 
Experimental 
7.3 
68 
.3.27 
1.14 1.28 .58 2.21 li 
I 
The chances of a true difference favoring the experimental group are 97 out I' 
I of 100. At this grade level, the ceiling of the test should have been 
I higher. In combined quick recognition and phonetic analysis fifteen experi-
1 
mental children scored between 106 and the highest possible score of 110. 11 
This was true for seven children from the control group. 
Table 40 shows a comparison of the mean scores of the total number of 
words omitted or given incorrect responses for sixth grade control and ex-
perimental groups. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
TABLE 40 II 
COIIJ'ARISON OF :MEAN SCORES OF WORDS ON GATES WORD PRONUNCIATION TEST 
OMITTED OR GIVEN INCORRECT RESPONSES FOR CONTROL AND 
EXPERIMENTAL SIXTn GRADE GROUPS 
Group 
Control 
IExperi'1lental 
No. Mean 
7.3 19.715 
68 15.79 
S.D. 
12.80 
1.3.40 
S.E. 
m 
1.49 
1.62 
Diff ~ 
.3.99 
C.R. 
2.19 
!The difference in favor of the control group shmls that the control group 
!gave more incorrect answers and omitted more words than did the experimental 
group. 
I Table 41 shows the comparison of mean scores in quick recognition of 
11 sixth grade control and experimental groups. 
I 
I 
Group 
Control 
TABLE 41 
C0:&1PARISON OF MEAN SCORES IN QUICK RECOGNITION OF WORDS 
ON GATES WORD PRONU1~CIATION TEST OF SIXTH GRADE 
CO!ITROL AND EXPERIME1~AL GROUPS 
No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E, 
m Diff .. 
l:l6.32 1!.20 1.~1 
Experimental ~~ 90.02 13.25 1.61 3.70 2.07 
The critical ratio of 1.78 is in favor of the experimental group. 
- =--=- --
C.R. 
1.78 
It 
makes Table 39 even more significant as it shows that there were fewer un-
known words for the experimental group to work out phonetically than was 
true for the control group. It also shows that the test was too easy to 
give a true picture of the growth in phonetic analysis. The mean in quick 
recognition for grade six lacked approximately ten words from the original 
Gates test and the ten difficult words added of being the highest possible 
score of 110. 
Effect of Teaching Materials on Groups 
, With Differing Levels of Achievement 
In order to find out which children in each grade were helped most by 
the planned program, the total experimental group for each grade was di-
vided into thirds according to scores on the initial spelling achievement 
test. In grade four the lower third consisted of children whose achieve-
ment did not exceed grade 3.7. The middle third of grade four was made up 
of children whose spelling achievement on the initial test ranged between 
grades 3.8 and 4.4. In the upper third there were children ranging between · 
grades 4.5 and 7.5 in spelling achievement. 
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Using the initial and final spelling achievement test scores the amount 
of gain for each child was computed. Table 42 shows the comparison of the 
mean gains in spelling achievement of tne lower and upper thirds of grade 
four. 
TABLE 42 
COMPARISON OF :MEAN GAINS IN SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT OF LOWER 
AND UPPER THIRDS OF EXPERIMENTAL FOURTH GRADE GROUP 
Group 
Lower Third 
Upper Third 
No. 
47 
41 
Meq.n 
Ga~n 
1~.26 
11.61 
S.D. 
7. 77 
6.87 
S.E. 
m 
1.13 
1.05 
Diff. S E 
"D:!.ff • 
2.65 1.54 
C.R. 
The critical ratio of 1.72 is not significant and is in favor of the 
lower third. All fourth graders benefited by the program with the low 
achievers gaining the most. 
In grade five the lower third in spelling achievement according to the 
· initial spelling achievement test did not exceed grade 4.0. The middle 
third ranged between grades 4.1 and 4.9. The upper third ranged between 
grades 5.0 and 10.0+. 
Table 43 shows the comparison of mean gains in spelling achievement of 
the lower and upper thirds of the experimental fifth grade group. 
TABLE 43 
COMPARISON OF MEAN GAINS IN SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT OF LOWER 
AND UPPER THIRDS OF EXPERIMENTAL FIFTH GRADE GROUP 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E:I.f C.R. m D f. 
Lower Third 42 8.35 5.43 .85 2.60 1.01 2.58 Upper Third 43 5.75 3.66 .56 
,, 
C' j 
The difference is in favor of the lower third and the critical ratio 
is 2.58. 
In grade six no one in the lower third exceeded a grade norm of 4.9 on 
the initial achievement test. The middle third ranged between 5.0 and 6.2. 
The upper third ranged from grade 6.3 to 10.0+. 
Table 44 shows the comparison of mean gains in spelling ·achievement of 
the lower and upper thirds of the sixth grade experimental group. 
Group 
TABLE 44 
COIJPARISON OF MEAN GAINS I N SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT OF UYWER 
A~ID UPFER THIRDS OF EXPERL~NTAL SIXTH GRADE GROUP 
No. Mean S.D. S.Eift Diff. s.~iff. C.R. 
' Lower Third 
Upper Third 
I 
8.47 
6.52 
5.49 
4.02 
.82 
.61 
1.95 1.02 1.91 
L-------------------------------------------------~-------J 
The dif ference is in favor of the lower third and the critical ratio 
II 
11 is 1.91. 
The gain of all children in grades four, five, and six who were below 
grade 3.9 in spelling achievement on the initial test were compared with the 
gains of all children in these three grades who were above grade 6.3 on the 
initial spelling achievement test. Table 45 shows the comparison of mean 
gains. 
Group 
TABLE 45 
COMPARISON OF MEA N GAIN OF ALL FOURTH, FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADERS 
WHO 'WERE BELOW GRADE 3. 9 ON INITIAL SPELLHK1 ACHIEVEMENT 
TES'r WI'rH ALL THOSE ABOVE GRADE 6.3 ON THE SAME TEST 
No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S .E. 
m Diff. 
Below 3.9 99 10.99 7.29 • 73 4.92 .Bo 
Above 6.3 58 6.07 2.1t-9 .33 
C.R. 
6.15 
The critical ratio of 6.15 is significant. Children who were below fourth 
grade level on the initial spellL~g achievement test gained significantly 
II more than those who were above grade 6.3 in spelling achievement at that 
ti.rne. 
~-- I 1 (' (· " ,; ._; 11 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of teaching 
materials in word analysis in grades four, five and six on: 
1.- Spelling achievement 
2. Auditory perception 
3. Visual perception 
4. Learning rate 
5. Word pronunciation 
6. Gains of low and high thirds of 
the experimental groups in spelling 
achievement on the initial test. 
I' Since the weekly time on the regular spelling for the experimental group 
II 
II 
! 
I 
I 
was cut down to allow for the experimental lessons, a study wa.s also made 
of the effect of omitting ~~o of the regular lessons from the five provided ! 
for each week in the regular spelling books. Tests consisting of 75-word II 
samplings of words taught both experimental and control groups during the I 
experiment were given twelve weeks after the experiment was over. 
Data were collected from forty different classrooms. Control and ex-
perimental groups were selected by arranging 30single-grade middle-grade 
classrooms in the writer's helping teacher area in alphabetical order ac-
cording to place names and alternating grade by grade between control and 
II 
experimental groups. There were 624 children from these single-grade class~: 
rooms who were present on every testing day. Ten multiple grade classrooms,, 
I 
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five experL~ental and five control were also alternated alphabetically, 
school by school. From the ten multiple grade classrooms there were 14 
control fourth graders, 14 experimental fourth graders, 26 control fifth 
graders, 24 experimental fifth graders, 22 control sixth graders and 19 ex-
:I perimental sixth graders, or a total of 119 children. Since there are many 
II such situations even today, it was valuable to the writer to get the very 
enthusiastic reactions of these teachers. 
Control teachers followed their regular spelling books very carefully. 
Twenty-four frequency distributions were made on the initial testing. 
The groups were matched on results of this first testing in each of three 
grades and for the total population on chronological age, mental age, 
spelling achievement, auditory perception, visual perception and learning 
I. 
rate. Distributions were subdivided to match these factors for boys and for 1 
II 
girls. Initial tests used were the Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Test, II 
Form Beta B; the Stanford Spelling Achievement Tests, Form D; the Russell I 
Learning Rate Test, Forms A; and the Niles Auditory Test. 
The teachers of the experimental group were provided with a rnimeo-
graphed manual containing thirty lessons in word analysis using fourth, 
1l lessons. 
II 
The teachers of the control group used their regular spelling books and I· 
followed this procedure: first day, present new words through a story; 
!' '':eos'ton Uni"ITersi~ 
Bohool of Educat~~ 
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second day, word building exercises; third day, first test followed by study
1 
I 
of words missed; fourth day, study enrichment and word meaning; and fifth 
day, final test. The experiment lasted eleven weeks. In September and De-
.1 
11 cember tests were given. Tests used were the Stanford Spelling Achievement 
,I Test, Forms D and E; the Russell Learning Rate Test, Forms A and B; the 
I 
Niles Auditory Test and the Durrell Visual Test. 
The data on the initial and final tests were analyzed. 
Conclusions: 
1. The effect of the teaching materials on spelling achievement. I 
There were 100 words on the Stanford Spelling Tests. Th . f ll e compar1son o ' 
j gains between control and experimental groups is as follows: 
il 
For the total population, the control group mean gain is 1.90; the ex-
l perimental group mean gain is 8. 97; the difference is 7.07 and the critical 
1 
ratio is 3.86. T.h'3 l c ~s ons c~msod 2. si ~;n.ificc.n-'; :;oin in :.:il:) lint:; :chicvemcn.~~ 
For grade four, the control group mean gain is 3.59; the experimental 
group mean gain is 13.89; the difference is 10.30; and the critical ratio 
is 5.95. "'nv ~cc on .., cC'.usod f ctn gr·-·c crs to ~!'.in ::; i ; nificc_n-';Jy . 
For grade five, the control group mean gain is .93; the experimental 
ii group mean gain is 7.00; the difference is 6.07; and the critical ratio is 
I 2.42. 
For grade six, the control group mean gain is .85; the experimental 
I 
11 group mean gain is 5.80; the difference is 4.95; and the critical ratio is 
2.66. 
,, 
I 
1 
II 
I 
I 
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In terms of grade norms on the Stanford Achi ev ment Tests each experi-
I!)ental group averaged to gain four t imes as I~uch as its control group . 
I n grade four the experimentd group gained 9 mont 1s wi-J ile tho co trol 
group gained t wo months . I n grade five the experilaental grou gained 6 
months and tl-,_e control group gained 4 months . In grade six the ex-peri mental 
group grined 6 mont hs and the cont rol group gai ned 1 month . 
In C.erms of achi eve nent on s eventy- five word samples of words t<:u.J.;sht 
both experimental and control groups , the experi mental groups who had less 
1 time on the words we:ce superior to the control groups . The compar-isons 
are as f ollows : 
In ~;rade four the mean score for the control roup is l.~-8 . 3.5 v'lfith a 
standard deviation of 20 .35; t he mean score for the e-.~qJerimental group is 
54. 25 with a standard deviation of 16.55; the diff erence is 5.90; an the 
critical ratio is 2. 34. 
I n grade five the mean score f or the conJvrol t~roup is 48 .30 wit h a 
standard deviation of 20 . 20; the me an score for the exper:Lment al group is 
:J2. 25 with a standard deviation of 17 .65; the mean score difference is 
3.95; and t he critical ratio is 1. 3_5 . 
In grade six t he mean score f or the control grou..u is S5 . L~7 wit. a 
s tandard ev:Lation of 14.60; the mean score for the exper imental group i s 
59 .. 25 vdth a standard deviation of 15 . 35; the mean s core difference is 
3. 78 ; and t he critical ratio is 1 . 91. 
1 
i - l G) ; 
2. The effect of the teaching materials on the Niles Auditory Test 
All experimental groups were superior to the control groups on the 
final auditory test. On the 116 item test the comparison of results of 
initial and final testing for the experimental groups is as follows: 
For the total population the mean score on the initial test is 72.06 
II 
I with a standard deviation of 13.10; the mean score on the final test 83.35 
with a standard deviation of 12.20; the difference is 11.29 and the critical 
II 
II 
I 
I 
ratio is 11.17. 
In grade four the mean score on the initial auditory test is 64.57 II I 
with a standard deviation of 12.25; the mean score on the final test is il 
81.55 with a standard deviation of 10.55; the difference is 16.98; and the ., 
critical ratio is 10.68. 
In grade five the mean score on the initial auditory test is 71.95 
with a standard deviation of 12.35; the mean score on the final test is 
81.05 with a standard deviation of 12.90; the difference is 9.10; and the 
critical ratio is 5.05. 
In grade six the mean score on the initial auditory test is 78.63; 
with a standard deviation of 10.85; the mean score on the final test is 
89.49 with a standard deviation of 11.50; the difference is 10.86; and the 
critical ratio is 7.43. 
3. The effect of the teaching materials on the Durrell Visual Test 
All experimental groups were superior to the control groups on the 
final visual test. On the 48 item test the comparison of results on 
-t-----
I 
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· 11 initial and final testing for the experimental groups is as follows: 
il 
I 
For the total population the mean score on the initial visual test is 
26.72 with a standard deviation of 7.83; the mean score on the final test 
is .30.41 with a standard deviation of 7.86; the difference is 3.69; and the 
critical ratio is 5.95. 
In grade four the mean score on the initial visual test is 23.97 with 
11 a standard deviation of 6.39; the mean score on the final test is 30.71 with:! 
j a standard deviation of 7.50; the difference is 6.74; and the critical ratio 
' 
is 7.09. 
II In grade five the mean score on the initial visual test is 25.01 with 
il a standard deviation of 7 .08; the mean score on the final test is 30.17 with 
I a standard deviation of 7 .23; the difference is 5.16; and the critical ratid l 
is 4.91. 
II In grade six the mean score on the initial visual test is 31.90 with a 
1 
standard deviation of 6.72; the mean score on the final test is 34.35 with 
a standard deviation of 6.00; the difference is 2.45; and the critical ratio 
is 2.98. 
4. The effect of the teaching materials on learning rate tests 
There were six words on the learning rate test. The comparison of 
•, 
gains between control and e:x:perimental groups is as follows: 
For the total population, the control giroup mean gain is 1.93; the ex-
perimental group mean gain is 2.34; the difference is .41; and the critical 
ratio is 2.10. 
!I 
ll 
For grade four, the control group mean gain is 1.27; the exper~nental 
11 group mean gain is 3.10; the difference is 1.83; and the critical ratio is 
6.oo. 
For grade five, the control group mean gain is 2.05; the experimental 
group mean gain is 2.87; the difference is .82; and the critical ratio is 
2.10. 
I In grade six, the control group mean gain is 1.48; the experimental 
\ group mean gain is 1.66; the difference is .18; and the critical ratio is 
~I 
I 1. 72. 
5. The effect of the teaching materials on word pronunciation. 
In correct phonetic analysis on words requiring analysis on the Gates 
Word Pronunciation Test, comparisons between control and experimental 
1 
groups are as follows: 
In grade four, the mean score for the control group is 6.09 with a 
standard deviation of 5.55; the mean score for the experimental group is 
12.25 with a standard deviation of 9.00; the difference is 6.16; and the 
critical ratio is 4.81. 
I In grade five the mean score for the control group is 3.97 with a 
1 standard deviation of 3.15; the mean score for the experimental group is 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
11.05 with a standard deviation of 4.80; the difference is 7.08 and the 
critical ratio is 7 .61.· 
In grade six the mean score for the control group is 4.h9 with a stan-
II 
dard deviation of 3.27; the mean score for the experimental group is 5.77 
with a standard deviation of 1.14; the difference is 1.28; and the critical II 
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ratio is 2. 21. At. t hi s grade level , tho ceiling of the tes s ould h ve 
be n r ... i[~her . 
6. " 10 was he l ped most Ly the teacl1h:>.c; mat e r i a1s? 
I n each e :x: )e r L ental group t 1e l ower t hird mad . greater ; ains t :tan tLe 
u:9~)er t.i1ir::l . Each t' i r::l made e;.::..ins . 
' Or the total e},rpe rimental popul ation, c i l dr en who were belovr f mrrth 
e;rade l evel on the initial spelling achievement tes t gained si~ni.ficantly 
:n.ore t. an t ho se w~1o were above grade 6 . 3 in spelling achievemen at t~ at 
tim . . The cri ticc.l ratio i s 6.15 in favor of t:., ose below ·=>rade 3. 9. 
Reactions of t he Teachers : 
The f ollowing comments al'e taken f rom "'' e eval uation s 1eets subw.itted 
by t_e experiTI3nt teacl ers afte r t he eX'per i ment : 
"I am v rJ llluch i nt erested in t :1is spelling pro j ect and ;1ave .fo•md it 
ver:J hel 1')i'u.l an prol'itaule . I t corr e la \:,e v;ell wit h my readi:::1g pro .:_;Tru:.. I 
l ike t he steps--auditory, visual anc ap-"1l icacion to wri ting . I wou' d l ' ke 
to spread t e k ror;r am over a longer ~ eriod of time for my fourth gradG and 
to t; ive Y:lore l essons on several .xe r cises .u 
liT e chil dren have frequently made rene rks lilm t~1is : --' I t :1L1k t l1is 
is f un l 1 or , 1 I t doesn't seem like we are having spelling . ' I l iked the 
l i steni _ ~ e:;.~_ eriences for consonant s , vov.'cls and blends a..11d the quic visual 
drills afl they j:tacle .rry f ourth ~:ra6 e children mor::; alert. . " 
"This materia l taught rr,y four l:,!: srade c __ il· ren to really sec a ...-mr 
w. J.c n t ey l ook at it . I t a l s o ilel:·ed i n developing listeni ng abili ty . 
seemed to be especially heloful to t :1e carel:3 ss chil d in , develol)illL; more 
S!=le llin~: ar1·a:reness . It helped those Ylho i n !:, e beGinning seeme t o have 
no spellin ·:; sense . A visiting pm"ent said , 'Thi s has helped Beverly to 
really see nd t hir:hc about ~:mrds . 1 lij f our very poor spellers i1aYe im-
proved vri ti1 this vvork from getting lG t o 20 wor ds v1r ong out of 2.5 nm l y 
presented ·words to getting onl y 3 or 10 1T.conr:; . J.y zood spellers who missed 
1.!. or S vrords t:e t a l l 2) correct . MY average s1?ellers who fon.erl:;'· n issed 
6 to Q vmrus now ;niss from 1 to J.f. 11 
11 
·iy poorer spellers i n fifth grade are i mproving . One of m;>r poorest 
spellers said , 11 Spellin;~; is f tm novr. I •m beginning to hear sonnd,_, . n 
11 I4)" fifth grade children have asked if they couldn ' t have more of l:;hese 
lessons . " 
"I heard a superintendent fro1 another district say that he 1' eel the 
manual. I've seen a general ilnprovement i n my f i th grade since using ic. 
and I con tinue to do the sa:11e . Parents at our PTA wanted to know why all 
t he middle grade classrooms di dn 1 t have the manual . " 
11 J';tf sixth grade chi ldre n seemed to feel t hat some of this was a repe-
tition of t heir reading vmrk in the preceding (;r ades. rr 
"Lessons 16 t.o 30 were ver:l helpful to my sixth gr ade . The children 
thou~;ht it hel ped them i n spelling and in reading . u 
A Definit ion of Good Spell in~ I ns t r,_tction : 
A good speller is a person who is equip_:.:~ed to learn spelling . There-
fore , good S')ellinz insl:.rt~ction p l aces emphasis on t he abilit ies t :1e i ndi-
vicl-u.al child n .eds . Good instructio11 inclu.c. es techniqt es to improve 
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spelling power through improving the child's auditory and visual perception. 
This study supports the beliefs that: poor sound images of words g..re,.P:~r­
haps the greate~t ~ndicap in spelling; ability to produce sound images in 
writing must be taught; ~llabication helps to improve visual memory of 
• words; and teacher-directed instruction is most valuable. It is not satis-
factory merely to buy a spelling book and follow its directions -- as they 
tell teachers to do everything but teach. If schools are to stress the 
development of spelling power, they must devote specific time to word 
analysis related to writing words. This must not exclude specific teach-
ing of non-phonetic words which will always be needed. 
·. + 
I 
CHAPTER VII 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Problems suggested from studying the nature of spelling 
ability: 
1. The construction and evaluation of an 
"Analysis of Spelling Difficulty" to 
use with individual children. 
2, A study of the relationship between 
amount of oral reading and spelling . 
ability. 
3. An evaluation of the effect of "Building 
Spelling Power" on speech. 
4. A comparison of word meaning versus word 
analysis on spelling ability. 
5. A study of the effect of word meaning 
and word analysis on spelling ability. 
6. A study of the effect of 11Building Spell-
ing Povwer11 on spelling in free writing. 
7. A study of the effect of a planned pro-
gram in speech and listening on spelling. 
8. An investigation of the effects of teacher-
directed versus individual study methods 
for varying ability levels. 
II Problems suggested by the testing program: 
1. The construction and evaluation of learn-
ing rate tests for various levels of 
achievement. 
2. The development of word pronunciation tests 
according to the latest research on vocabu-
lary. 
llC. 
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FIRST LESSON 
SIMILAR SOUNDS AT THE B:IDINNING OF WORDS 
-.-_- .. - . 
Initial consonants - f, b, h, g, c, 
I AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
Caution to Teacher: Speak each word very distinctly;· In dictating 
the list" be carefur ·· not ' to "iridicate "the -words 
with different iriitial consonants b;V di'oppin"g 
your voice • . Watch · each- child's reaction. Use 
letter names (not sounds). 
Preliminary Practice 
(Teacher sees that each child has paper and pencil.) 
"I am going to say some ·words that begin differently. Write the 
first letter of the word I say." 
family 
"What letter did you write? Yes, family begins with f.tt (Teacher 
writes f on the board.-) 
bacon 
"What letter did you write?" (Teacher writes b on the board.) 
habit 
KWhat letter did you write?" (Teacher writes h on the board.) 
"Write the first letter of each word I dictate." 
gain machine baker· Ia.mb fair camel jelly 
cabbage daily handle jam barber - laugh joke 
lace jail gallon march haven't ·material jolly 
dance fair cabin fancy girl deep gifts 
(When all have finished, read _ ~nswers for checking.) 
Practice in Auditory Tiiscrimination 
1. "Listen to these words: family, fair, fault, feathers. What 
CQI J:;X8k~lHJ 
·"""1"95o.- : 
- . . - ' 
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letter does each begin with? Yes, each begins with f. - Now, I 117 
am going to say some words. Many of them begin with-f, but some 
do not. Listen carefully and write the first letter of each word 
that d~es no~ begin with .£•. 
family, fair, fan, cage, fault, garage, Feb~, farming, 
feathers, harm. 
"What letters did you write? C, g, and h. ·are correct • . Cage be-
gins .with c; garage" begins with g"; " and harm begins with h." 
(Teacher writes c, g, and h on board.)" "All. the others begin 
with f. Listen to all the words again." (Teacher repeats the 
ten words.) 
2. "Listen to these words: band, bank, banner, barrel. ·with what 
letter does each begin? Yes, each word begins with b." (Teacher 
writes it. on the board.) 11 Now, I am going to say · soiiie ~ more . 
words. Many of them begin With b but some do not. Listen care-
fully and Write the first letter-of each word that does not be-
gin with .!?.• 
bake~ gas, balloon, barber, barrel, banner, geese, fasten, bank, 
band. 
What letters did you write?" (Teacher calls 6n · some child.) · 
11G, g, and· f are correct." (Teacher writes g,- g, f, on b·oard.) 
"Gas begins with g; geese begins with gi and fasten begins with . 
f. All the others begin With b. Listen to all the words again." 
(Teacher repeats the ten words.) 
3. "Listen to these words: haven't, hate, handkerchief~ With what 
letter does each begin? Yes; each one begins with h~ Now I am 
going to say some more words. Listen carefully and-Write the 
first letter of each word that does not begin with~· 
. ' 
hall, ham, handkerchief, camp, lad, hatch, mark, hate, haul, 
haven'to 
What letters did you write? c, -1, and·m are right." (Teacher 
writes c, 1, m on board.) · "Camp begins with c, lad begins with 
1, and mark begins with m. All the others begin with h. ' Listen 
to all the words again." (Teacher repeats the ten words.,) 
4. "Listen to these words: . girl, gifts, gases. With what letter 
does each word begin? Each begins with g. Now, I am going to 
say some more words. Listen carefully and Write the first let-
ter of each of the following words that does not begin with g. 
·-- -- ·-
gases, January, gasoline, gather, damage, gallon, hail, gifts, 
goo 
What letters did you write? J, d, ana h a"re righto Janua:rj 
begins with J' . damage begins" with d, . and hail begins With -ho tt 
(Teacher writes J; a, and h on boara. ) -"All the others ·· begin 
with g. Listen to all the words again." (Teacher repeats the 
ten wards.) 
5. "Listen to these words: canoe, canned, cane. With what letter 
does each one begin? Yes, each one begins With -c. Now I am 
going to say some more words. Listen carefully and write the 
first letter of those that do not begin with c. 
--~ ~ ~ 
calf, ·camel, camping, candle, ladies, mad, cane, fairly, canned, 
canoe. 
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What letters did you write?· L, m, ana rare right.tt (Teacher 
writes · 1, m, f on -board.) "Ladies begins with 1, mad begins - · 
with m, and fairlY begins -With f. All the-others begin with- c~ ­
Listen to all the words againo tt (Teacher repeats the ten words.) 
II VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
11 I am going to write- a word on the board -and erase it~" (Erase 
from left to right.) "You are -to circle 'that ·word in the ' row· of words on 
your papers ~tt - (Teacher . gives-·out Work:sheet N6.--- L r "Watch "carefully and 
circle the word you see." (Teacher does not say ·ward as she t\rrites it.) 
"We will do three samples together." (Teacher writes bacon on board. 
Erases it.) --
Sample Row 1. bacon cabbage daily fair gain 
- -
-
' 
"Which . one did you circle? The first word, bacon, is right. Bacon 
begins with E.•" 
Sample Row 2. cabin damage bake gallon fallen 
-which word did you circle? The last word, fallen, is right. 
Fallen begins with _!. 
Sample Row 3. baker dance family garage cage 
"Which one did you circle? The fourth wo·i"d, garage, is right. 
Garage begins with~· 
Practice in Visual Discrimination 
A. (Teacher writes· on bOard only"the underlined-word for each row. 
Erases it.) t!Watch carefully. Row 1." (Teacher-writes fan 
on the board and erases it.) "Circle the word I wrote." 
Row lo date fan balloon calf gas 
"Which word did you circle? The second word,~~ fan)! is right. 
With what letter does fan begin? 
B. 11Watch carefully. Row 2. 11 (Teacher writes barrel on board. 
Erases ' it. Children circle it in Row 2 on Individual Work~ 
sheets." 
Row 2. camel ~ ~1!ll!ghter barrel laiJ1P . maid 
"Which one dia · you circle? The third word is right. With what 
letter does barrel begin?" 
C. "Watch carefully. Row 3.''· .. (Teacher writes· gasoline on board. 
Erases ito Children circle it on Worksheets~) 
Row 3 .. daylight mad _camp gasoline land 
"Which word did you circle? Thefourth word.9 gasoline, is 
right. With what letter does gasoline begin?" 
D. "Watch carefully. Row 4." (Teacher writes habit on board. 
Erases it. Children circle it on Individual Worksheets •. ) 
Row 4. dead gather ladies fancy habit 
1'Which word did you circle? The fifth word, habit, is right. 
With what letter does habit begin? 
(Teacher collects Worksheets as they will be used in next day's lesson.) 
~.-....-~---- -----
III WRITING FROM VISUAL MEMORY 
(Teacher writes -word on board. Erases it, moving eraser from left 
to right. Child writes word on his paper.) 
bacon canoe 
fallen hate 
garage gallon 
barrel damage 
habit fancy 
(Teacher spells words. Children check own papers.) 
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PUPIL 1 S WORKSHEET - NO. 1 
(To Accompany First and Second Lessons) 
Circle the word your teacher wrote on the boardo 
. -----. - --- ,...._- -·- .-
Sample Row 1. bacon cabbage daily · fair gain 
Sample Row 2o cabin damage bake gallon fallen 
Sample Row 3o baker dance family garage cage 
Row 1 date fan balloon calf gas 
Row 2 camel daughter barrel lamp maid 
Row 3 daylight mad camp gasoline land 
Row 4 dead gather ladies fancy habit 
Row 5 lamb farming deep geese haul 
Row 6 fasten canoe hall jar lace 
Row 7 gentle ham jaw lad fault 
Row 8 banner gifts field jolly laundry 
Row 9 handle feathers girl joke lazy 
Row 10 job mask hate jewels laugh 
Row 11 deep lap jam march join 
Row 12 jelly hatch largest key market 
SECOND LESSON 
SIMILAR SOUNDS AT THE BEGINNING OF WORDS 
Initial Consonants - 19 m, d, j, k, n~ 
I AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has paper and pencil.) 
Practice in Auditory Iqentification 
1. "Listen to these words: lawn, laundry 9 laugh., With what let-
ter does each word begin? Each one begins with 1. Now listen 
carefully and 'Write the first letter of each of the following 
words that d~es no~ begin with ~· 
land; faulty, mask~ lantern, lap, largest, laugh, laundry, 
heap, lawn. 
What letters did you write? F, m; and h are right. Faulty 
begins -with f, mask begins-wi'th ii, and heap -begins With h.tt 
(Teacher writes r ·; m;-- and h on. boara;) "Listen tc,- all -the -
words again. . Raise your hand when you hear one that does not 
begin wit~ !• 
2. ttListen to these words~ . material, mate, maple. With what -let-
t -er does each word· begin? Each- one begins with m. - Now listen 
carefully and-Write the "first letter of each of the following 
words that does not begin wi th m. 
···- ... ~-- •. -- .,, .-
maid~ date, maple, market 9 match, mate, matter, jar, heat, 
material. 
llhat letters did you write? D; j, and h are right. Date be-
gins ' with a; jar begins with -j' and flea t begins with h. li 
(Teacher· writes d, j, ·- and h on board~) "Listen tO all ·- tfi.e . -· 
words again. · Raise your hand when you hear one that~~ 
begin with !!!•" 
3. 11Listen to these words~ deer, deep, decorated. With what 
letter does each word begin? Each -one begins with d. NoW" 
listen carefully and write the first letter of each-of the 
following words that does not begin with d. 
- .- . -- - -
daughter, daylight, dead, bake, December ~ fallen, decor ated2 deep, deer, harm.· 
l2l 
What letters did you write? B9 f ; and hare right., Bake -be-
gins with b 9 fallen begins with f 9 ·arid harm begins with h.,U ' (Teacher writes· f on board· as she says fallem begins with r·; 
bas she says bake ' begins with bj and d as' she says' deer be= 
gins With d.,) "Listen to all tne words again., Raise your 
hand when you hear one that does not begin with do 11 
.. --.- .- ., .. .. -
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4o nListen to these words ~ jolly, joke, jewelso With what let-
ter does each word begin? Each one begins with jo Now, listen 
carefully and 'Write the first letter of each of the following 
words that ~ no~ begin with lo 
jaw, jelly, jewels, barley, field , job, join, joke, heart, 
jolly., 
What letters did you write? b, f~ · and hare right., · Barley · 
begins with b9 field begins with f 9 and heart begins with h., 
Listen to all the words again~ Raise your hand when you -
hear one that does not begin with jon 
. --- -
5., "Listen to these words: kinds 9 kick, killo With what letter 
does each word begin? Each one begins with ko Now listen 
carefully and Write the first letter of each-of the following 
words that does not begin with ko 
6 .. 
.. - --,.- ·- ,. ... - ., -· 
key, kick9 kill, nap, kindergarten 9 kindness~ kindly9 saddle~ 
ribbon l> kindso 
- - . -
What letters did you w:dte? N.ll s; and r are righto · Nap be.;.. 
gins with n, saddle begins with s, and ribbon begins with ro 
Listen to all the words again~ · Raise your hand when you hear 
one. that does not begin with ,!:o" 
"Listen to these words ~ needleJ nature , necko With what let -
ter does each word begin? Each word begins with n., Listen 
carefully and ·write the first letter of each of ~he following 
words that does not begin with ~o 
nature ; nearer , tacks , naughty, neighbor9 neck, raft, neatly, 
needle , safeo 
What letters did you write? T, r, s are righto Tacks begins 
with t, raft begins with r 9 and safe begins With s., Listen 
to the words again., Raise your hand when you hear one that 
does not begin with ~o~ 
II VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Teacher gives out Workshee-t Noo 1 which was started dur ing First 
Lesson) 
A,., (Teacher writes lamb onboardo. Erases it., Children circle 
it on Worksheets:;--
Row 5. lamb farming deep geese haul 
Which one did you circle? The first word~ lamb» is right., 
With what letter does lamb begin?" --
B. (Teacher writes canoe on board. Erases it.. Children circle 
it on Worksheets.) 
Row 6. fasten canoe hall jar lace 
ttWhich one did you circle? The second word.? ~' is right. 
With what letter does canoe begin?U 
c. (Teacher writes fault on board. Erases it. Children circle 
it on Worksheets:} 
Row 7. gentle ham jar lad fault 
••Which one did you circle? The fifth word~ fault~ is right .. 
With what letter does fault begin'lu 
- .- . 
D. (Teacher writes .banner on board. Erases it. Children circle 
it on Worksheet.} 
Row B. banner gifts field jolly laundry 
"Which one did you circle? The first word~ banner, is right. 
With what letter does banner begin?" 
E. (Teacher writes lazy on board. Erases it. Children circle 
it on Worksheets~ 
Row 9o handle feathers girl joke 
''Which one did you circle? The fi.fth word, lazy~ is right. 
With What letter does lazy begin?" 
- . 
F.. (Teacher writes mask on: board. Erases it., Children circle 
it on Worksheets:;--
Row 10., job mask hate jewels laugh 
"Which one did you circle? The second word~ mask, is right., 
With what letter does mask begin?tt 
G. (Teacher 1vrites deep on board. Erases it. Children circle 
it on Worksheets:;-
Row 11. lap jam march join 
tt-vfuich one did you circle? The first word,~~ deep~ is right. 
With what letter does deep begin?n 
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H. (Teacher writes key on board. Erases it. Children circle it 
on Worksheets.) 
Row 12. jelly hatch largest market 
·-· 
"Which one did you circle? · The fourth word, key, is right. 
With what letter does key begin? 
III WRITING FROM VISUAL MEMORY 
· "Letts turn our papers over. Watch while I write a word on the 
board. After I erase it, write it on your papers." (Teacher writes very 
legibly but rapidly.) 
jewels jelly 
laugh laundry 
march feathers 
largest geese 
market handle 
(Teacher spells words. Children check own papers.) 
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THIRD LESSON 
SIMILAR SOUNDS AT THE BEGINNING OF WORDS 
Initial Consonants - p, q, r, s, t, v, w 
I AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has paper and pencilo) 
Practice in Auditory Identification 
1 b "Listen to these words: palace, pajamas, paino With what 
letter does each word begin? Each one begins with Po Listen 
carefully and write the first letter of each of the-following 
words that does ~ot begin with £o 
page, paid, pail, pain, safely, quarter, pair, pajamas, waist, 
palace 
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~at letters did you write? s, q, w are righto Safely begins 
with s, quarter begins with q, and waist begins with Wo Listen 
to the words againo Raise your hand when you hear one that 
does not begin with £o 
2o "Listen to these words: quilt, quick, quiet : With what let-
ter does each begin? Each one begins with qo Listen care-
fully and write the first letter -of each of-the following 
words that does~t begin with ~o 
queen, ·nearly, quick, queer, question, valley, quiet, quilto 
king, quito 
What letters did you write? -n, v, k are right~ Nearly begins 
with n, valley brgins with v, and king begins with ko Listen 
to the words againo "Raise your hand when you hear one that 
does not begin with So 
3o "Listen to these words: rail , raft, radioo With what letter 
does each begin? Each one begins with ro Listen carefully 
and write the first letter of each of the following that does 
not begin with Eo 
rail, wait , rai nbow, race, radio, raft, mail ~ railroad, nail 
What letters did you write?· w, m~ n are right., Wait begins 
with w1 mail begins with m1 ·and nail begins ·with n., Listen 
to the words againo Raise your hand when you hear one that 
does not begin with !o 
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4. "Listen to these words: sameJ salt~ sailing.. ·with what letter 
does each begin? Each one begins with So Listen carefully 
and write the first letter of each of the following words that 
does not begin with So 
s. 
---- ---- - ~ 
safety, sail, sailing, kiss, pan~ salty1 salt1 rainy, same, 
valentines 
What letters did you write? k_p p, r, v are -right., · Kiss be-
gins with k, pan begins with p1 rainy begihs with · r, and-val-
entines begins with Vo Listen to" the words again .. -- Raise 
your hand when you hear one that does not begin with s. 
Listen to these words~ taken, tale, tameo 
does each begin? Each one begins with to 
and write the first letter of each of the 
does not begin with !• 
. •' 
With what letter 
Listen carefully 
following words that 
taken, tale 1 village, tame, view, tan, tank1 tap, sample, tar 
What letters did you write? v, · v, s ~re - right., Village ·oe-
gins with v, view begins with v, - arid sample begins with s .. 
Listen to the words again .. · Raise your hand when you hear one 
that does not begin with to 
---- --- - -
6. "Listen to these words: visit, violin, violets~ With what 
letter does each begin? Each one begins with Vo (Write von 
board .. ) Listen carefully and write the f i rst letter of each 
of the following words that does not begin with Vo 
- -- - - , - · - .,. -
vine, wa.ll, violets, violin, visit, neat 1 visitor, wake, 
visited, visiting 
What letters did you write? w, n, w are right.. Wall begins 
with w, neat begins with n,- and wake begins with w.. Listen 
to the words again.. Raise your hand when you hear one that 
does ~begin with !• 
7 .. "Listen to - these words: washing, wasn't, waiting!) With what 
letter does each begin? -Each one begins with w J' (Teacher 
writes w on board .. ) 11 Listen carefUlly and 'Write the first 
letter of "each of the following words that does not begin with 
Wo 
walnut, ve getablesjl ·waited, wander, railroad, wait ing, washing, 
questions, wandered, wasn't .. 
What letters did you write? v, r, q are right. Vegetables 
begins .with v, railroad begins With r, and questions begins 
with q. Listen to the words agairi. Raise your hand when 
you hear one that does not begin with !o 
II VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
"I am going to write a word on the board and erase it·. You are 
to circle that word in the row of words on your papers~ w (Teacher · gives 
out Worksheet No. 2) "Watch-carefully and circle the word you see." 
(Teacher does not say word as s;he writes it.) 
Ao (Teacher writes quarrel on boardo Erases ito) 
Row lo keen nail pack quarrel race 
"Which word did you circle? The fourth word, quarrel, is 
right. With what letter does quarrel begin?" 
Bo (Teacher writes packageo Erases it.) 
Row 2. named kept quart radio package 
1~ich word did you circle? - The fifth word, package, is 
right. With what letter does package begin?tt 
C. (Teacher writes raft. Erases ito) 
Ro-w J. nap paddle quarter raft saddle 
rrwhich word did you circle? The fourth word, raft, is righto 
With what letter does raft begin?1t 
Do (Teacher writes sacko Erases it.) 
Row 4o sack vacation tablet wade paid 
"Which word did you circle? The first word, sack3 is righto 
With what letter does sack begin?" 
~ ~ . 
E. (Teacher writes tacks on boardo Erases it.) 
Row 5. sad pail tacks valentine wagon 
"Which word did you circle? The third word, tacks, is right. 
With what letter does tacks begin?" 
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F. (Teacher writes valley on board. Erases it.) 
Row 6. valley V!ait tag naughty kay 
"Which word did you circle? The first word, valley, is 
right. With what letter does valley begin?~ 
G. (Teacher writes waiting on board. Erases it.) 
Row 7o view rainy waiting safety tale 
"Which word did you circle? The third word, waiting, is 
right. With what letter does waiting begin?" 
- . ' 
Ho (Teacher writes pain on board. Erases it.) 
Row B. page pajamas paddle pail 
"Which word did you circle? The third word, pain, is 
right. Why was this a little harder? With w~letter 
do all these words begin?" 
I. (Teacher writes kept on board. Erases it.) 
Row 9. keen kettle key kick 
"Which word did you circle?· 
right.'' 
The fourth word, kept, is 
J. (Teacher writes nearer on board. Erases it.) 
Row 10. nap nearly naughty nearer napkin 
liWhich word did you circle? The fourth word, nearer, is 
right.~ 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NOo 2 
(To Accompany Third Lesson) 
Circle the word your teacher writes on the board. 
---
Row 1 keen nail pack quarrel race 
Row 2 named kept quart radio package 
Row 3 nap paddle quarter raft saddle 
Row 4 sack vacation tablet wade paid 
Row 5 sad pail tacks valentine wagon 
Row 6 valley wait tag naughty key 
Row 7 view rainy waiting safety tale 
FUN FOR SHARP EYES 
Row 8 page pajamas pain paddle pail 
Row 9 keen kettle key kept kick 
Row 10 nap n~arly naughty nearer napkin 
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FOURTH LESSON 
CHECK ON AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION ~ INITIAL CONSONANTS 
(Give each pupil a copy of Pupil Worksheet No. 3.) uon the left of your 
paper there are rows of letters. · I am going to say .. a word that begins 
with one of the letters in Row 1. You are to circle the letter with which 
the word I say begins." 
(Letters on child's paper are as below.) 
1. family b h f k s 
"What letter did you circle? f is right." 
2. bacon d f b p q 
'~at letter did you circle? b is right.n 
3. habit h 1 m n f 
-what letter did you circle? h is right." 
4. gain p g 1 h r v 
ffWhat letter did you circle? ~ is right." 
5. cabbage f b h g c 
''What letter did you circle? c is right.~ 
(Same procedure for remainder of test.) 
6. lace h d f 1 t 
7. machine n w v d m 
8. daily p q c d b 
9. jail r b h j k 
10. keen h k h g p (Check after each 
-- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ---
five) 
11. nail m n p r s 
12. pack q r d p v 
13. quart p f q b h 131 
14. race b s t r c 
1.5. sack s r v m n (Check} 
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - ------
16. tag t r s d h 
17. vacation v w m s t 
18. wagon v n m w h 
19. named m d t n r 
20. matter b h p q m (Check) 
------ - - - - - - - - - - ------
(Teacher . checks papers to see which consonants are bothering individual 
children.) 
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VISUAL IDENTIFICATION CHECK 
"I am goirig to show you a word by writing it on the board. You are to 
find that same word on the right of your papers. lratch carefully. Circle 
the one you see. We will do three samples together." (Teacher writes 
underlined word on board.) • 
Sample 1. 
Sample 2. 
Sample 3. 
pain ~ wait 
"What -word did you circle? Raft, the middle word is 
right. What does it begin wRii1" 
-· -
paddle quarter darnel 
'~at - word did you circle? Camel, the last word is 
right.tt 
naughty waited paid 
tablet kettle 
''What ·word did you circle? The last word, kettle, is 
right. '' 
(Teacher writes underlined word on board. Erases it. Child circles 
word shown.) 
1. railroad questions kill 
wagon real 
2. tacks pail sad 
valentine kinds 
3. valley wait tag 
naughty key 
quick kill 
4. kinds vine tan 
sailing wake 
nearly real 
5. feathers girl joke 
lazy handle 
mask calf 
6. gifts field jolly 
laundry hatcn---
job lap 
7. maid maple match 
nature needle 
neck naughty 
daughter ~light 
bank band 
barber barrel 
(At end of this Fourth Lesson, have a "Listening Bee.," Contestants are 
called upon to name first letter of words pronounced by teachero Use 
words from Pupil's Worksheets Noso 2 and 3) 
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FIFTH LESSON 
FINAL CONSONANTS - n, f, s, r, m, d, 1, t, b 
I AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has paper and pencil.) 
Practice in Auditory Identification 
1. "Listen to these words: down, beaten, begun. With what 
letter does each word end? Each one ends with n. Listen 
carefully and write the last letter of each of the follow-
ing words that does not end with n. 
-_--.- --
addition, began, beads, apron, ship, begun, beaten, begin, 
down, barber 
What letters did you write? s, p, and r are right. Beads 
ends with s, ship ends with p, and barber ends with r. 
Listen to the words -again. Stand when you hear one that 
does n·ot end with n. 
2. "Listen to these words: scarf, beef, calf. With what let-
ter does each end? Each one ends with f. Listen carefully 
and -write the last letter of each of the following words t hat 
does not end with f. 
------
- -
leaf, puff, besides, off, proof, calf, answer, begin, beef, 
scarf 
What letters did you write? s, - r and n are right. Besides 
ends with s, answer ends with r, and begin ends with n. 
Listen to the words again. Raise your hand when you hear 
one that does not end with f. 
. . -
. -
3. ~Listen to these words: across, less, angels. With what 
letter does each end? Each one ends with s. Listen care-
fully and write the last letter of each of-the following 
words that does not end with s. 
across, -apples, bother, bottom, ashes, music, address, 
beaches, benches, angels 
What letters did you write? R, -m, and care right. Bother 
ends with r, bottom ends with m, and music ends with c. Lis-
ten to the-words again. Raise-your hand when you hear the 
ones that do not end in s. 
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4. "Listen to these words: better, car~ bar. With what letter 
does each end? Each one ends with r. Listen carefully and 
write the last letter of each of the following words that 
does not end with r. 
anger, -brother, attic, another, butter, girl~ bar, car, glass, 
better. 
What letters did you write? c, 
ends with c, gi:r-1 ends with 1, 
ten to the-words again. Raise 
that does not end with r. 
1, and s are right. ··Attic 
and glass ends with s. Lis-
your hand when you hear one 
5. "Listen to these words: dim, drum, room. With what letter 
does each end? Each one ends with m. Listen carefUlly and 
write the last letter of each of the following words that 
does not end with m. 
arm, dream, earn, bedroom, drum, equal, dam, finger, film, 
dim. 
~at letters did you write? N; 1, and r are correct. Earn 
ends with n, equal -ends with 1, and finger ends with r. 
Listen to the words again. ltaise your hand when you hear 
one that does not end with m. 
6. "Listen to these words: around, ·build, baked. "With what let-
ter does each end? Each one ends with d. Listen carefully 
andwrite the last letter of each of the following words that 
does not end with d. 
afraid, asked~ almost, answered, bad, burn, arithmetic, baked, 
build, around. 
What letters did you write? T, n, and c are correct~ ·· Almost 
ends with_!~ burn ends with ri, - arithmetic ends with c. "Listen 
to the words again. - Raise your hand when you hear one that 
does not end with d. 
7. Listen to these words: ball, boil, awful. With what letter 
does each end? Each one ends with 1. Write the last letter 
of each_ of the fo~low~ng words that-does not end with 1:• 
angel, awful, damp; animal, baseball, boil, court, beautiful, 
basketball, cousin. 
What letters did you write? P, t, and n are right. Damp ends 
with p, court ends with t, cousin ends with n. Listen to the 
words again. Raise your hand when you hear one that does not 
end with n. 
8. "Listen to these words: absent, can't, act. With what letter137 
does each one end? Listen carefully.and write the last letter 
of each of the fol-lowing words that does not end with ~· 
absent ~ banner ~ burst, act, bump, can't, ant, burnt, carried, 
aparto 
~at letters did you write? R, p, and d are correct. Banner 
ends with r, bump ends with p, and - carried ends with d. Lis-
ten to the-words again. Raise your hand when you hear one 
that does not end with t. 
9. "Listen to these words: map, chop, lamp. With what letter 
does each one end? Listen carefully and wri te the last let-
ter of each of the following words that does not end with E• 
asleep ~ lamp, sold, chop, map, shelf, list, pop, sharp, group. 
lfuat l etters did you write? D, f and t are right. Sold ends 
with d, shelf ends with f, -and list ends with t. Listen to 
the words again. Raise your hand when you hear one that does 
not end with E. o 
10. "Listen to these words: cab, rub, rob. ~ith what letter does 
each one end? Listen carefully and write the last letter of 
each of the following words that does not end with b. 
grab, cab, soap, throb, grub, rub, scrub, split, card, shrub. 
What letters did you write? P, t, and d are correct. Soap 
ends with p, split ends with t, and card ends with d. Listen 
to the words again. Raise yoUr hand when you hear one that 
does not end with b. 
II VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Give out Pupil 9 s Worksheet No. 4. 
in list below on board, erases it. 
teacher erases it.) 
lo afraiq apron ahead 
across 
2. list lamp land 
leaf 
)o across asleep ashes 
---address 
Teacher writes word underlined 
Child circles the word after 
4. barrel barber bank 
band 
5. dream deer deep 
6. ankle am avenue 
afraid 
?. gases gifts ~ 10. card boi,l equal 138 
grab 
8. bank burnt band ll. match maple maid 
bake nature needle neck 
neck naughty 
9. salt same scrub 
sail 12. · daughter daylight bank 
band barber barrel 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO. 4 
(To Accompany Fifth Lesson) 
Circle the word your teacher wrote. 
1. afraid apron ahead across 
2. list lamp land leaf 
3. across asleep ashes address 
4. barrel barber bank band 
5. dream deer deep 
6. ankle am avenue afraid 
7. gases gifts girl 
8. bank burnt band bake 
9. salt same scrub sail 
10. card bail equal grab 
11. match maple maid nature needle neck naughty 
12. daughter daylight bank band barber barrel 
' 
SIXTH LESSON 
INITIAL BLENDS: cr, dr, fl, gl, gr, pl, pr, st, th 
(Give out Pupil Worksheet No. S) 
I VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
"There is one word in each of the following rows that begins 
just like a word in the row beside it. Look at the first row. 
What are the first two letters in the word crack? What word in 
the row beside it begins with cr? Draw line from crack to cradle. 
Draw lines between words that beg.in alike. 
crack 
·x· drank place • starve 
drain cradle press plant • • • 
flag 0 grades starch • • pretty 
glad 0 flames thank 
·x crackers 
gravy 0 gliding crops then • • 
flew 0 • drift press • shady 
drug then gravy pretty 
cream starve shadow • grass 
stage crash dress X plate them • fleet plant drive 
Check papers. Call on child for word tha~ begins like crack, etc. 
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II AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION: cr, dr, fl, gl, gr, pl, pr, st, th 
(Each child has paper and pencil) 
1. "Listen to these words: crazy, crash, crack. With what two 
letters does each begin? Each one begins with the blend, 
cr. Listen carefully and write the first two letters in each 
of the following words that does not begin with ..£E• 
crack, crackers, drag, cradle, grade, glove, cranberries, 
crash, crawled, crazy. 
What letters did you write?. dr, gr, and gl are right. 
(Teacher writes dr, gr, gl -on board.) Drag begins with dr, 
grade begins with gr, and glove begins with gl. Listen to 
the words again. Raise your hand when you hear one that does 
not begin with ~· 
2. 11Listen to these words:- dress, dried, draw. With what two 
letters does each begin? Each one begins with the blend of 
dr. Listen carefully and write the first two letters in each 
of the following words that does not begin with dr. 
drain, grades, drift, drank, gliding, drive, draw, dried, 
cream, dress 
What letters did you write? gr, gl, and cr are right. 
(Teacher writes them on board.) Grades begins with gr, 
gliding begins with gl, and cream begins with cr. Listen 
to the words again. ~aise your hand when you hear one that 
does not begin with dr. 
J. "Listen to these words: flat, flew, flag. With what two 
letters does each begin? Each one begins with the blend of 
fl. (Teacher writes fl on board.) Listen and write the 
first two letters in each of the following words that does 
not begin with fl. 
flag, fleet, drug, flames, flock, grand, flash, gloves, flew, 
flat. 
What letters did you write? dr, gr, and gl are right. Drug 
begins with dr, grand begins with gr, and gloves begins with 
gl. Listen to the words again . Stand when you hear one that 
does not begin with fl. 
4. nListen to these words: glass, globe, glad. With what two 
letters does each begin? Each one begins with the blend of 
gl. (Teacher writes blend on board.) Listen and write the 
first two letters in each of the following words that does 
not begin with gl. 
glad, gli ding, gravy, fl i es, globe, glisten, crops, glasses, 
glove, glass 
What letters did you write? gr, fl, and cr are righto 
(Teacher writes them on board.) Gravy begi ns with gr, flies 
begins with fl, and crops begins with cr~ Listen to-the 
words again.--Raise your hands when you-hear one that does 
not begin with gl. 
5. HListen to these words: grand, gravy, grapes~ With what two 
letters does each begin? Each one begins with the blend, gr. 
(Teacher writes gr on board.) Listen and write the first 
two letters in each of the following words that does not be-
gin with gr. 
grade, grapes, float, glass, grass, grasshopper, grand, cross, 
gravy, grandfather 
1'fuat letter s did you write? fl, gl, and gr are right. 
(Teacher writes them on board.) Float begins with fl, glass 
begins with gl, and cross begins with cr. Listen to-the words 
again. Raise your hands when you hear one that does not be-
gin with gro 
6. "Listen to these words: plan, plate, plain. With what two 
letters does each begin? Each one begins with the blend, 
pl. (Teacher writes pl .on board.) Listen and write the first 
two letters in each or-the following _words that does not be-
gin with pl. 
place, plank, practice, thank, plant, playmate, plain, plate, 
shade, plan. 
-What letters did you write? pr, th, and sh are right. 
(Teacher writes them on board.) Practice begins with pr, thank 
begins with th, and shade begins with sh. Listen to the words 
again. Raise-your hands when you hearone that does not begin 
with plo 
"Listen to these words: 
letters does each begin. 
pretty, prayer, pray. With what two 
Each one begins with the blend, pro 
practicing, pray, preach, plane, stable, press, trace, prayer, 
pretty, praise. 
~at letters did you write? pl, st, and tr are right. 
(Teacher writes them on board.) Plane begins with pl, stable 
begins with st, and trace begins with tr. Listen to-the words 
again. Raise-your hand when you hear one that does not begin 
with pr. 
8. Listen to these words: steal, stage, stack. With what two 
letters does each begin? Each one begins with the blend, sto 
Listen and write the first two letters in each of the follow-
ing words that does not begin with sto 
stack, starve, shady, stage, thankful, steal, stairs, sta-
tion, playground, starch. 
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What letters did you write? sh, th, and pl are right. 
(Teacher writes them on board.) Shady begins with sh, thank-
ful begins with th, and playground begins with £!• -Listen to 
the words again. Stand when you hear one that does not begin 
with st. 
9. "Listen to these words: thank, them, this. With what two 
letters does each begin? Each begins with the blend, th. 
Listen and write the first two letters in each of the lOllow-
ing words that does not begin with th. 
thank, them, track, shadow, then, pretend, Thanksgiving, 
these, thick, theater 
What letters did you write? tr, sh and pr are right. 
(Teacher writes them on board.) Track begins with tr, shadow 
begins with sh, and pretend begins with pr~ Listen to the 
words again.--Raise your hand when you hear one that does not 
begin with th. 
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Name ______________________________ _ 
School -----------------------
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO. 5 
(To Accompany Sixth Lesson) 
There is one word in each of the following rows that begins just 
like a word in the row beside it. Look at the first row. What are the 
first two letters in the word crack? What word in the row beside it 
begins with cr? Draw a line from cr-ack to cradle. Now draw lines be-
tween words that begin alike. The dots show you where to begin and end 
the line. 
crack • • drank place • • starve 
drain • cradle press • • plant 
flag • • grades starch • • pretty 
glad • • flames thank • • crackers 
gravy • • gliding crops • • then 
flew • drift press • • shady 
drug • • then gravy • • pretty 
cream • starve shadow • • grass 
stage • • crash dress • • plate 
them • • fleet plant • • drive 
/ 
SEVENTH LESSON 
INITIAL BLENDS: _t_r~,_ ... s_h_,,'--_s ..... p"", __ f_r ..... ,'"--s_w...c1 __ b_r""', _c_h 
I VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Teacher writes very legibly but rapidly on the bla.ckboard the 
word underlined .in the first group below. Child circles that word 
on his paper. Same procedure for each group.). 
1. chain class chair 
---calm camera china 
2. clever clean chalk 
classes closing 
). slice shade space 
sting slip 
4. facing frame brand 
fireman faulty 
S. dare brass ~ 
danger bathe 
6. brass bold bones 
busy butt~ 
7. faiT,Y fail fear 
fraction fork 
8. twigs twins trailer 
tulips trap 
11. tease.· tents tricks 
tarn tough 
12. farther fail freight 
funnier forest 
13. smoking brass soapy 
~ body bonfire 
14. berries bugle brought 
bubbles bugle 
15. combed clam closer 
colored curtains 
16. clean chimney climb 
cocoon crawled 
17. sincerely signing smile 
shower spring 
18. bodies bounce bugle 
blade breathe bonfire 
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9. plenty plow plum 
pleasant pilgrim 
19. chasing clothing caught 
cheese ch~ldren Christmas 
10. broad brook bumped 
bricks bridge 
Check: 
Teacher says, 
is right. 2. 
Ill. 
etc. 
20. skating spoiled staying 
stripes studies 
chain - the first word on the first line 
etc." Children check own paperso 
II AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION: 
1. "Listen to the following words: trap, tramp, train. With 
what letters does each begin? Each one begins with tr. 
Listen to the following words and write the first two let-
ters of each one that does ~ begin with tr. 
trace, track, thin, trailer, train, tramp, step, trap, 
trapper, pleasant. 
What did you write? th, st, and pl are right. Thin begins 
with th, step begins l'rith st, and pleasant begin"S"""With pl. 
2. "Listen to the following words: sharp, shake, shape. With 
what letters does . each begin? Each word begins with sh. 
Listen to the following words and write the first two-rat-
ters of each one that does not begin with sh. 
shade, shady, shadow, shake, shallow, starving, third, 
shape, traveled, sharp. 
What did you write? st, th, and tr are right. Starving be-
gins with st, third begins with th, and traveled begins 
with tr. -
3. "Listen to the following words: special, speak, space. With 
what letters does each begin? Each one begins with sp. 
Listen to the following words and write the first two-let-
ters of each one that does not begin with !E• 
space, spade, sparks, shade, sparrow, speak, class, fraction, 
spear, special. 
What did you write? sh, cl, and fr are right. Shade begins 
with sh, class begi~s with cl, and ~raction begins with~r. 
4. Listen to the following words: fresh, freeze, .free. With 
what letters does each begin? Each one begins with fr. 
Listen to the following words and write the first two let-
ters of each one that does not begin with fr. 
frame, free, freeze, freight, fresh, swallow, clay, Friday, 
friend, spear. 
What did you write?· sw, cl, a.nd sp are right. Swallow be-
gins with~' clay begins with cl, and spear begins with~· 
S. Listen to the following words: swim, swift, swell. With 
what letters does each begin? Each one begins with sw. 
Listen to the following words and write the first two-let-
ters of each one that does not begin with ~· 
swamp, sweater, sweep ~ speed, clear, swell, swept, chain, 
swift, swim. 
What did you write? sp, cl, and ch are right. Speed begins 
with ~' clear begins with cl, · chain begins with ch. 
6. Listen to the following words: bridge, brave, brass. With 
what letter does each begin? Each one begi ns with br. Lis-
ten to the following words and write the first two letters 
of each one that does not begin with br. 
branches, brand, brass, brave, class, breast, fresh, spell, 
brick, 1ridge 
What did you write? cl, fr, and sp are right. Class be-
gins with cl, fresh begins with fr, and spell begins with 
sp. 
7. Listen to the following words: clean, cloud, clock. With 
what letters does each begin? Each one begins with the 
blend, cl. Listen to the following words and write the 
first two letters of each one that does not begin with cl. 
class, clean, clock, close, space, closet, cloth, cloud, 
chain. 
What did you write? sp, and ch are right. Space begins 
with sp, and chain .begins with ch. 
8. Listen to the following words: chat, cheap, chart. With 
what letters does each begin7 Each one begins with ch. 
Listen to the following words and write the first two-
letters of each one that does not begin with ch. 
chair, chalk, chance, change, chart, chase, shadow, cheap, 
clear, brass. 
~at did you write? sh, cl, and br are right. Shadow be-
gins with sh, clear begins with cl, and brass begins with 
br. 
Name 
---------------------------
School __________ l _.LJ-==8 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO. 6 
(To Accompany Seventh Lesson) 
Circle the word your teacher wrote on the board. 
l. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
9o 
10. 
chain class chair 
calm camera china 
clever clean chalk 
classes closing 
slice shade space 
sting slip 
facing frame brand 
fireman faulty 
dare brass desk 
danger bathe 
brass bold bones 
busy button 
fairy fail 
fraction 
fear 
fork 
twigs twins trailer 
tulips trap 
plenty plow plum 
pleasant pilgrim 
broad brook bumped 
bricks bridge 
11. tease tents tricks 
torn tough 
12. farther fail frei ght 
funnier forest 
1). smoking brass soapy 
swamp body bonfire 
14. berries bugle brought 
bubbles bugle 
15. combed calm closer 
colored curtains 
16. clean chimney climb 
cocoon crawJ.ed 
17. sincerely 
shower 
signing 
spring 
smiL~ 
18. bodies bounce bugle 
blade breathe bcmfire 
19. chasing clothing caught · 
cheese children Christmas 
20. skating spoiled staying 
stripes studies 
EIGHTH LESSON 
FINAL BLENDS: st, ch, t h, nt, rd, nd, rt, rn, sh 
I WRITING FROM VISUAL MEMORY AND SOUND OF WHOLE WORD 
II 
(Each child has paper and pencilo) 
Teacher says, "I am going to say a word, write it on the 
board rapidly and erase ito Then you are to write it on your 
papers. 
past Teacher writes, past, and erases it. Children write it. 
Same procedure for words belowo After each five words, teacher 
pronounces word, spells it and children correct own papers. 
(Teacher notes that there is one word in each group that ends dif-
ferently.) Comment on the final blend. 
past inch path want yard 
rest each tenth bent bent 
test bunch bunch both word 
help test both silent reward 
first bench fifth count orchard 
bend. part barn fish errand 
find bend corn wash trust 
yard skirt part splash island 
lend short burn yarn tend 
mind smart worn cash wind 
past bend rest bend 
inch part each corn 
path born tenth wash 
want fish bent yearn 
yard smart find splash 
AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
lo Listen to the following wordst last, most, nest. With what 
two letters does each end? Write the last two letters in 
each of the following words that does not end with the blend 
ste 
past, rest, roast, test, belt, rust, felt, first, help, 
breast. 
What did you write2 (Call on some child.) lt, lt and lp are 1.50 
right. Belt ends with lt, felt ends with lt, and help ends 
with lp. Listen to the-words again. --
2. Listen to the following words: 
what two letters does each end? 
last two letters in each of the 
end with the blend ch. 
rich, teach, watch. With 
They end with ch. Write the 
following words~hat does not 
beach, bench, bunch, church, help, ditch, each, inch, rust, 
wish. 
What did you write? lp, st, and sh are right. Help ends 
with lp, rust ends :with st, and wish ends with sh. 
3. Listen to the following words: bath, month, teeth. With 
what two letters does each end? Each ends with th. Write 
the last two letters in each of the following words that 
does not end with the blend th. 
north, mouth, cart, fifth, earth, gulf, both, trust, path, 
tenth. 
What did you write. rt, lf, and st are right. Cart ends with 
rt, gulf ends with lf, trust ends with st. Listen to the 
words again. 
4. Listen to the following words: cement, cent, tent. With what 
two letters does each end? Each ends with nt. Write the last 
two letters in each of the following words that does not end 
with the blend nt. 
aunt, bent, count, silent, past, pavement, want, unpleasant ~ 
inch, fifth. 
What did you write? st, ch, and th are right. 
st, inch ends with .ch, and fifth ends with tho 
words again. --
Past ends with 
Listen to the 
5. Listen to the following words: cord, record, bird. With 
what two letters does each end? Each ends with rd. Write 
the last two letters in each of the following words that does 
not end with the blend rd. 
word, sword, reward, want, yard, path, orchard, heard, 
silent, cardboard. 
What did you write? nt, th, and nt are right. Want ends with 
nt, path ends with .th, and silent ends with nt. Listen to the 
words again. 
6. Listen to the following words: behind, bend, find. 
what two letters does each end? Each ends with nd. 
the last two letters in each of. the following words 
does not end with the blend nd. 
With 
Write 
that 
behind, bend, brand, yard, find, grind, record, north, lend, 
mind, pond. 
What did you write? rd, rd, and th are right. Yard ends 
with rd, record ends with rd, and north ends with th. Listen 
again~o the words. 
7. Listen to the following words: cart, heart, hurt. With what 
two letters does each end? Each ends with the blend, rt. 
Write the last two letters in each of the following words 
that does ~ end with the blend, ~· 
B. 
part, seaport, quart, report, trust, belt, shirt, short, 
heard, skirt, smart. 
What did you write'l' st, lt, and rd are right. Trust ends 
with st, belt ends .with lt, and heard ends with rd. Listen 
to the-words again. -- --
Listen to the following words: 
what two letters does each end? 
sh. 
fish, wash, splash. With 
Each ends with the blend 
Write the last two letters in each of the following words 
that does not end with the blend, sh. 
9. Listen to the following words: born, yarn, return. With 
what two letters does each end? Each ends with the blend, 
rn. Write the last two letters in each of the following words 
that does not end with the blend, ~· 
born, burn, corn, past, learn, pattern, behind, popcorn, tent, 
return, worn, yarn. 
What did you write? st, nd, and nt are right. Past ends 
with st, behind ends with nd, tent ends with nt. Listen to 
the words again. 
10. Write the last two letters of each of the following words: 
1.5'1 
·---·· - --·-~-------
breast reward 
bunch heard 
mouth splash 
unpleasant popcorn 
Check. 
·1 
> 
NINTH LESSON 
FINAL BLENDS: ld, lf, lt, ft, rm, ct, pt, mp, rl, lp 
I WRITING FROM VISUAL MEMORY AND SOUND OF WHOLE WORD 
II 
(Each child has paper and pencil.) 
Teacher says a word, writes it on the blackboard, erases it. 
Child writes word on his paper. Aft.er each four words, check as 
teacher pronounces word, spells it, and children correct own papers. 
Comment on the final blends. 
select slept pump pearl help 
conduct swept print curl scalp 
object print jump piled pulp 
pump wept stump twirl heap 
such sixth rent errand 
swept south print island 
switch tooth stump tend 
stretch beach spent hear 
AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has paper and pencil.) 
1. Teacher says, "I am going to say three words. I will pause 
after each one so you can say it after me. bold, child, 
cold. With what two letters does each word end? Each word 
ends with ld. 
Write the last two letters in each of the following words 
that does not end with the blend, ld. 
bold, child, cold, held, rest, mild, help, old, wild, world, 
pond. 
What did you write? st, lp and nd are right. Rest ends 
with st, help ends .with !e' and pond ends with nd. Listen to 
the words again. 
2. Say the following words after me: gulf, self, wolf. With 
what two letters does each end? Each ends with lf. 
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Write the last two letter-s in each of the following words 
that does not end with the blend, lfe 
gulf, herself, itself, rest, nzy"self, lend, wolf, bath 
What did you write? st, nd, and th are right. Rest ends 
with st, lend end~ with nd, and bath ends with th. Listen 
to the-words again. --
3. Say the following words after me: belt, felt, quilt. With 
what two letters does each one end? Each ends with the 
blend, lt. 
Write the last two letters in each of the following words 
that does not end with the blend lt. 
belt, built, lend, quilt. 
What did you write! nd; Lend ends with nd. 
4. Say the following words after me: lift, soft, swift. With 
what two letters does each one end? Each one ends with the 
final blend, ft. 
Write the last two letters in each of the following words 
that does not end with fto 
lift, soft, swift, rust, thri,ft. 
What did you write? st is right. Rust ends with st. Listen 
to the words again. 
5. Say the following wotde .after me: arm, warm, storm. With 
what two letters does each one end? Each one ends with the 
final blend, ~· 
Write the last two letters in each of the following words 
that does not end with rm. 
arm, stiorm, word, warm, worm 
.. 
'What did you write? rd is right. Word ends with rd. Listen 
to the words again.,, 
6. Write the last two letters of each of the following wordsr 
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1. pump 13. patch 
2. object 14. beneath 
3. slept 1.5. felt 
4. print 16. August 
s. jump 17. round 
6. pearl 18. instant 
7. help 19. pattern 
8. such 20. mild 
9. south 21. goldfish 
10. spent 22. smart 
11. blackboard 23. swift 
12. storm 24. itself 
Check. 
TENTH LESSON 
SHORT VOWELS 
Auditory 
Listen to these words: Ethel, Alice, Oscar 
Which name begins with A? 
Which name begins with E?. 
Which name begins with Q?. 
Listen to these namest Isidore, Uncle 
Which name begins with I? 
Which name begins with U?. 
The vowels are a, e, i, o, u. (Teacher puts the vowels on black-
board.) In our dictionaries short vowels are marked like this: 
1, v u 
I am going to say a word. Say it after me and then write the vowel 
with which the following words begin. (Check after each five.) 
(Give children paper and pencils.) 
1. if 6. oppose 11. odd 
2. object 7. on 12. intend 
3. occupy B. Alice 13. until 
4. is 9. Ethel 14. operate 
5. Edward 10. oblong 15. obscure 
16. ink 21. eggs 26. up 
17. act 22. am 27. opposite 
18. edge 23. upset 28. inside 
19. odd 24. office 29. opposite 
20. under 25. inner 30. until 
31. inner 36. inches 4J.. add 
32. elephant 37. on 42. engine 
33. ankle 38. uncommon 43. invited 
34. olives 39. avenue 44. upstairs 
35. understand 40. empty 45. October 
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nsometimes a short vowel is in the middle of a word. I am going to 
say a word, write it on the board, and erase it. You are to say it 
after me and then write the letter for the vowel sound. Let's use 
our very best writing. Ready.u 
1. bus 6. frog ll. desk 
2. fish ?. bat 12. nut 
3. top 8. bell 13. cat 
4. hand 9. bed 14. lamp 
'· 
cup 10. leg 15. hat 
(Check papers.) 
(Teacher gets this rule from children, writes it on board. Children 
say it.) 
If there is only one vowel letter in the middle of a word or syllable, 
-------.-- ---- -----
that vowel usually has its short sound. 
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ELEVENTH LESSON 
LONG VOWELS 
Auditory 
(Give children paper and pencil.) 
Teacher says, "Sometimes a vowel says its own name in a word. 
Then we hear the long sound of the vowel. Long vowels are marked 
like this in our dictionary: a, e, i, o, u. I am going to 
say ten words. You are to write the letter for the vowel sound 
you hear. Ready." 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
?o 
8. 
9. 
10. 
goes 
meat 
tail 
sail 
wait 
clean 
coat 
feed 
goat 
boat 
11What did you write, 
11What did you write, 
"What did you write, 
11What did you write, 
-what did you write, 
"What did you write, 
"What did you write, 
ffWhat did you write, 
11Wha t did you write, 
11What did you write, 
? 
--?. 
-? 
.. 
--?. 
--? 
--?. 
--?. 
--?. 
--?. 
-? 
Yes, 
Yes, 
Yes, 
Yes, 
Yes, 
Yes, 
Yes, 
Yes, 
Yes, 
Yes, 
o is right. 
e is right. 
a is right. 
a is right. 
a is right. 
e is right. 
o is right. 
e is right. 
o is right. 
o is right. 
(Teacher says, "When two vowels are together ~ usually hear the 
~ of the first vowel, and the second is silent. In spelling, 
we have to remember to write the silent letter. Shall we write 
this rule on our papers as I put it on the board?" 
Teacher writes goes on the board and says, "Tell me the silent 
letter." Same procedure for the ten words above. 
Teacher dictates the ten words. Children write them. Check 
papers at end. 
Visual 
(Give children Pupil's Worksheet No. 7) 
Here are some words which have long and short vowels. Uark the 
vowels you hear or say with the long or short mark. (Teacher 
demonstrates.) Cross out the silent vowels. 
1S7 
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year wait hen meal had 
pig goat get boat pet 
milk feed band not leaf 
sleep mud lie help big 
but end coat rain mail 
feel east not meat pfe 
goes die fun his got 
best cut jump stop bus 
did cream tail feet fast 
eat cool keep clean run 
bite lace rice rake hope 
line ate 
Now we will take a test on these words wi~h long and short vowels. 
Teacher dictates words in above list. Children write them. 
Check papers. 
Name ------------------------------- School __________ l .59 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO. 7 
(To Accompany Eleventh Lesson) 
Here are some words which have long and short vowels. Mark the 
vowels you hear or say with the long or short mark. Cross out 
the silent vowels. 
year wait hen meal had 
pig goat get boat pet 
milk feed band not leaf 
sleep mud lie help big 
but end coat rain mail 
feel east not meat pie 
goes die fun his got 
best cut jump stop bus 
did cream tail feet fast 
eat cool keep clean run 
bite lace rice rake hope 
line ate 
Turn your paper over, and write the words as your teacher dictates 
them • 
........... ---------------
TWELFTH LESSON 
COMPOUNDS 
Teacher says, "It's fun to find that some long words are made up of 
two words that are old -friends. There are some of these long words in a 
very short story that I am going to read to you now. Listen and be 
ready to tell me some words that are made up of two short words. Ready 
to listeno" 
Teacher reads: 
One weekend afternoon there was a baseball game on the playground. 
Everybody cheered as Johnny made the homerun that won the game for 
the 11 Tigers.'' Johnny was so happy about the game that he forgot to 
hurr,y home to join his family who were leaving for a trip. They 
were going in an airplane. 
Children name the words, teacher writes the words that are put together 
or the compound words on the board thus: 
weekend 
"' 
week + end everybody - every + body 
afternoon ... after + noon homerun 
-
home + run 
baseball = base + ball forgot =- for + got 
playground 
-
play t ground airplane & air + plane 
Discuss the following rule with the children: 
When words ~ made 2:!£ of two shorter words, th~ syllable division 
comes between the two parts of the compound word. 
Writing from Visual Memory 
(Children have paper and pencils.) 
Teacher says, 11I am going to write some compound words on the board 
quicklyo I shall write them as two words like this~ news paper. We 
will say the word together, then I'll erase it. Then you are to 
write it as one word on your paper. Do not start to write until I 
erase the word. We will check after each ten. 
Teacher writes~ news paper 
Children write ~ newspaper 
. (Same procedure for all the words.) 
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1. homerun 9. horseback 17. someone 161 
2. playground 10. highway 18. mailman 
3. baseball ll. tiptoe 19. fingernail 
4. weekend 12. hardwood 20. goldfish 
5. afternoon 13. scarecrow 21. policeman 
6. everybody 14. washroom 22. understand 
7. bookcase 15. milkman 23. notebook 
B. daylight 16. sidewalk 24. everyone 
Auditory Identification 
(Give out Worksheet No. 8.) 
Teacher says, "Let's find out what sharp ears and eyes we have. I 
am going to say each word twice. After I say the word the second time, 
you are to circle the part of it found in the row. Row 1 - grandmother. 
What did you circle? Mother is right. 
Spoken Word 
1. mother father . sister 1. grandmother 
2. bank back baked 2. horseback 
3. list leaf light 3. daylight 
4. case cash cape 4. bookcase 
5. down apron noon 
'· 
afternoon 
. 6. week weeds wheel 6 • weekend 
(Let's check what we have done. Row 2, the second word, back, is in 
horseback. etc., etc., etc.) 
7. bare basin base 7. baseball 
8. group ground grind 8. playground 
9. hook hero home 9. homerun 
10. parade party paper 10. newspaper 
ll. scarf scare scrub 11. scarecrow 
12. wash cash fish 12. washroom 
13. silk milk help 13. milkman 
14. salt sail side 14. sidewalk 
15. maid mail maple 15. mailman 
Let's check Nos. 7 - 15. We will finish this sheet tomorrow. 
THIRTEENTH LESSON 
COMPOUNnS 
Writing from Visual Memory 
(Children have paper and pencils.) 
Teacher writes word in two parts bn board. Children say the word. 
Teacher erases it. Children write it as ~ word on their papers. 
25. teacup 33. afterward 41. grandmother 
26. beehive 34. because 42. whenever 
27. :typewri~er 35. woodpecker 43. somewhere 
28. footsteps 36. butterfly 44. strawberry 
29. windmill 37. bluebird 45. gingerbread 
30. bedroom 38. downstairs 46. snowflake 
31. overnight 39. tonight 47. railroad 
32. fireplace 40. playground 48. pancake 
49. billboard 
Check after each ten. See procedure in Twelfth Lesson. 
Auditory Identification 
(Give back Worksheet No. 8) 
Teacher says, 11We are going to have some more fun. Let's be real 
'detectives' and find the part of the compound word I speak which is 
on your papers. I shall say the word twice.n (Emphasize the parts.) 
l6o 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
cash 
neck 
plank 
cause 
yard 
21. deer 
22. night 
23. while 
24. flag 
25. nail 
flash 
note 
plate 
crack 
word 
down 
right 
whip 
flake 
mail 
fish 
neat 
place 
cradle 
bird 
harm 
might 
where 
flash 
rail 
- CHECK -
- - CHECK - -
16. 
17. 
18. 
19 • . 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25'. 
goldfish 
notebook 
fireplace 
because 
bluebird 
downstairs 
tonight 
somewhere 
snowflake 
rail:r;"oad 
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26. nap pan page 26. pancake 163 27. bank band board 27. billboard 28. land lap lone 28. lonesome 29. steps steal storm 29. footsteps 30. plane plank play 30. airplane 31. built birth both 31. birthday 32. porch post port 32. airport 33. film fire finger 33. bonfire 34. tried yard card 34. cardboard 35. bold boy board 35. cowboy 36. lost some come 36. lonesome 37. thing third thick 37. everything 38. other mother father 38. grandfather 39. some soap smooth 39. someone 4o. right fight light 4o. daylight 41. bowl body boy 41. everybody 42. ninth named nail 42. fingernail 43. wind witch wings 43. windmill 44. worm wrist wood 44. woodpecker 45. brass bread brave 45. gingerbread 46. flock float ny 46. butterfly 47. under upset upstairs 47. understand 48. ahead after apart 48. afterward 49. nail north note 49. notebook 5o. earn earth every 5o. everybody 
If time allows, dicta t.e words 36 - 50 in the right-hand column. Check them. Study errors. 
Name School 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO. 8 164 
(To Accompany Twelfth and Thirteenth Lessons) 
Circle the word you heard in the compound words. 
1. mother father sister 26. nap pan page 
2. bank back baked 27. bank band board 
3. list leaf light 28. land lap lone 
4. case cash cape 29. steps steal storm 
5. down apron noon 30. plane plank play 
6. week weeds wheel 31. built birth both 
7. bare basin base 32. porch post port 
8. group ground grind 33· film fire finger 
9. hook hero home 34. tried yard card 
10. parade party paper 35. bold boy board 
11. scarf scare scrub 36. lost some come 
12. wash cash fish 37. thing third thick 
13. silk milk help 38. other mother father 
14. salt sail side 39. some soap smooth 
1.5. maid mail maple 40. · right fight light 
16 . cash flash fish 41. bowl body boy 
17. neck note neat 42. ninth named nail 
18. plank plate place 43. wind witch wings 
19. cause crack cradle 44. worm wrist wood 
20. yard word bird 45. brass bread brave 
21 .. deer down harm 46. flock float fly 
22. night right might 47. under upset upstairs 
23. while whip where 48. ahead after apart 
24. flag flake flash 49. nail north note 
2.5 . nail mail rail so. earn earth every 
FOURTEENTH LESSON 
SYLLABLES 
(Pronounceable Units) 
AUDITORY 
Listen to these words and tell me what vowels you hear. (Call on a 
pupil by name after saying the word.) (Teacher speaks each syllable 
carefully. ) 
l. bag What vowel did you hear? (~ is right. It has 
the short sound.,) 
2. rab bit What vowels did you hear? (a, i) 
3. pen ny (e, y which sounds like i) 
4. kit ten (i, e) 
5. sail boat (a, o) 
6. mag net (a, e) 
?. bas ket (a, i) 
8. kitch en (i, e) 
9. clap ping (a, i) 
10. spell ing (e, i) 
11. ra di 0 (a, i, o) 
12. vi 0 lin (i, o, i) 
13. cab i net (a, i, e) 
14. key (e) 
15. po ta to (o, a, o) 
Teacher says:- ! syllable is ~ part of!~ in which~ hear (or 
say) one vowel sound. Y m~ be used as a vowel. 
--- --
(Teacher gives out paper. Says, "Number from 1 - 20.") 
"I am going to say some words slowly. Write down the number of 
syllables you hear. 
(answer) 
l. ra di 0 (3) 11. fin ger 
2. bi cy cle (3) 12. yel low 
J. li on etco lJ. cab inet 
4o i mal 14. ITb - ty an er 
5. -. - lin 15. ter Vl. 0 pos 
6. - - 16. hur -. pa per ry 
?. pi an 0 17. ac tive 
8. al i bT 18. bod --y 
9. di . - 19. cit I a ry zen 
10. vi -0 let 20. off i cer 
(CHECK) 
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VISUAL 166 
Teacher has the following words written on the board. (Do not put the 
word in syllables on the board.) She proriounces each one with a very 
slight pause between syllables. Children pronounce it after her. 
l. radio (ra di o) 14. basket (bas ket) 
2. lion (li on) 15. kitchen (kitch en) 
3. animal (an i mal) 16. clapping (clap ping) 
4. finger (fin ger) 17. sailboat (sail boat) 
5. penny (pen ny) 18. piano (pi an o) 
6. play 19. liberty (lib er ty) 
7. violin (vi 0 lin) 20. clean 
8. cash 21. goes 
9. boat 22. keep 
10. rabbit Crab bit) 23. violet (vi 0 let} 
11. potato (po ta to) 24. leaf 
12. meat 25. baseball (base ball) 
13. cabinet (cab i net) 26. bookcase (book case) 
Child is given paper and asked to draw two lines dividing the page 
into three parts as shown below. Then he is to copy the twenty-six 
words from the board, putting each . in the proper column. 
one syllable words two syllable words three syllable words 
play finger radio 
cash penny animal 
boat rabbit violin 
meat basket potato 
clean kitchen cabinet 
goes clapping piano 
keep sailboat liberty 
leaf baseball violet 
bookcase 
Teacher asks children to write the alphabet, and circle all the 
consonants. What are a, e, i, o, u (and y) called? 
FIFTEENTH LESSON 
Adding the Suffix, ing, to a One Syllable w-ord 
Ending in One Consonant After a Short Vowel. 
AUDITORY AND VISUAL 
Procedure:. Do I, then II, then III. 
I Teacher has words in Row 1 on the 
board. She pronounces a word. Then 
asks the following questions about 
each one: (ask one child all four 
questions about one word.) 
How many syllables in the word? 
~at is the vowel? 
Is it long or shor.t? 
~~at consonant does ,the word 
end with? 
1. scrub 
2. shop 
). slip 
4. step 
s. stir 
6. trap 
7. trim 
8. whip 
9. wrap 
10. drag 
II Teacher writes suffix on the 
board and says: "A suffix is 
an ending added to a word to 
form a new word. Watch me 
add the suffix ing to the 
words we just studied. Watch 
closely. (Teacher writes 
words below scrubbing 
opposite scrub, etc.) 
1. scrubbing 
2. shopping 
3. slipping 
4. stepping 
s. stirring 
6. trapping 
7. trimming 
8. whipping 
9. wrapping 
10. dragging 
lfuat did I do before adding 
ing to each word? Let's 
write the rule for this: 
~ one-syllable word ending in ~ consonant 
after ~ 11 short 11 vowel usually doubles the 
consonant before a suffix beginning with ~ 
vowel. 
III Teacher says, 11Words that double the consonant when adding ing 
divide between the consonants. 1! --
"Let' s divide some of these words into syllables by drawing 
lines. (Teacher writes trimming on board.) Where shall I 
draw the line? Between the two m's is right. The word looks 
like this - trim/ming." Teacher gives out paper and says, 
"Copy the following words from the board. Say each one to 
yourself and divide into two syllables by drawing a line." 
List of words for teacher to put on board. (First one is done.) 
1. can/ning 6. shopping 11. trimming 
2. cutting 7. slipping 12. whipping 
3. dragging 8. stepping 13. wrapping 
4. running 9. swimming 14. grinning 
5. scrubbing 10. trapping 15. getting 
IV Teacher says, 111 am going to write some one syllable words 
ending in one consonant after a short vo~. Copy them on 
your paper and make a long word by doubling the final con-
sonant and adding ing. 
(Erase previous work from boards.) 
1. drag (child writes dragging) 6. stir 
2. wrap 7. step 
3. whip B. slip 
4. trim 9. shop 
5. trap 10. scrub 
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SIXTEENTH LESSON 169 
Dropping a Final Silent E When Adding a Suffix That 
Begins with a Vowel. 
AUDITORY AND VISUAL 
Procedure: 
I Teacher has words in Row 1 on the 
board. (Be sure there is free 
board space at right of them.) 
Ask the following questions about 
each word after pronouncing it: 
What vowel do you hear? 
What letter is silent? . 
Row 1 
1. bake 
2. chase 
3. close 
4. come 
5. dance 
6. drive 
7· hope B. leave 
9. lose 
10. rise 
. 11. share 
12. slide 
13. smile 
14. smoke 
15. wade 
16. wave 
17. write 
lB. love 
19. take 
20. like 
21. measure 
22. tumble 
II Teacher says, "Does anyone 
remember what a suffix is? 
Yes; it-'s an ending added 
to a word, to form a new 
word. Yesterday we added 
the suffix ing which begins 
with a vowel to one sylla-
ble words ending in one 
consonant after a short 
vowel. Do you remember how 
we did it? Yes, we doubled 
the final ~onsonant. Watch 
and see what happens to 
words that end in a final 
silent e when we add a suf-
fix beginning with a vowel. 
(Teacher says each word 
after writing it~) 
Row 2 
1. baking 
2. chasing 
3. closing 
4. coming 
5. dancing 
6. driving 
7. hoping 
B. leaving 
9. losing 
10. rising 
ll. sharing 
12. sliding 
13. smiling 
14. smoking 
15. wading 
16. waving 
17. writing 
lB. loving 
19. taking 
20. liking 
21. measuring 
22. tumbling 
(Erase Rows 1 and 2) 
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Let's write a rule about this. 
A final silent e is often 
dropped when a suffix that be-
gins with ~ vowel ~ adde'd.-
III List of words below is on board. Copy the following words, say them 
to yourself; divide them into syllables by drawing lines. 
(First one is done) 
1. lik/ing n. rising 
2. taking 12. losing 
J. loving 1). leaving 
4. writing 14. hoping 
s. waving 15. driving 
6. wading 16. dancing 
7. smoking 17. coming 
8. smiling 18. closing 
9. sliding 19. chasing 
10. sharing 20. baking 
(Erase boards.) 
IV I am going to write some words that end with a final silent e. You 
are to make a longer word by dropping the e and adding ing. 
l. like 6. wade 11. rise 16. dance 
2. take 7. smoke 12. lose 17. come 
J. love 8. smile 1). leave 18. close 
4. write 9. slide 14. hope 19. chase 
s. wave 10. share 15. drive 20. bake 
I 
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SEVENTEENTH LESSON 
Adding a Suffix Beginning with a Vowel to Words 
Ending in a Vowel and w or y. 
Teacher has words in Row 1 on the II Words ending in a vowel and 
board. She pronounces the words. w or y do not douEie the con-
Asks what the last two letters of sonant when tne suffix Eegins 
each are. (a vowel plus w or y) witn a vowel. 
"Look, say word with me, and 
write it on your paper." 
1. buy 1. buying 
2. draw 2. drawing 
3. dry ). drying 
4. enjoy 4. enjoying 
s. flow s. flowing 
6. follow 6. following 
7. snow 7. snowing 
8. stay 8. staying 
9. grow 9. growing 
10. swallow 10. swallowing 
11. blow 11. blowing 
III Erase above work on board. Teacher says, 
"Add ing to each of these words. Write 
the new word on your paper." 
1. grow 6. flow 
2. swallow 7. enjoy 
3. follow 8. dry 
4. snow 9. draw 
s. stay 10. buy 
Teacher says, nwe are going to add ing to these words. Then we 
will write the new word in the proper column. (Give out paper. 
Children rule it. Copy table of rules showr. on next page. ·Then all do 
words.) 
1. scrub 6. close 11. flow 16. swallow 21. whip 26. measure 
2. bake 7. draw 12. come 17. write 22. drive 27. wrap 
3. buy 8. chase 13. stir 18. wade 23. hope 28. leave 
4. drag 9. enjoy 14. snow 19. trap 24. tumble 29. smile 
s. smoke 10. slip 15. wave 20. dance 25. slide 30. leave 
Teacher has following table on board. Children copy it and then put 172 
words in correct column on paper as teacher does on board. 
I 
A one sylL~ble word 
ending in one conso-
nant after a short 
vowel usually doubles 
the consonant before 
a suffix beginning 
with a vowel, 
1. scrubbing 
II 
A final silent e is 
often dropped wnen 
a ~uffix that begins 
with a vowel is 
added. 
III 
Words ending in a vowel 
and w or y do not double 
the consonant when the 
suffix begins with a 
vowel. 
EIGHTEENTH LESSON 
Visual and Auditory 
(Teacher gives children paper.) 
I The following words just add ing. Say them with me. Copy the 
words and add ing to each one-. -
1. belong 6. cloth 11. laugh 16. shoot 21. teach 
2. build ?. coast 12. learn 17. shout 22. thank 
3. burn 8. comb 13 .. listen 18. sign 23. think 
4. clean 9. howl 14. mean 19. sing 24. wander 
5. climb 10. land 15. rai n 20. suffer 25. wash 
26. watch 
Study them. Turn over paper. Teacher dictates ten of the 
long words as a test. Check words. 
"Adding a Suffix to a word in which the final 
letter is l preceded qy a consonant." 
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II Teacher has words belo• 
on board. Children re~ 
peat each word after she 
pronounces it. 
III Teacher says, "Let's IV Now "listen" 
add a suffix to .. each. to the new 
"We will add ly to l'rord and 
hap~etc:' Now she watch me 
writes suffixes op- write it. 
posite proper word. 
1. happy + ly = happily 
2. funny t est 
-
funniest 
3. penny + less • penniless 
4. silly +- ness & silliness 
5. juicy t er 
-
juicier 
6. plenty t ful = plentiful 
?. busy +- est = busiest 
V What happened to the y? Let' s write the rule. When y follows 17 4 
. a consonant the y is changed -to i before the suffix is added. 
VI Teacher says, "I am going to say a word, write it on the board, 
erase it, and then you are to write it. 
1. busiest 5. penniless 
2. plentiful 6. funniest 
3. juicier 7. happily 
4. silliness 
NINETEENTH LESSON 
Suffixes: able, y, fully, ment, ful, est, 
ing, tion, ness, less. 
Teacher says, "Look at these suffixes which I have written on the 
board ... 
able y ful tion 
fully er est ness 
ment ly ing less 
11Let 1 s make new words by adding them to the base words below. The 
numbers show how many you can make. tt (Teacher writes new words as 
children give them.) 
(3) jump 
(3) protect 
(J) excite 
Teacher gives out Worksheet No. 
they hear. (Check papers after 
Spoken Word 
1. taken 
2. lovable 
3. baker 
4. politest 
5. dancing 
6. working 
7. safety 
8. coldest 
9. swiftly 
10. longer 
11, foolish 
12. careful 
(4) care 
(5) polite 
(6) comfort 
9. Children circle the suffix 
each five.) 
Child's Pa;eer 
ing est §) er 
ish en ~ est 
@ est ing ish 
able er (§) en 
er en ® est 
Q y ful tion 
er est 6i) ness 
ly (fat) ing less 
(0 y ful tion 
est ness ing (@ 
ion @ er ing 
est er (fuJ) ly 
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Name School 
176 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET -NO. 9 
(To Accompany the Nineteenth Lesson) 
Circle the suffix you hear. 
l. ing est en er 
2. i sh en able est 
J. er est ing ish 
4. able er est en 
s. er . en ing est 
6. ing y ful tion 
7. er est ty ness 
8 .. est ing l 1r 
</ less 
9. l y y ful tion 
lO o est ness ing er 
11. ion ish er ing 
12. est er ful ly 
DrF~-w a circle around the suffixes in the following words. 
l. working 9. enjoyable 17. politest 
2. safety 10. boyish 18. election 
J. coldest 11. grower 19. action 
4. swiftly 12. gayest 20. starry 
s. longer 13. snowing 21. thinnest 
6. foolish 14. dancing 22. runner 
7. careful 15. baker 23. careless 
8. fearless 16. lovable 24. closing 
25. crowded 
TWENTIETH LESSON 
Prefixes: re, im, in, dis, un, re, a, sub 
Teacher says, "A prefix is added to the beginning of a word to form 
a new word." 
lo Re 11 The prefix re (teacher writes re on board) means :' do it 
again~ '" -
Teacher writes both forms 
on the board and then says, name fill make 
"What do these words mean?ttr rename refill remake 
Same procedure for: pay set join 
repay reset rejoin 
11 Re sometimes gives a word a new nieaning. Tell what these words 
mean. It 
lay 
relay 
call 
recall 
sign 
resign 
2. Im (Write underlined words on board.) "Sometimes the prefix 
im gives a word the opposite meaning." 
3. In 
What does 
What does 
What does 
What does 
"Sometimes the prefix 
What does 
What does 
"Sometimes the prefix 
What does 
What does 
"Sometimes the prefix 
What does 
What does 
im 
in 
perfect 
imperfect 
polite 
impolite 
mean? 
mean?. 
mean?, 
mean?. 
gives the word a new meaning." 
prove mean? 
improve mean?, 
gives a word the opposite meaning." 
correct mean? 
incorrect mean?. 
in gives the word a new meaning." 
sure mean? 
insure mean?. 
177 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Dis The prefix dis gives many words the opposite meaning 
What does place mean? 
What does displace mean?. 
What does agree mean?. 
What does disagree mean?: 
What does content mean'Z 
What does discontent mean?: 
Sometimes the prefix dis gives a new meaning to a word. 
What does play mean? 
What does display mean?. 
What does miss mean? 
What does dismiss mean?: 
Un The prefix~ gives many words the opposite meaning. 
'What do the following words mean? 
unhappy unfold 
unclean uneven 
undress unequal 
unhealthy unfriendly 
Teacher gives out Pupil's Worksheet No. 10. 
circle the prefixes they see. In Group II, 
In Group I children 
they circle the 
prefix they hear. ---
lo remark re im in a 
2. dismiss im dis re 
3. impolite un re im 
4. subway un sub im 
5. undress im in un 
6. increase un im in 
?o unhappy un im in 
8. displease re sub dis 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO. 10 
(To Accompany the Twentieth Lesson) 
Group I 'Circle the prefixes you see in these words. 
1. displease 6. forget u. unfriendly 
2. imperfect 7. undress 12. impolite 
3. unhappy 8. improper 13. dismiss 
4. increase 9. displace 14. remark 
5. away 10. subway is. forbid 
Group II Circle the prefix you hear your teacher say. 
1. re im in a 
2. im dis re 
3. un re im 
4. un sub im 
5. im in un 
6. un im in 
7. un im in 
B. re sub dis 
ft!Nft-FIRST LESSON 180 
Review Beginnings and Endings 
I Auditory 
(Pronounce very diat1Dct:Qr) 
(Give children Pupil's Worksheet No. 11.) 
,Circle the sounda you hear -either at t he 
beginning, or at the end, or each wora-! 
say. RememberyoumaY1iave ~ sound or 
two sounds to eircle. 
1. zero 1. q p ® a @) y th 1 
2. unwritten 2. on im ® m th ® 
3. upstairs 3. f b ® sh ® 
4. telegram 4. (}.) p b n ' 5. swung 5. sh ch @ @> Check and 
- -
-Discuss 
6. wrecked 6. cr ~ dr b p @ 
7. stretch 7. th fr sh G 
8. umbrella B.(!) o ~ ~ i 
9. tunnel 9. k ~ h p . 
10. wrapped 10. dr ® br t ® · · Check and 
- -
-Discuss 
u. smoothl7 lle@ IU lip 
12. sharing 12, .., ~ ch im 
13. print 13· gr dr d 
14. stranger 14. sp s 0 e est 
15. wolf l,. m ® p b Check and 
.. , 
-
- - - -
-Discuss 
16. seventy 16. n ~ 1 ~ rt 
17. toast 17. d 1 ~ n f lB. ugly lB. a · o t 
19. winter 19. w n m o e 
20. sleepy · 20. st @ cl e ® ·Qleck and 
- - -
-Discuss 
21. tumbling 21. p ® b ~~Ill 
22. scold 22. cl ~ n 
23. wealth 23. h g ~@ st . 
24. roast 24. n m r ~ rt @ 
25. smiling 25e (@) IW . Check and 
- -
•UiiJCUIJI 
26. unpleasant 26. in 1m @ rt e 
27. visitor 27o b i~! 2B. sincerelT 28. Z I l Y 
29. report 29. im in ~ 
30. ninth 30• m ® oh Check and 
- -
.. 
-Di!OUIII 
II Visual 
Teacher says, "I am going to write a word on the board (quickly 
but very legibly) and then erase it. You are to find that same 
word on the last part of your Worksheet No. 11. Ready. 
Teacher Writes Word 
1. prepare 
2. drawer 
3. grocery 
4. crown 
5. fiowing 
6. telegraph 
?. thrown 
8. sweater 
Children Circle the Right Word 
pretend 
prayer 
printing 
practice 
prince 
drew drawing c§'awEj) drift 
drinking dry1ng 
grapes grease greater greatest 
groceries ~
cruel crushed crowd crooked 
~ crime 
floating ~ following 
telegram <€"'1egrap~ telephone 
telescope 
throne through throw ~ 
thumb 
swamp swell swift swiftly 
switch (Sweate:P swing 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO. 11 
(To Accompany Twenty-First Lesson) 
Auditory 
Circle the sounds you hear at the beginning, and at. the end of each 
word your teacher says. Remember, you may have two sounds to circle. 
1. q p z a 0 y th 1 16. n s z ty rt 
2. on im un m th en 17. d 1 t nt st 
3. f b u sh s 18. a 0 u t ly 
4. t p b n m 19. w in m 0 er 
5. sh ch SW b ng 20. st sl cl e y 
--------------------------- --------------------------
6. cr wr dr b p d 21. p t b ing ness 
7. th st fr sh ch 22. cl sc nd ld 
8. e 0 u a i 23. h g w th st 
9. k t h 1 p 24. n m r nt rt st 
10. dr wr br t d 25. sm sw ing 
--------------------------- --------------------------
11. sm SW sp ly 26. in im un rt nt 
12. sw sh ch ing im 27. b v er or 
13. gr pr dr t d 28. z s ly ty 
14. sp sh st er est 29. im in re rt 
15. m w p b f 30. m n ch th 
---------------------------- --------------------------
~ 2. -
Visual 
Circle the word your teacher wrote on the board. 
1. pretend printing 
prepare prayer 
prince 
practice 
2. drew drawing drawer drift 
drinking drying 
3. grapes grease greater 
greatest groceries grocery 
4. cruel crushed 
crooked crown 
crowd 
crime 
floating flowing 
following 
6. telegram telegraph 
telephone telescope 
7. throne through throw 
thrown thumb 
a. swamp swell swift 
swiftly switch 
sweater swing 
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TWENTY-SECOND LESSON 
"Hearing and Seeing Letters in the Middle of a Word." 
Auditory 
Teacher says, "Now we shall listen for sounds in the middle of words. 
Listen for the word and then circle the sound you hear in the middle.ft 
(Teacher gives out Pupil's Worksheet No. 12) (Check after each one.) 
Teacher says: Children circle: 
1. cement b h 1 d a ® 
2. donkey h 1 @ b t 
J. downstairs sw . @ rn th 
4. flashlight st th ch @ 
'· 
thankful @ rn nt tr 
6. unable f i 0 @ g 
7- violets a ® u b c 
8. wonderful im in @ 
9. wooden @ t c 1 p 
10. whenever m ® d 1 0 
Now we shall listen only for vowel sounds. The vowels are a, e, i, 
o, u. Write the vowel sounds you hear anywhere in t hese words. The 
vowels may be long or short. - --
Teacher says: Child writes : Teacher says: Child writes: 
1. agree a e 6. lightning i i 
2. alive a i 7· sunshine u i 
J. eleventh e e e 8. ticket i e 
4. ironing i 0 i 9. unwritten u i e 
5. oi'i'icer 0 i e 10. zero e 0 
Circle the blends, vowels, and consonants you hear in the words your 
teacher says. 'Circle only the ones you hear. 
1.84-
1. able 1. @ i 0 185 
2. add 2. ® i 0 
). address 3. @ @ i 0 
4. angel 4. ® 0 @ i u 
s. bonfire s. a e u (1) @ 
(Teacher writes words on board. Check and discuss.) 
6. beneath 6. g @ @ f ch 
7. benches 7. d ® @ m sh @ 
8. beside 8. d ~ f n @ 
9. birthday 9. @ sh @ 
10. blazing 10. @ n a t @@) 
@ @)@ {Check and discuss) 11. blossoms 11. t ® 
12. bumpy 12. d ® 0 mp y 
13. unbroken 13. in (§) fr <9 d ® im ® 
14. chopping 14. c1 @ @ k ® 
15. division 15. CZ> ® 1 @E> 
16. examination 16. @ 
{Check and discuss) 
@ <J) ful ~ 
17~ polite 17. b (£) f CY CD @ 
18. popcorn 18. a @ ® @ 
19. prize 19. br a ® G) @ 
20. silently 20. f @ @ ® 
(Check and discuss) 
Name ________________________________ __ School _____________________ l~8~6~ 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO. 12 
(To Accompany Twenty-Second Lesson) 
Auditory 
Circle the sounds you hear in the middle of each word your teacher 
says~ 
1. b h 1 d a m 6. f i 0 a g 
2. h 1 k b t ?. a 0 u b c 
3. sw st rn th 8. im in er 
4. st th ch sh 9. d t c 1 p 
5. nk rn nt tr 10. m n d 1 0 
Write the vowel sounds you hear in the words your teasher says. 
1. 6. 
2. ?. 
3. 8. 
4. 9. 
5. 10. 
Listen to the word your teacher says. Circle all the blends, vowels, 
and consonants you hear that are in the word and in the list below. 
1. a i 0 11. bl 0 s t m 
2. a i 0 12. d b 0 mp nt 
3. a e i 0 13. in un fr br d k im en 
4. a 0 e i u 14. cl ch p k ng 
5. a e w i 0 15. d v 1 sion 
6. g b th f ch 16. a e i ful tion 
7· d b n m sh ch 17. b t f 1 i p 
8. d b f n s 18. a 0 rn c 
9. th sh ay 19. br a z i pr 
10. bl fl a t z ng 20. f 1 ly nt 
TWENT!~THIRD LESSON , 
Word Analysis 
Children have paper and pencils. 
1. whenever 
Teacher writes whenever on the board, pronounces, it, and aske, 
a. What 
b. What 
c. Spell 
d. Write 
2. wandering 
two words make up this word? (when plus ever) 
do we call a word made up of two smaller words? 
(compound word? 
it with me, pausing after the first word, 
w - h - e - n / e - v - e - r 
the whole word on your paper. 
Teacher writes wandering on the board, pronounces it and says, 
a. How many syllables do you hear? (three) 
b. (Teacher looks at Fourteenth Lesson) What did we learn 
that a syllable is? (A part of a word in which 
we hear, or say, one vowel sound.) 
c. Teacher writes wan der ing on board and says, ''What 
is the suffix of wandering? (ing). 
d. Spell the word in syllables with me. Let's pause after 
each syllable. wan . der ing • 
e. Now write the word as a whole on your papers. 
). trimming 
Teacher writes trimming on the board, pronounces it and says, 
a. How many syllables are there in trimming? (tro) 
b. Do you remember where we divide words that. double the 
consonant when adding ing? (Between the conso-
nants) . · 
c. With what blend does trimming begin? (tr) 
d. What sound does the i have in both syllables? (short) 
e. What is the suffiX? . (ing) -
f. Spell the word in s.yllabl es with me. (trim ming) 
g. Write the whole word on your papers. 
4. scratched 
Teacher writes scratched on board, pronounces it and asks, 
a. What are the ?irst three letters? (scr) 
b. What blend of three letters do we hear in the middle of 
the word? (tch) 
c. We add ed to words to show that it happened in the past. 
-,he cat scratched me yesterday. ed is a suffix. 
d. Spell the whole word with me. 
e. Write the word on your papers. 
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.5o sincerely 
Teacher writes sincerely on board. Under it she writes sin -
cere!- ly and says, "Sincerely has three syllables. We push 
the middle syllable a bit more with our voices. It is the 
accented syllable. (}) is an accent mark. Notice how we spell 
the middle syllable. Look at the whole word. 
a. With what consonant does sincerely begin? 
b. What sound does the i in the first syllable have? (short) 
c. Which syllable is accented? (The middle one.) How do 
we spell it? 
d. What is the suffix? The y sounds like short i. 
e. Spell the word in syllables with me, sin - cere - ly 
f. Write the whole word on your paperso 
(Erase boards.) 
6. Now let's take a test on the five words. (Teacher dictates words. 
Then writes them on board. Children check papers. 
7. Repeat Auditory part of Fourteenth Lesson. 
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TWENTY-FOURTH LESSON 
Word Roots 
Auditory and Visual 
Children have copies of Pupil's Worksheet, No. 13, other paper and 
pencils. 
l. like 
liked 
likely 
likes 
2. kick 
kicked 
3. note 
notes 
notebook 
noted 
4. bench 
benches 
S. body 
bodies 
6. great 
greater 
greatest 
7. high 
higher 
highest 
Teacher says: 
a. Pronounce the words in Group l after me. 
b. What is the same about all of these words? 
c. Which one has two syllables? 
d. Write the words on your paper. 
a. Pronounce the words in Group 2 after me. 
b. How are they alike? 
c. How does adding the suffix ed change the 
meaning? --
d. Write both words on your paper. 
a. Pronounce the words in group 3 after me. 
b. How are they alike? 
c. What does each one .mean? 
d. Which two have two syllables. Spell them 
in syllables after me. 
note - book ) not"- ed 
e. W'ri te the words on you;;-paper. 
a. Pronounce the words in (lroup 4 after me. 
b. What is the defference in the meaning of the 
two words2 What does plural mean. 
c. Write the words on your paperso 
a. Pronounce the words in Group S after me. 
b. How do we form the plural of a word ending 
in y? 
c. Write both words on your papers. 
a. Pronounce the words in Group 6 after me. 
b. How are they alike? 
c. Use them in sentences to show the differences 
in meaning. 
d. Write the words on your papers. 
a. · Pronounce the words in Group 7 after me. 
b. Look at them. How are they alike? 
c. Which letters are silent. 
d. What sound does the i have? 
e. Which two have two syllables? 
f. Spell the words in syllables ~ith me. 
g. Write the words on your paperso 
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8. old 
older 
oldest 
9. long 
longer 
longest 
10. flash 
flashlight 
ll. fire 
firecrackers 
fireman 
firemen 
fireplace 
12. engine 
engineer 
a. Pronounce the words in Group 8 after me. 
b. Look at them. How are they alike? 
c. Use them in sentences to show the differences 
in meaning. 
d • . , Spell them in syllables with me. 
e. Write them on your paperso 
a. Pronounce the words in Group 9 after me. 
b. Look at them. How are they alike? 
c. Spell them in syllables with me. 
d. Write them on your papers. 
a. With what blend does flash begin? 
b. With what blend does flash end? ·. 
c. What sound does the a inflashiight have? 
d. What kind of a word is .flashlight? (compound) 
e. Write both words on your papero 
a. Pronounce the words in Group 11 after me. 
b. Which one has three syllables? 
c. Which ones have two syllables •. 
d. What does fireman mean? firemen? 
e. What letter is silent in fire? 
f. Write the words on your paper .. 
a. Pronounce the words in Group 12 after me. 
b. What does each one mean~ 
c. Spell them in syllables after me: en - gine 
en-gi-neer 
d. Write the words on your papers. 
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(Collect Pupil's Worksheet No. 13 as they will be used in the next lesson.) 
Turn your papers over and we will see how many of these 3' words we can 
write correctly. (Teacher dictates words. Children check. Give 3 points 
for each one correct. Teacher keeps a list of words misspelled. 
TWENTY-FIFTH LESSON 1 91 
Word Roots 
Auditory and Visual 
Children have copies of Pupil's Worksheet, Noo 139 other paper 
and pencils. Teacher calls attention to words misspelled by any-
one on yesterday's test. Children underline them on Pupil's 
Worksheet No. 13. 
13. live 
lives 
lived 
lively 
living 
14. lose 
losing 
lS. machine 
machines 
16. move 
moving 
moved 
movement 
Teacher says: 
a. Listen while I pronounce the words in 
Group 13. 
b. Spell lively and living in syllables after 
me: live - ly, liv - ing 
Notice that we dropped -thee before adding , 
the ing in living. Why? (Because the sufftx 
ing begins with a vowel)., and live ends with 
a vowel. Why didn 1 t we drop the e in lively? 
(Because the suffix ly does not begin with a 
.vowel.) -
c. Write the words on your papers. 
a. Listen while I pronounce the words in Group 14. 
b. What sound does the s have? Spell lose with 
me. 1-o-s-e. 
c. Why did we drop the silent e in lose before 
adding the suffix ing to make losing? (Because 
lose ends with a vowel and ing begins with a 
vowel.) 
d. Write the words on your papers. 
a. Listen while I pronounce the words in Group 15. 
b. What sounds do you hear in the middle? (The 
ch sounds like sh. The i sounds like ee.) 
c. Look at the words carefully. We must remember 
how these words look as they are not written 
just the way they sound. 
d. Write the words on your paper. 
a. Listen while I pronounce these words. 
b. Look at moving. Whywas the silent e 
dropped before adding the suffix ing? (Be-
cause ing begins with a vowel.) 
c. Look at movement. Why wasn't the silent e 
dropped before adding the suffix ment? 
(Because ed begins with a vowel.) 
d. Write the words on your papers. 
17. obey 
obeyed 
obeying 
18. enjoy 
enjoyed 
enjoying 
19. grow 
grows 
grown 
growing 
20. float 
floating 
21. laugh 
laughed 
laughing 
22. lead 
leader 
leading 
23. learn 
learning 
learned 
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a. Listen whi le I pronounce t hese words. 
b. What sound does the ~ have? 
c. ~at does the ey say? 
d. What suffixes are added in the last two 
words? (Teacher refers to Seventeenth Lesson) 
What is the rule about adding a suffix begin-
ning with a vowel to a word ending in a vowel 
and w or Yo 
e. Write the words on your papers .. 
a. Listen while I pronounce these words. 
b. What is the prefix for each of them (en) 
c. What is the root word? ( j oy) 
d. What are the suffixes £or the last two words? 
'What is the rule about aEiding a suffix be-
ginning with a vowel to a word ending with 
a vowel and w or y? 
e. Write the words on your papers. 
a. Listen while I pronounce these words. 
b. Use them in sentences. 
c. Write them on your paperso 
a. Listen to the words in Group 20o 
b. With what blend do they begin (fl) 
c. What sound does the oa have? ·What is the 
rule about the sound of two vowels mich 
come together in a word? 
d. What is the suffix in floating? 
e. Write the two words on your papers. 
a. Listen to the words in Group 21. 
b. How are they alike? 
c. Is laugh spelled .the way it sounds? 
Spell ·laugh with me . Write it on your 
papers . 
d. Write laughed~ 
e. Write laughingo 
a. Listen to the words in Group 22 . 
b. How are they alike? 
c. What sound does the ea have? 
d. What a r e the suffixes on the last two words? 
e. Write the words on your paperso 
a. Listen to the words in Group 23. 
b. Spell the part that is alikeo 
c. What are the suffixes on the last two words? 
d. Write the words. 
Collect Pupil's Worksheets Noo 13 as they Will be used in the next 
lessono 
Turn your papers over and we will see how many of the 34 words we 
can write correctly. (Teacher dictates wordso. Children checko 
Give 3 points for each one correcto Teacher makes a list of words 
misspelled.) 
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TWENTY-SIXTH LESSON 
Word Roots 
Auditory and Visual 
Children have copies of Pupil's Worksheet No. 13, other paper and 
pencils. 
25. happy unhappy a. 
like unlike 
welcome unwelcome b. 
c. 
26. farm farmer a. 
build builder b. 
help helper 
sing singer 
bank banker c. 
27. race racer a. 
bake baker b. 
skate skater c. 
drive driver 
What prefix has been added to the root 
word in the second word of each pair? 
Tell me some sentences with the long . 
words. 
Write the words. 
Listen to the words in Group 26. 
We often make the name of a person who 
does something by adding the suffix 
to the word that tells what he does. 
Write the words. 
Look at the words in Group 27. 
What suffix has been added? 
Teacher writes the following on the 
board~ 
race - er 
bake - er 
skate - er 
What happened to the final e in the 
er 
root word before the suffix er was 
added. Lead pupils to formulate the 
generalization that i f they see a single 
vowel and a single consonant before a 
suffix~ the root word may end in e. 
28. carry carrier 
plenty plentiful 
easy easily 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
Look at the words in Group 28. 
With what letter does each one in the 
first row end? 
What is the suffix in carrier? (er) 
What letter precedes er in carrier. 
What is the suffix in plentiful? (ful) 
What is the suffix in easily. (ly) 
What letter precedes the ly. · 
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Lead pupils to formulate the generaliza-
tion that if a suffix is preceded by i 
the root word probably ends in y. Remem-
ber that i and y represent the same-vDWel 
sound and y is usually used at the end 
of a word. 
Now let's turn our papers over and see how many of the words we have had 
in this lesson you can write correctly. There are J'words. Children 
check them. Teacher lists those misspelled. 
1. 
6. 
11. 
13. 
18. 
23. 
24. 
26. 
like 
liked 
likely 
likes 
great 
greater 
greatest 
fire 
firecrackers 
fireman 
firemen 
fireplace 
live 
lives 
lived 
lively 
living 
enjoy 
enjoyed 
enjoying 
learn 
learning 
learned 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET -NO. 13 
(To Accompany Twenty-Fourth, Twenty-Fifth and 
Twenty-Sixth Lessons on Word Roots) 
2. kick 3. note 4. bench 5. 
kicked notes benches 
notebook 
noted 
7. high 8. old 9. long 10. 
higher older longer 
highest oldest longest 
12. engine 
engineer 
14. lose 15. machine 16. move 
losing machines moving 
moved 
movement 
19. grow 20. float 21. laugh 
grows floating laughed 
grown laughing 
growing 
protect pro-tect 
protected pro-tect-ed 
protection pro-tec-tion 
happy 
like 
unhappy 
unlike 
welcome unwelcome 
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body 
bodies 
flash 
flashlight 
17. obey 
obeyed 
obeying 
22. lead 
leader 
leading 
farm farmer 
build builder 
help helper 
27. race 
bake 
skate 
drive 
racer 
baker 
skater 
driver 
28. carry 
plenty 
easy 
carrier 
plentiful 
easily 
sing singer 
bank banker 
• 
TWENTY-SEVENTH LESSON 197 
Syllables 
Auditory and Visual 
I 
II 
III 
Teacher gives children half sheets of paper and has them write the 
Alphabet and circle all the Consonants. She writes the word, -
Consonants, on the board. Discusses vowels and consonants again. 
Teacher gives out pupil's Worksheet No. 14 and says, ''We will say · a 
word together. Then on the line beside that word on your Worksheet 
you are to write the last sound you heard in the word. We will do 
three together and then check after finishing each row. Remember that 
when the only vowels in a word or syllable appear together, the first 
is usually long and the second silent. 
answers answers answers 
... 
y(like I) why y (like i) so 0 buy 
see e day ~ she e 
lay ~: tree e spy y (like i) 
cry y (like i) tea e dough -0 
free e IIzy" y(like T) we e 
tray a play a blow -0 
tie i he ~ sky y (like I) 
go 0 snow 0 true -u 
key e knee e pie i 
Is a vowel sound at the end of a one-syllable word usually long or short? 
(usually long) Read the rule about it from your Worksheet. 
Pronounce the words in Set II after me. The first syllable of each of 
these words ends in a vowel. Do you 
hear a long or a short vowel sound at 
the end of the first syllable of each 
word. (long) Let's read the rule 
that is written on_your Worksheet. 
ti-ny 
la-dy 
po-ny 
se-cret 
set wink 
rock nut 
pa-per 
Jo .... e~pl'i 
ba-sin 
sea-son 
rib-bon 
bas-ket 
pup-pet 
hop-ping 
Pronounce the words in Set III after me. 
Does each of these words and syllables 
end with a consonant or vowel souns? 
(consonant) Do the vowels in these . 
words have long or short sounds? Read 
the rule for set three on your ~rk­
sheet. 
IV "I will pronounce the wo ~ds in Set IV on your Worksheet. Then you are198 
to copy them, drawing a line between the syllables.- We will do them to-
gether. (Teacher brings material in parenthesis into discussion.) 
catch 
pil-low 
dai-sy 
lad-der 
car-rot 
I 
to-ma-to 
rib-bon 
mas-ter 
cher-ry 
(one vowel, one syllable) 
(Divides between the double consonants.) 
(The long a sound tells you that the first syllable 
is an open one ending in a vowel sound.) 
(Divides between the double consonants.) 
(Divides between the double consonants.) 
(It has three open syllables) 
(Divides between the double consonants.) 
(Two short vowel sounds. Two closed syllables.) 
(Divides between the double consonants.) 
cit-i-zen (Three syllables. Two closed syllables.) 
• 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO. 14 
(To Accompany Twenty-Seventh 
Lesson) 
I ~en the only vowels in a word or syllable appear together, the first is 
usually long and the second silent. 
II 
III 
On the line beside each word, write the last sound you he~r in that word. 
why so buy 
see day she 
lay tree spy 
cry tea dough 
free my we 
tray play blow 
tie he sky 
go snow true 
key knee pie 
A vowel sound at the end of a one syllable word is usually long. 
ti-ny pa-per po-ny ba-sin 
la-dy Jo-seph se-cret sea-son 
A syllable ending in a vowel sound is called an open syllable. Open 
syllables often have a long vowel sound. 
set 
rock 
wink 
nut 
rib-bon 
bas-ket 
pup-pet 
hop-ping 
A syllable ending in a consonant sound is called a closed syllable. 
Closed syllables often have a short vowel sound. 
IV Copy the following words drawing a line between the syllables. 200 
ca.1ich tomato 
pillow ribbon 
daisy master 
ladder cherry 
carrot citizen 
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TWENTY-EIGHTH LESSON 
Syllables 
Children have paper and pencils. 
I 
II 
Teacher writes the following words 
on the board; children pronounce 
them after her. 
•. 
rabbit 
baggage 
pretty 
sudden 
rab-bit 
bag-gage 
pret-ty 
sud-den 
Teacher writes the following 
words on the board. 
expect 
practice 
except 
after 
candy 
sister 
enter 
ex-pect 
prac-tice 
ex-cept 
af-ter 
can-dy 
sis-ter 
en-ter 
III . Teacher writes the following 
words on the board. 
IV 
contest 
number 
fifty 
center 
Teacher writes the following 
words on the board: 
hap-py pa-per 
Teacher says, 
Where did I divide the words? 
Call attention to the fact that 
the second syllable begins with 
the second of the double conso-
nants and that the second conso-
nant is silent. Children write 
the words. 
Notice that in each of these words 
a vowel is followed by two different 
consonants and that the first conso-
nant goes with the first syllable 
and the second consonant goes with 
the second syllable. The first vowel 
sound is short. Children write the 
words. 
Look at the whole word and then 
write the first syllable. Children 
then write whole word. 
Look at the first word. Is the 
first vowel letter followed by one 
or two consonants? lfuere does the 
first syllable end? (Teacher 
points to the word pa-per) Notice 
that the first vowel letter is 
followed by one consonant, that 
this consonant begins the second 
syllable, and that the vowel in 
the first syllable is long. Children 
write the words. 
v Teacher writes the following 
words on the board. 
mu-sic 
mo-tor 
mus-tard 
mot .. 'Ue 
2G2 
Why is there an open first syllable -
(ending in a long vowel) in .· ~ music 
and motor? Why is there a closed 
first syllable (with a short vowel 
sound followed by a consonant) in 
mustard and mo~e? (answer: mustard 
and moif-le have two consonants between 
the vowels. ) Children write the words • 
VI ta-ble Look at the words in Group VI. Not ice that the 
consonant that comes just before the 1 goes with 
the 1 in the last syllable. Pronounce each 
word and then spell it in syllables with me. 
Ready. (Children write the words.) 
mid-dle 
a-ble 
gob-ble 
-fa-~es 
bun-dle 
rum-ble 
VII Teacher puts the following on the board. Asks children to copy the 
words, circle the first syllable, and put an L or S before the word 
to show whether the vowel sound in the first syllable is long or 
short. 
candy 
Friday 
---elbow 
stupid 
tumble 
--carpet 
__ always 
awful 
curtain 
---
(Answers and comments are included below to help the teacher who is 
requested to try and get these comments from the children as the 
work is checked. 
s <§cty 
L @ day 
s @bow 
L @ pid 
There are two consonants between the vowels 
a and y. We divide between these two consonants. 
The first syllable is a closed syllable with a 
short vowel sound ( ~ ) 
There is one consonant between the vowels. The 
consonant goes with the last vowel sound. The 
first syllable is an o~en syllable ending with 
a long vowel sound ( i ). 
There are two consonants between the vowels. 
The first consonant goes with the first syllable. 
The first vowel sound is short ( ~ ). 
There is one consonant between the vowels. The 
consonant goes with the last vowel sound. The 
first syllable is an open syllable ending with 
a long vowel sound ( u ) . 
s @ ble 
s ~pet 
s @ways 
s ~ ful 
s @ tain 
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In a word ending in le the consonant that 
comes just before thel goes with the l in 
the last syllable. Turn is a closed syllable 
with a short vowel sound. 
There are two consonants between the vowels. 
The first consonant goes with the first syl-
lable. The first syllable is a closed 
syllable with a short vowel sound. 
There are two consonants between t he vowels. 
The first consonant goes with the first ·· 
syllable. The first vowel sound is short. 
There are two consonants between the vowels. 
The first consonant goes with the first syl-
lable. 
There are two consonants between the first 
two vowels. The first consonant goes with 
the first syllable. The first syllable is 
a closed syllable with a short vowel sound. 
firs\" 
If time allows, teacher dictates the~twenty-four words in this 
lessvn.Ghildren write them. Check them. 
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1WENTY ~NINTH LESSON 
Promoting Skill In Determining Accent 
(Children have paper and pencil.) 
1. Auditory Perception of Accent 
2. 
(Teacher writes sudden on board. Asks children to say it as she 
says it. Pronounce sud den as we do in ordinary conversation.) 
11When I pronounce the word sudden correctly, I emphasize the first 
syllable with~ voice. When we emphasize a syllable in this way, 
we say we accent it .. " Write .sudden on your papers. 
" " , (Teacher pronounces count - er, ex - cite, cen - ter 
overemphasizing the accent and asks pupils to tell which 
accented.) 
without 
syllable was 
(Teacher writes the following on the board and asks pupils to pro~ 
nounce each and tell whether the first or last syllable is the ac= 
cented syllable.) 
fifty table number broken 
(answer key for teacher: fi{ - ty, tf - ble, nW: - ber, br6 - ken) 
Teacher dictates and children write fifty 51 table, number, and broken on .. 
their papers. 
3. (Teacher writes the following on the board~) 
o ver, sur prise, riv er, po ta to, 
A mer i can, re mem ber, a rith me tico 
(Ask pupils to pronounce and tell which syllable is accented. Teacher 
puts in accent marks as child finishes telling where it goes.) (answer 
key for "teacher::: cf ver, sur prisEt; riv" er, po ti to, A me-/ i can 
re menr ber' a ri trt' me tic • ) 
(Teacher dictates ~' 
remember, arithmetic. 
surprise, river, potato, American, 
Children write the words on their paperso 
4. 
.5. 
6. 
7. 
B. 
(Teacher writes word on 
board.) 
/ 
cap tain I en ter tairf 
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Teacher pronounces words and then 
saysg 
11These words end with the same syl-
lableo In the first word the 
syllable (spe] it) t-a~i-n, is not 
accented and in the second word it 
iso Notice that the rule that when 
two vowels come together you hear 
the long sound of t he first vowel 
and the second vowel is silent is 
true about "entertain" in which 
t~a-i=n is accented but not true 
in "captain" where u tain" is not 
accentedo 
by, try, Iey", fly, cry 11 These are all one~syllable words 
and so we say that they are accented 
syllableso What sound does the 
/ 
reply 
tt" ey 
lone' ly 
I 
ver y 
I heav y 
fif1 ty 
I 
an y 
I ly ug 
final y stand for in these syllables? 
(answer = like long io) 
t\Which syllable is accented? What 
vowel sound do you hear in the ac-
cented syllable? (y sounds like 
long io) 
"Pronounce these words after meo Which 
syllable is accented in each of these 
words? The second sylla ble is unaccented. 
Does the l stand for the long ! sound or 
the short i sound in these words?" (call 
attention to the fact that l is the only 
vowel letter in the last syllable of these 
words. 11 
Teacher writes this rule on boardg In most two=syllable words t hat 
end in a consonant followed by 'y2 the first syllable is ac"" 
cented and the last is unaccented. 
Teacher dictates the words and the children write them2 thus 2 tiny, etc. 
, 
a wa:y 1 
to da:y 
"Say these words aft er meo Which syllable 
is accentedo Notice that the y is silent 
since a vowel and y come together we only 
hear the long sound of t he ao The final 
l is not the only vowel letter in t he syl~ 
lableoli 
10. 
n. 
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am" ble 
/' hud dle 
11Say these words after me. Which syllable is ac-
cented'l11 
wig/ gle 
gil gle 
When a final syllable ends in le2 that 
syllable is usually unaccented. 
/ 
am bling 
am1 bled 
nThe accent remains on the first syllable.til 
/ , . 
breeze, breezy, breez i ly 
/ / 
fool, fool ish, fool ish ness 
care, car' ful, car/ ful 1y 
plen' ty, pler/ ti ful, 
/ I fuss, fuss y, fuss i ness 
"Pronounce the words in each group 
after me. Which syllable is ac~ 
centedi11 
Lead them to make the generalization 
that when one or more syllables are 
added to a word to make another word, 
the accent falls on or within the 
.root wordo 
12. Turn your papers ove:; listen carefully and write these words. (They 
are listed here in syllables and with accent marks to help the teacher 
however, the children are to write the word without breaking it into 
syllables or putting in accent marks:) -ny-will say the word, give a 
sentence and say the word again. You _are to write only the word. 
R~ady. 
1. 
2. 
3· 4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9o 
10. 
/ 
sud den There was a sudden shower. 
cenlter She is in the center of the circle. 
brei ken - The di·sh is broken-~ 
A mei""'i can I am an American. 
re mern(ber Remember to brush your teeth. 
a ri tb?' me tic I like arithmetic. 
po ta? to Here is a baked potato o 
en?ter tain We will entertain you at 
re pli( 
heavy 
the party. 
Please reply to her letter. 
The basket is heav.y. 
(Check the papers.) 
sudden 
center 
broken 
American 
remember 
arithmetic 
potato 
entertain 
reply 
heavy 
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Using a Dictiona;r 
Write the alphabet on the blackboard, dividing it into three parts.) 
First Part 
a, b, c, d, e, f 1 g 
Middle Part Last Part 
------ ---- ---- ----
h, i, j, k, 1, m, n, o, p q, r~ s, t, u, v, 
w, x, y, z 
(Have each child place a paper clip in his dictionary at the end of the 
g1 s and another at the end of the p 1 s.) 
(Ask the children in which part of the dictionary - first, middle, or 
last - he would find the following wordsa (Teacher says words) 
l. did 5. bowl 9. . weave 
2. put 6. coast lOo neither 
3. sly 7. ladder ll. waste 
4. untie 8. muster 12. worms 
Discuss ways in which things we have learned in these lessons will help 
us in using a dictionary. 
Teacher writes the words listed above on the board. Children copy 
them, look them up in the dictionary; and write the page number 
where the word was found opposite each word. To promote speed, 
write names on board as they finish·. · Check to see if page numbers 
are correct. Discuss use of guide words in a dictionary. 
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RUSSELL TEST ON LEARNING RATE IN SPELLING 
GRADES 4, 5, 6 
FORM A 
9:15 - 9:30 Presentation of words 
11:00 - 11:10 Test 
This time allotment allows for approximately two minutes 
of presentation time per word and time to begin and close the 
activity. 
MATERIALS 
Each child has paper and pencil. 
The teacher has six prepared sheets with the directions on 
the back of each. 
PROCEDURE 
The teacher does not call thts a test, but says,"We are going to 
have some fun with big words." (Before the morning they are presented 
209 
the teacher is requested to read the directions for all six words carefully~ 
Present the words between 9:15 and 9:30. Follow the procedure 
indicated on the back of the sheets. Hold each sheet so that all can 
see it. 
As soon as all six words are presented, go on with the regular 
school work. Do not refer again to this test. Collect the papers 
upon which the children practiced writing the words. 
TEACHER REMINDS HERSELF NOT TO FORGET THE TEST AT 11:00. 
At 11:00, or one and a half hours after the presentation, give out 
slips of lined paper. Have each child write his name and grade on his 
paper. Dictate the following words: 
l ft burglar 
2. admiral 
3. operetta 
4. communication 
5 " nutriment 
6~ calendar 
Collect all papers. Give one point for every word spelled correctly. 
Your scores may run from 0 - 6. Enter the scores in the column labeled 
"Scores on Learning Rate Test A" on your Report of Attendance. Put the 
slips of paper in an .COflvl~iGH~rell. 
i~t:0i·~~i1~ ,I9 ~3.'.8_~_::~ ... .,_: 
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TJME 
RUSSELL TEST ON LEARNING RATE IN SPELLING 
GRADES 4 9 5, 6 
FORM B 
9:15 = 9:30 Present at ion of words 
11 : 00 = 11:10 Test 
This t ime allotment allows for approximately two minutes 
of pr esent ation t ime per word and time to begin and close the 
activity. 
MATERIAlS 
Ea ch child has paper and pencil. 
The teacher has six prepared sheets with the directions on 
the back of each. 
PROCEDURE 
The t eacher is requested to read the directions for all 
six words carefully before the morning they are presented. 
Teacher says, "We are going to have fun with big words." 
Present the words between 9 :15 and 9:30. Follow the 
procedure i ndicated on t he back of the sheets. Hold the 
sheet so that all can see it. 
As soon as all six words are presented, go on with the 
regular s chool work. Do not refer again to this test. Coilect 
the papers upon which the children practiced writing the words. 
TEACHER REMINDS HERSELF NOT TO FORGET THE TEST AT 11:00. 
At 11:009 or one and a half hours later, give out slips of 
lined paper. Have each child write his name and grade on his 
paper. Dictate the following words: 
1. burnish 
2. corporal 
3 o part i cul ar 
4. confederat i on 
5o enactment 
6. becoming 
Colle ct all papers. Give one point for 
corre ctly. Your scores may run from 0 - 6. 
an enve l ope for Miss Russell. 
COPYRIGI-IT KARl§ sss.s\lt · 
every word spelled 
Put the papers in 
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TEACHER'S MANUAL 
NILES 1 AUDITOJrC TEST 
Test 1, Part A 
Directions f6r Administering 
Say: '~e shall now do some sample exercises together so that y~ will 
' lmow just how to do the first part of the test. Look at Sample. l. 
Say: 
I am going to pronounce a word. Circle all the sounds which you -hear 
either at the beginning or at the end of the wo~ which I pronounce. 
The first word is p~rt~d. Now circle the sounds which you heard at 
the beginning or the end of pentad. 11 Allow 5 seconds for pupils to 
circle the sounds. Then say: 11Did you circle !! and _E?" 
'~e shall do the other samples in the same way. The second sample 
is kyrlne;. 11 Pause for five seconds. ~: "Did you all circle k 
and n? The third sample is insensate." Pause for five seconds. 
Then-say: 11Did you all circle t? The fourth sample is hydriodide." 
Pause for five seconds. Then say: "Did you all circle d and h? The 
fifth sample is octave. II Pausefor five seconds. Then say: iiDid you 
all circle v? Notice that you may have one sound or two to circle. 
There will il.ways be at least one sound which you will have to circle.'' 
Read with the pupils the directions for Test 1, Part A. Allow 5 
seconds after each word before going on to the next word. Pronounce e ach 
word just once. In each case, read the number of the item before reading 
the word itself. Enunc.,o.,ie. c...~~ 
1. rhabdite 
2. spicule 
J. m,astiff 
4. widgeon 
5. poristic 
6. gustative 
?. cha.mfer I 
B. jadish 
v/-(rab dit) 
IJ -(spik ul) 
v/ v (mas tif) 
v /v (wij -rm) 
_/ v/ v (po ris tik) 
v/ v (gus ta tiv) 
v/ v (cham fer) 
vlv (jad ish) 
• 
Say: 
Say: 
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"Now we will start listening for sounds in the middle of words as 
well as for sounds at the beginning and at the end. I am going to 
do two samples with ybp.. Listen for the word which I shall say and 
cj.r_Rle all the sounds you heard in the word. Sample 1 is the word 
biland~r." ~ause for five seconds:, !E~ say: 11Did you circle:£, ~' 
1, r? Now lJ.sten to Sample 2: sha.J.loon. 11 Pause for five seconds 
Then say: "Did you circle ~' ! ? Listen carefully and circle al.J.: 
sounds you hear at the beginning, at the end, or in the middle of 
these words." 
9. fencible 
\) /v 
(fen si b11) 
10. zirconium (,..... -IVIJ zer ko ni urn) 
11. shammock ( v /v sham uk) 
12. vector 
~,~/...., (vek ter) 
I.L 
13. sedile (se di ie) 
,14. 
v v /u 
disvelop (dis vel up) 
15. morbific ~ v /v (mor bif ik) 
16. biangulated 
- ~/ .. J.:- v (bi an gu lat ed) 
11Now we will listen for blends as well as for single sounds. A 
blend is a combination of sounds, like the bl at the beginning of 
blue or nd at the end of round. This time,-circle all the 
single sounds and also all the blends which you hear. The first 
sample is brushhook. 11 Pause for five secondS. Th~ say: "Did you 
circle !?_::, !!' and sh? The second sample is presagement." Pause for 
five seconds. Then ~: 11Did you circle !:.!:,, £!) and !!!,? Listen 
carefully and circle all the single sounds and all the blends which 
YOU hear in these WOIUSo II 
17. transept vi v (tran sept) 
18. sludge (sl~) .· 
19. protoplast 
/ _/ v (pro to plast) 
20. sentient vI v (sen shent) 
21. nuigram _/u " (floo- i gram) 
22. hydrothorax - ..L " " (hi dro tho raks) 
23. theanthropism -4. ., / -L " (the an thro piz'm) 
24. nudging 
u/., (nuj irtg) 
page ) 
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Say: ''Now we will listen for vowel sounds as well as for single consonant 
sounds and blends. The vowels are a, e, i, o, u. This time, ci,rcle 
all th,e single consonant sounds and blends and f9-so all the vowel 
sounds which you hear. The first sample is frrnchis~." Pause for 
five seconds. The~ say: "Did you circle a, fr, z? The second sample 
.is negotiate (nt go shi/ate)" Pause for fivesecon%• Then say: 
11Did you circle sh, o? The third sample is thiocyan~c." Pau'S'Ei""for 
five seconds. Then say: 11Did you circle i, a, s, th? Now listen 
carefully and circle all the single consonant-sounds-and blends and 
also all the vowel sounds you hear." 
25. blisterwort v/"' A (blis ter Wurt) 
26. swag (sw~g) 
, 
27. wheelhouse (hwel hous) 
28. skewbald .L A (sku bold) 
29. tunicle .J. u (tu ni k'l) 
30. lampem ~JV (1 pern) 
31. cataloguize u / \J -(kat a log iz) 
32. sponsible \1 / v (spon si bl) 
33. yarwhelp Ll / v (yar hwelp) 
34. fructiform v/ v A (fruk ti form) 
35. unsheathe \1 -/ (un sheth) 
36. encroach (v - / en kroch) 
-/~ v 
31· twiningly (twin ing li) 
38. lanyard v/-(lan yerd) 
-~ 39. inglobe (in glob) 
40. palimpsest v/" v (pal imp sest) 
Ll. posthaste (post haste) 
/ II '' 42. stasiarch (sta si ark) 
tlame _________ _ 
Date ______________ _ 
Sample lz 
Sar.lple 2a 
Sample 31 
Sample 4a 
Sample 5: 
Directions 1 
1. 0 
2. m 
TEACHER Is ANS\.JER SHEET 
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The score is the number risnt--
not oounttng the Samples. ~t~ 
highest possible score is • 
(It is suggested that in correct· 
ing the teacher circle correct 
~R~g~~s in red and then count 
-----------------------------
Grade --------~-------------------
k £ 0 r s y 0 1 0 1 d 0 h p g t 
b g v m p CD f w 
f n b 1 m j 00 
w p h 0m r j y 
In this exercise you have lists of sounds. Circle all the 
sounds in each list vThich you hear at the beginning or the 
end of the words I pronounce. Do not try to think of the 
spelling. Think only of the sounds you hear. 
£ 1 m <!:) w g k 
th£ t b0shw 
p 0 b w sh p z 0 
s. 
o. 
b 0® th 
! (f) sh €) 1 
II <9 1 
t e k 
f G) wh n 
f sh 1!1 
h m .wh 
wh k 0 
th s g 
k 
d m 
n p 
@y b · b 
w 
€) 
Smilple 21 f t • 
r<:){!)k ch r sh g 
lO. ®® P 
th (i) £ . 1 
d r 
u. z 
h th p 
ch r sh p 
th (D ch 0 
th GJ 0 g 
G) Q wh (i) 
0 
r 
m 
g h @w 
lG) 
® th k 
g 
h 
k 
.. t Answer Sheet 
Niles' Auditor,y Test, 
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Sample 1: G> st G) bl @ f th - ScoY'e.. n p m 
rleg 
G e 0 Sample ? • f b ch mp w k s1 ' ..... 
17. y d e f pr cr l sh €) sp 
12. sn t sh @ h pl z b CD ch 
19. 0 ch t-v1 G k n B® h gr 
20. .1:' ee d th rp rt k l lt .l. 
21. 0 sm p dr ch @ w b @ pl 
22. ® t P' 0 ® llh sk e rk ® m 
23. d ~ e k nn st lk E)mp 0 0 
24. ([) vT 0 m v ch nd h 1m G) 
Sample 1: t 'til n 0 th ® rm e Q p 
Sample 2: 1 e p sk v 0 mp z wh u 
Sample 3: l t f e b u ch G> 
25. sl f a sp 
€>008 n th 
26. rg 
€> p sl sp z 0 k G) e 
27. @ a @ u br pl th G) st 0 
28. sl G p 
29. 0 s 0 
30. 0 s lt 
31. 0 ' 0 
32. st v n 
33· u 0 1n 
3h· e a lp 
JS. a G s 
36. e sh cl 
37. a b k 
38. rf ct 0 '-> 
39. d pl 
40. k sh 
• v sm f 
42. sl rf (e 
i @ 1m 
kt ® nd 
0 rl sl 
th e 0 
0@cv 
E)t i 
lmG th 
lih0 ts 
s j rt 0 
st nd 
t j 
@ rl 
@ z 
d 0 
Tef;I.Q}ler t.a. Answer Sheet 
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th sp 
b bl 
i e 
sh 0 - d 0 
f e a th 
0 th @ sp 
nQ h ® 
9 nk m ch 
€) kt tl th 
@0 gr nk 
E) it gl nd 
p 000 a h th 
b e ch f j u 0 
0 th r Q ch u rt 
d e u w p 0 lk 
//~ • 
Highest possible score~. 
PUPIL'S ANSWER SHEET 
NILES 1 AUDITORY TEST 
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Test 1, Part A 
Name School 
Date Grade 
Sample 1: k f d r s y p 1 
Sample 2: k 1 d n h p g t 
Sample 3: b g v m p t f w 
Sample 4: f n b 1 m j d h 
Sample 5: w p h v m r j y 
Directions: In this exercise you have lists of sounds. Circle all the 
sounds in each list which you hear at the beginning or the 
end of the words I pronounce. Do not try to think of the 
spelling . Think only of the sounds~ou hear. 
1. r f 1 m t w g k 
2. m th f t b 1 sh w 
3. p f b w sh p z m 
4. b w n th k f sh s 
5. f p sh k 1 h m wh 
6. z g 1 d m wh k v 
7. n t ch k p th s g 
8. f j wh n b sh y b 
- -- ··-- Sample 1: b f m ch d 1 w r 
Sample 2: v sh b p 1 th f t 
9. r s f k ch r sh g 
10. n k p d f g h z 
11. th m f 1 z sh w r 
12. g h th p r 1 v m 
13. s ch r sh p d th k 
14. p th d ch v m sh g 
15. t th r f g sh b h 
16. p b d wh g f 1 k 
Pupil's Answer Sheet · 
Niles' Auditory Test, 
Page 2 
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Sample 1: n br p st h m bl sh f th 
Sample 2: f nt b ch pr mp w m k sl 
17. y d tr f pr cr 1 sh pt sp 
18. sn t sh sl h pl z b j ch 
19. t ch tw pr k fl st pl h gr 
20. f sh nt d th rp rt k 1 lt 
21. m sm p dr ch fl w b gr ' pl 
22. dr t g h wh sk ks rk th m 
23. d g th k rm st lk thr mp p 
24. j w n rn v ch nd h 1m ng 
Sample 1: t w fl a th fr rm e z p 
Sample 2: 1 sh p sk v 0 mp z wh u 
Sample 3: 1 t f e b u ch a s th 
25. sl f a sp bl 1 rt w n th 
26. rg sw p sl sp z a k g e 
27. s a wh u br pl th e st h 
Pupil's Answer Sheet 
Niles' Audi tory Test 
Page 3 
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28. sl u p i sk 1m ld rl th sp 
29. 0 s u kt t nd kl z b bl 
30. l s lt 0 rl sl d a i rn 
31. a p z t .h . e .. k sh i d 0 
32. st v fl i bl 0 f sp a th 
33. u y m wh t i e th lp sp 
34. rm a lp 1m u th fl i h fr 
35. a u s wh e ts th nk m ch 
36. cr sh cl s j g ch kt tl th 
37. a b k st hd tw ng i gr nk 
38. rf g y t j rd it gl nd 
39. d gl pl p 0 b i a h th 
40. 1m k sh b" ~p ch f.' j u e 
41. v sm f 0 th r a ch u rt 
42. sl rf st d rk u w p a lk 
VISUAL TEST 
Name School 
-------------------------------- ------------------------------
Date Grade 
-------------------------------- --------------------------------
I am going to show you a word. You are to find that same ·word on your 
papers. Watch carefully and circle the one you see. We will do 3 
samples together. 
Sample 1. 
Sample 2. 
Sample 3. 
ago ~ do go girl 
tab pat top ~ 
slat last ~ lot blast 
232 
1. other then (\@althi9J) weather 
whether wlil.ither wealth 
10. promotion protecting portending 
prom1s1ng prospecting 
(Eromot1n[) prompting 
2. 
3. 
4. 
filigrees faucets fractious 
facilities tacto~ 
fictitious . faculties 
ungrateful 
grapefruit 
unguarded 
inaugural ~rate~ 
enigmatical 
ingratiate 
enticement entombment entrancement 
11. 
12. 
registration recognitio regular 
regulate radiation 
negotiation <f§Jiulatiob 
contented ~ conducted 
connected contested 
contender commended 
intermittent (@[fertainm~ 13, consignm!imt 
COTfVSniEJnce 
cpnt:j_ngence 
c9nq~ested~ 
popsecrate integument intpnatiqn 
conqist?tl~e 
5. approximate aPPrOHf~~~~ 
qepreciate ~ppavtt~qn 
apprentice .. rutPrep;J,.~ 
ap:pEil,t:i"Gi~ 
' 14 
. . ' ragul~tion refraction reform~~iv~ 
ae t ormatio]D reflection 
6. i¥1desired &[decid~ undaunted 
unbridled unenvied 
undescribed undeveloped 
7. decision deception ~sertiori) 
dedication desecration 
diversion destruction 
information refutation 
15. disinfecting disaffected despondent 
§isJ..riiectaJ)t) disfigurement · 
descendant dissonant 
16. infecting ~ informing 
referring referred 
inferred infesting 
8 ~. expediential expiortable 
experiment experiential 
~per~ent~ equinoctial 
exponential · 
17. perspicuity perspiration pertinenCJ 
W€rvers~ predatory 
9. discursive deciduous diseases 
derisive ~
denounce discourteous 
perversely perspiratory 
18. formation formula ~ 
formation fascinate 
formulating formative 
" 
19'o ascendance accordion €onl8d.9:te:) 
accidence accordance 
accusative attendance 
20- induative endorser indicator 
inducer indention 
incubator Cinduct§t) 
21. energetic ~ngen~ engaged 
engineer ingrate 
ingredient negative 
31. 
32. 
33. 
erucie recurie ecirie 
ecirue ~ eciuer 
delivieuse delieusie decileus~33 
delicious @elicie~dicelieux 
initile inetule inutele 
~ut~ ilutin itunele 
34. ~auvages~ sauvegesse 
sauvage suavagesse 
sauvagese 
eauvagas~< 
22. matriculation maturative (fiiB.turati"iili::> 35. 
malediction malefactor 
desserrer ~eserr~ desserer 
desserre diesserer deserer 
malformation metabolism 
23. semilenticular semicircular 
36. sommeille someill sornniel 
ellisom (§ornmei1) mosseil 
bicentennial tercentenary semicivilized 
assainat ~ssassin~ asassinat . 
asasine assessinat assasanit 
@micentenniii)) semicircumference 37. 
25. 
soporific sardonic ([Udorifl£:> 
sudoral subscript 
supe~jective 
C?;stronor;1ic§D astrological 
asymtotical astringency 
metaphysical astrophysical 
astroppqt~gra~h~ 
28. grineir. ~eni~ . girenie . 
gerrler grlenlr grenelr 
29. voiteur ~ voivtue 
voeture voitire vioture 
30. zeir eirz ~ 
eiez rize "zeri 
38. ~cureUi+) ecuruil ecoreuil 
ecureil eruceuil ecurueil 
39. tressaillir 
tressailer 
afhy~~~ ~~he~e ~q~~~ 
;}f1:lr}~~ ~pt~}er 
~~gP,f1S?T Q.eg~l;)li!C(r ~·goi!W 
Q.~~o~ier p.q~qg:)+ ~pg~~~~T 
42. vinegar vainiger C:vinai~ 
uiniagre venigre vairegre 
43. tierciron ([iercer$1> teirceron 
tirceron trieceron tiercreon 
44. ~nn~ enneyeu ennayeu 
yeuennennuyer .enneyeu 
45. evanouer evinor enivouir 
~vano~ evaneuir evanuoir 
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
SPELLING LIST: FORM D-FOR ALL BATTERIES 
Note that second-grade pupils are given only words 1 to 40, third-grade pupils words 1 to 50, fourth-grade ;~frs 
words 11 to 60, fifth-grade pupils words 21 to 70, sixth-grade pupils words 31 to 80, seventh-grade pupils words 41 to 
90, and eighth- and ninth-grade pupils 51 to 100. In the case of Grades 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, the words are to be read 
as though they were numbered 1 to 50. Read the number of each word and caution pupils to write the word on the 
line that has the number of that word. 
Second and third grades start here. 
1. it Here is your book; read it. it 
2. and Buy butter and eggs. and 
3. ten There are ten cents in a dime. ten 
4. old The beggar wore a ragged old coat. old 
5. my Take your turn ; then I will take my turn. my 
6. book What is the name of your new story book? book 
7. this. That is a blue jay, but this is a bluebird. this 
8. dJlor Close the door before the flies get in. door 
9. gTrl Is your new baby a boy or a girl? girl 
10. fun Jumping a rope is lots of fun. fun 
Fourth grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 11 to 60.) 
11. song We are learning a song about Christmas. song 
12. seed A big plant grows from a tiny seed. seed 
13 . seen My kitten is lost. Have you seen it? seen 
14 . some Many animals can swim; some cannot. some 
15. sold Joe sold his sled to Frank for 50 cents. sold 
16. blow If the wind would blow, the windmill would turn. blow 
17. think · Our teacher often makes us think hard. think 
18. keep You may keep one apple for yourself. keep 
19. win You need a score of 20 to win this game. win 
20. very The rain made the ground very muddy. very 
Fifth grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 21 to 70.) 
21. around We drove around the block five times. around 
22. read Show me how well you can read your new book. read 
23. gate Close the gate when you go out of the yard. gate 
24. winter It often snows on winter days. winter 
25. table Alice is helping her mother set the table. table 
26. east New York is east of Chicago. east 
27. life Eighty years is a long life. life 
28. drop If you drop a glass, it will break. drop 
29. summer This has been a very hot summer. summer 
30. step I tripped on the first step going upstairs. step 
Sixth grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 31 to 80.) 
31. said Her voice was so low I couldn't hear what she said. said 
32. been Have you been downtown lately? been 
33. pull Come, come, or I'll pull you away. pull 
34. funny The fat clown did funny tricks. funny 
35. used We stopped because we had used up our thread. used 
36. boxes John made a playhouse out of wooden boxes. boxes 
37. does What kind of tricks does your dog do? does 
38. broke Her doll fell and broke on the cement walk. broke 
39. counting Try counting by tens up to five hundred. counting 
40. wagon Joe hauled the groceries home in his wagon. wagon 
Second grade stops here. 
Seventh grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 41 to 90.) 
41. hundred Ten times ten is one hundred. hundred 
42. shed We keep our coal in a wooden shed. shed 
43. afraid Don't be afraid. This dog doesn't bite. afraid 
44. visiting My aunt is visiting us for a few days. visiting 
45. stories Will you read us some stories about animals? stories 
(Spelling List continued on reverse side) 
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Note that second-grade pupils are given only words 1 to 40, third-grade pupils words 1 to 50, fourth-grade pupils 
words 11 to 60, fifth-grade pupils words 21 to 70, sixth-grade pupils words 31 to 80, seventh-grade pupils worda 41 to 
90, and eighth- and ninth-grade pupils 51 to 100. In the case of Grades 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, the words are to be read 
as though they were numbered 1 to 50. Read the number of each word and caution pupils to write the word on the 
line that has the number of that word. 
Second and third grades start here. 
1. the Has the bell rung yet the 
2. can Try hard enough and you can do it. can 
3. she Mother said that she was going to town. she 
4. hat A hat is worn on the head. hat 
5. play Let's play hide-and-seek. play 
6. up The ball was bouncing up and down. up 
7. are Tom and Alice are here. are 
8. ball The earth is the shape of a ball. ball 
9. cup Use one full cup of milk. cup 
10. little Mylittle dog is just a puppy. little 
Fourth grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 ·instead of 11 to 60.) 
11. wind Several big trees were blown down by the wind. wind 
12. hay Our pony eats grass and hay. hay 
13. card I received my report card today. card 
14. black Coal is black. black 
15. band The band played the "Star-Spangled Banner." band 
16. them Your books are new. Take good care of them. them 
17. jell Mary was hurt when she fell off the horse. jell 
18. noon We call our noon meal lunch. noon 
19. bear We saw a large white bear at the zoo. bear 
20. snowing T-he giouna is wh1te when it is snowuig. snowing 
Fifth grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 21 to 70.) 
21. mine Your shoes are black; mine are brown. mine 
22. show It cost five pins to see our pet show. show 
23. forget Did you forget to wear your rubbers? forget 
24. trouble Tom's thoughtlessness gets him into trouble. trouble 
25. tie Can you tie a bow knot? tie 
26. paper Write your lesson on ruled paper. paper 
27. nap He was still sleepy after his nap. nap 
28. start Unless you start now, you will be late. start 
29. never George ha~ never been absent or tardy. never 
30. why I wonder why Helen looks so sad. why 
Sixth grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 31 to 80.) 
31. glass Please give me a glass of water. glass 
32. pass Never pass a car on a curve. pass 
33. bit May I have a bit of candy? bit 
34. dresser A dresser is a kind of furniture. dresser 
35. began She fell down and beg.an to cry. began 
36. use We will use pins for money and play store. use 
37. tire One front tire of our car is flat. tire 
38. lesson Today's lesson was about the Eskimos. lesson 
39. load Henry hauled a load of dirt in his wagon. load 
40. easy Do the easy problems first; then the hard ones. easy 
Second grade stops here. 
Seventh grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 41 to 90.) 
41. knew Jane knew every word in her lesson. · knew 
42. plum A prune is a kind of plum. plum 
43. cared I wish you cared mo.re about music. cared 
44. wear You should not wear rubbers in the house. wear 
45. bigger A horse is bigger than a pony. bigger 
(Spelling List continued on rel/e1'ae aide) 
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Beta 
By .ARTHUR s. OTIS, PH.D. B Formerly Development Specialist with Advisory Board, General Staff, United States War Department 
BETA TEST: FORM B 
For Grades 4-9 Score . ........... . '. lQ . . - ... . . . 
tit================== 
Read this page. · Do what it tells you to do. 
Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. 
Fill these blanks, giving your name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly. 
Name ......... ... .. .... ... . ... . . .. . ... . .... ............ Age last birthday ...... years 
First name, initial, and last name · . 
Birthday . ....... , ...... .. ..... Teacher . . · . .......... . .... Date .............. 19 ..... . 
Month Day 
Grade . ............ . School . . . .. . . . .... ..... ... . . . . ... ... City ............ . ........ . 
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here 
is a sample question already answered correctly. Notice how the q1.:1estion is answered: 
I 
Sample: Which one of the five things below is soft? 0
1 
0
2 ~o• 0~~ 1 glass 2 stone 3 ~ 4 iron 5 ice . . . . . . . . . . . '01 
The right answer, of course, is cotton; so the word cotton is underlined. 
And the word cotton is No. 3; so a heavy cross has been put in the 3d 
circle. This is the way you are to answer the questions. 
Try this sample question yourself. Do not write the answer; just 
draw a line under it and then put a heavy cross in the right circle. 
1 2 3 4 & Sample: A robin is a kind of -
1 plant 2 bird 3 worm ·s flower .......... 00000 4 fi.sh 
The answer is bird; so you should have drawn a line under the word 
bird and put a heavy cross in the 2d circle. Try this one: 
Sample: Which one of the five numbers below is larger than 55? 0
1 
0
2 
0
3 o• 0
11 
1 53 2 48 3 29 4 57 5 16 . . . . . . .. . .. . ..... . . . 
The answer, of course, is 57 ; so you should have drawn a line under 57 
and put a heavy cross in the 4th circle. · 
The test contains 80 questions. Yo.-not expected to be able to answer all of them, but 
do the best you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. 
Try to get as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes . 
• 
- not spend too much time on any one question. No questions about the test will be 
· wered by the examiner after~e test begins. Lay your pencil down. 
Do riot t~n this booklet until you are told to begin . 
• 
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